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Hanoi Hordes FIRM STAND URGED
Press Harder
SAIGON (AP) — North and 
South Vietnamese forces battled 
for a district town 75 miles 
north of Saigon today as the 
United States began an air-and- 
sea bombardment of North Viet­
nam in retaliation for the North 
Vietnamese offensive across the 
demilitarized zone.
As the offensive rolled Into its 
second week, the North Viet­
namese kept up their attacks on 
their other fronts, in the north 
below the DMZ where they in­
vaded last Thursday,- and in the 
central highlands.
North of Saigon, elements of 
three North Vietnamese divi- 
cions were reported to have 
poured across the Cambodian 
border and surrounded the dis­
trict town of Loc Ninh, five 
miles below the border. .
Highway 13 between Loc Ninh 
and An Loc, the provincial capi-
tai of Blnh Long Province 15 
miles to the south, was reported 
unsafe. An Loc itself was 
threatened from the north, east 
and west, field reports said. The 
highway was reported open 
from An Loc to Saigon but dan­
gerous, and traffic was re­
stricted.
South Vietnamese troops of 
the 5th Division were encounter­
ing heavy resistance outside 
Loc Ninh. One officer in the 
field said casualties on both 
sides were heavy.
“There is no count," he said, 
“but there are many, many cas­
ualties.”
Official Vietnamese sources 
said Lt.-Gen. Nguyen Van Minh, 
commander of the 3rd Military 
Region, met with Gen. Creigh­




Heat Begins Simmering Down 
In Canadian-Cuban Relations
OTTAWA (CP) — Relations 
between Canada and Cuba ap­
peared to be easing back to nor­
mal after a stormy 36 hours fol­
lowed the fatal bombing Tues­
day of the Cuban trade mission 
in Montreal.
One of the more than 20 Cu­
bans at the mission died as a 
result of the blast and six others 
were arrested in a tangle with 
police in which guns were lev­
elled, an i n s p e c t o r’s nose 
punched and files destroyed.
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro 
levelled a biting speech at Can­
ada’s ability to . protect diplo­
matic guests and accused Mont­
real police df “brutal and Fas­
cist methods.”
"We understand his concern 
over this deplorable event,” ex­
ternal affairs replied in a state­
ment here, adding that the pur­
suit of the culprits—believed to 
be Cubans living in the U.S.—is 
being given highest priority.
Cuban Ambassador Jose de 
Cossio and acting External Af­
fairs Minister C. M. Drury 
were expected to meet today 
and possibly work out the tan­
gled diplomatic status of the 
mission and its representatives.
The snarling began to die 
after Dr. de Cossio went to 
Montreal, where he allowed in­
vestigators to search the ruins 
of the mission for clues. Police 
said later the bomb that killed 
Sergio Perez, 25, and ripped the 
top floor off a 12-storey building 
was among the largest ever in 
Montreal. An autopsy Wednes­
day revealed Perez bled to 
death from multiple glass cuts.
Later the Cuban consulate 
was opened to the Montreal 
bomb squad for a thorough 
search after a. tip that a bomb 
was planted there and set to ex­
plode at midnight Wednesday. 
None was found despite an ex­
haustive search of the premises.
B.C. Socreds'Rarin'To Go'
For Election Next Month
1 VANCOUVER (CP) - The 
Social Credit party is "rarin’ to 
go" for a provincial election in 
May, party president George 
Driediger said Wednesday.
Mr. Driediger denied having 
any inside information from 
Premier W, A. C. Bennett.
“I just have that feeling that 
it’s time to have ihe party 
organization ready,” he said in 
an interview,
The party president said in a 
letter to party constituency offi­
cials throughout the province 
earlier this year that he expect­
ed the government to seek a 
new mandate “as early as 
May” and set for them the goal 
of increasing party membership 
by 5,009 by June.
"We have just about made 
that goal,” he said Wednesday. 
“We have our membership up 
to where we like to have it at 
election time,”
Although acknowledging that 
Premier Bennett could call an 
election for June or August, Mr. 
Driediger said there are 
“enough issues at hand” that an 
election could be called now to 
the party’s benefit.
He specifically mentioned the 
current dispute over education 
costs and teachers* salaries, 
saying the government has 
“good public support throughout 
the province” on the govern­
ment’s move to control costs.
“But I haven’t discussed it 
with the premier for several 
months, and I don’t know what 
his feeling is,” Mr. Driediger 
added.
Only four Social Credit candi­
dates out of a possible slate of 
55 have been nominated to date, 
but five more will be named 
within the next week and the 
party is geared to holding nomi. 
nating meetings at a rapid pace 
if need be, he said.
Irked Trudeau Cancels Meet
With 50 World Businessmen
OTTAWA (CP) - A planned 
three-day closed briefing for 50 
top international businessmen 
by Prime Minister Trudeau and 
members of his cabinet has 
been cancelled, the prime min­
ister's office said tbday,
A spokesman said the meet­
ing, planned for April 17-19, has 
been called off because promo­
tional material used'by Busi­
ness International Executive 
^Services “created a situation 
Bind atmosphere that was not 
Conducive to good discussions." 
!_• The prime minister's office
Hang Me!
ADELAIDE, Australia (Reu­
ter) — A convicted murderer 
nsked officially today for the 
second time to bo hanged.
English-born migrant Dennis 
Lawrence submitted his de­
mand to the South Australian 
Supreme Court.
He asked the authorities to 
explain why they have not per­
formed their duty of carrying 
out the death sentence he re­
ceived for murdering an Ade­
laide car dealer In September, 
1970.
Juiwrcnce. 45, who was last 
week denied his first applica­
tion'. hits given no indication of 
why he wants to lx* hanged.
He was origmnllv sentenced 
to death after pleading guilty to 
the inipder but his sentence 









Up, up and away! Corine of Zoltan Sztehlo from Cal-
Dewhurst, on her horse 
Aquarius, soars over a jump 
in Kelowna Riding Club 
grounds, Gordon Road, Kel- 
owna, under the watchful eye
gary. He is conducting a rid­
ing clinic sponsored by the 
riding club. Mr. Sztehlo, a 
member of the Canadian Na­
member of, the dressage team 
that won a gold medal for 
Canada at Cali, Columbia, in 
the Pan-Am games, held in 
1971. In October, 1971, he was
tional Dressage team, was a senior member of the grand
jury to settle disputes in the 
Kelowna Riding Clubs two day 
combined equestrian event. 
Besides settling arguments, he 
judged dressage and stadium 
jumping.—(Courier photo).
New Official For District
Dismayed At Indifference
Lack of proper planning in 
the Regional District of Central 
Okanagan has been criticized 
by a man who has been em­
ployed by the board and city of 
Kelowna since March, 1.
D. W. Barcham became the 
first planner for the region and 
city March 1. He replaced re­
gional planner W. G. Hard­
castle and city planner G. P. 
Stevens, who left last year.
Wednesday night the board 
authorized Mr. Barcham to 
study land uses along Highway 
97, near Kelowna airport, and 
in Okanagan Mission.
During a long discussion, it 
was pointed out some develop­
ers had been waiting for ans­
wers since’before Mr. Barcham 
was hired, and it was unfair to 
make the wait much longer.
Oldtrial development on the 
Vernon Road. The planner j 
agreed with the technical plan- i 
ning committee the request d 
should be refused on three d
grounds: I
—It would be hard to estab- I 
lish suitable drainage and sep- 11 
tic systems because of the soil. :|
—The site is on the airport 1 
flight path, and there could be i 
problems with building heights :l 
and air emissions, such as are >1 
being experienced at Penticton. I
—It would enlarge the Indus- , 
trial area, while the existing i 
area is unconsolidated. J
M. C. Jennings, who repre- ■ 
sents that area, said another ; 
public health inspector said a ' 
septic tank could be put there,
air emissions would be control- I 
led by the land-use contract, Il 
and the development would I 
consolidate the industrial area. I 
Mayor Hilbert Roth of Kel< jl 
owna suggested Mr. Jennings jl 
and D. A. Pritchard, director J 
for Lakeview Heights, should I 
not speak or vote on the matter | 
because they work for the real I 
estate company promoting the I 
development. Both said they 
were not personally involved, J 
and felt they should speak on 
matters concerning their areas.
“The board suggested a 
land-use contract,” pointed out 
Mel Marshall, director for Rut- , 
land.
Mr. Jennings suggested tab-
THREE GROUNDS
“The time has come to take 
a firm stand on sprawled and 
ribbon development," he said. 
“And on the question of specu­
lative rezoning and land-use 
contract applications. Develop­
ment policies based on sound 
planning concepts are impera­
tive. Such policies, publicly ex­
pressed through legislation, 
resolution and practice, reflect 
the aims and ambitions of the 
community. They provide dev­
elopers and other businessmen 
with obvious and equitable 
terms of reference.”
This paragraph was part of a I ling the matter. ” I
reporton a request by Strath- “The planner has made his 
cona Developments Ltd., for a recommendation,” said Mayor
land-use contract for an Indus-1 Roth. “We should vote on it.” ;
'Hodgepodge' Of Development
“We have obligations to peo-1 ferent attitude which seems to
A SNOW JOB
BY WEATHERMAN
MONTREAL (CP) — 
Montrealers trudging 
through blowing snow in the 
downtown area Wednesday 
could take h e a r t —t h e 
weather office said it wasn’t 
in the forecast.
Asked how much snow 
was likely to fall, the office 
at the international airport 
in suburban Dorval said 
there would be no accumu­
lation.
Told that blizzard-like 
conditions were being expe­




pie who own land adjacent to have, Prevailed in many quar- 
the airport," said James' *erS- 
Stuart, director for east and 
southeast Kelowna.
The board voted to not ap-
‘‘The planner should be com­
mended for his courageous
objected to Business Interna­
tional's promise to businessmen 
that they would have a chance 
to persuade the Canadian gov­
ernment to alter its proposed 
new policy on foreign owner­
ship.
Mr. Trudeau's office was 
upset by publicity given to the 
meeting Wednesday, and de­
manded an explanation from 
Business International’s head 
office in New York.
The organization had Intended 
to charge fees of $600 each for 
businessmen attending the 
three-day meeting. They were 
expected to pay their own travel 
and hotel expenses In addition.
The spokesman expressed 
some regret that the meeting 
had to be called off, because "it 
could have been useful," The 
cabinet meets regularly with as­
sociations of Canadian business­
men, and had looked forward to 
private talks with international 
businessmen.
’flsA*L
area, the weather 
spokesnian replied: 
“I know. It's the





snow are we going to get?" 
“None,” was the reply.




OTTAWA (CP) - The United 
States nnd Canada have 
reached final agreement on a 
mnssive program to clean up 
pollution on the Great Lakes, 
authoritative source s said 
today, ,
President Nixon nnd Prime 
Minister Trudeau will sign the 
agreement here next. Saturday, 
the Inst dny of Mr. Nixons' visit 
to Ottawa, He arrives here for 
the brief visit next Thursday 
night.
The agreement, under nego­
tiation since Inst fall, sets out 
water quality standards for the 
lakes and envisages a vast pro­
gram of construction of srWngc 
treatment facilities on both the 
Canadian and U.S. sides.
The construction program is 
expected to cost more than $2 
billion with the United States 
bearing the major burden since 
most of the facilities will be in 
the U.S.
QUEBEC (CP) — Leaders of 
a common front of unions repre­
senting 210,000 public service 
employees broke off contract 
talks with the Quebec govern­
ment Wednesday night, vowing 
not to return to the bargaining 
table until the government indi­
cates it will negotiate seriously.
The' unions told reporters 
their negotiators will be avail­
able at any time to resume con­
tract talks. Their only stipula­
tion is that Quebec modify “sub­
stantially" its offers for job se­
curity and salaries—two major 
issues in negotiations.,
Government negotiator Reyn­
old Langlois said there would 
be no "in extremis" offpr to 
hire unions back to negotiations.
Earlier, Jean-Paul L'Allior, 
civil service minister, rejected 
a common front demand that he 
participate in the negotiations, 
under way since late March.
The common front leaders 
had indicated it was time for 
political action to spur negotia­
tions,
In announcing that talks had 
been suspended, the unions dis­
missed suggestions that a sec­
ond general strike will be called 
immediately. But they said a
strategy committee was assess­
ing the situation daily and 
would decide when the time was 
opportune for a mass walkout.
The first general strike, 
March 28, lasted 24 hours and 
affected all but Hydro-Quebec 
employees and workers at hos­
pitals for psychiatric and chron- 
ically-ill patients. These em­
ployees were forced to remain 
on the job when the government 




BERLIN (AP) - East Ger­
many closed the Berlin wall to 
West Berliners today, ending an 
Easter holiday period of visits 
to East Berlin and East Ger­
many.
Border guards also resumed 
close control of West Berlin's 
traffic to and from West Ger­
many,
An estimated 500,000 West 
Berliners had gone East in eight 
days over Easter.
May Be Less
VICTORIA (CP) — Officials 
of the provincial water investi­
gation branch said Wednesday 
last month’s warm weather 
probably eased the chance of 
major spring flooding.
The chief of the hydrology 
division, Harry Hunter, said the 
warm weather reduced the wa­
ter equivalent in snowpacks at 
lower elevations to the point 
where it now is below normal. 
He said this is general across 
the southern half of B.C. with 
the exception of the Similka- 
meen Valley.
But he warned there was an 
increase in the snowpack above 
the 5,000-foot level.
Mr. Hunter said there are 
record snowpacks at high elova- 
tlons in tlie upper Columbia, 
Slmilkameen, the Thompson Ri­
ver basin, the, Barkerville and 
Nechako areas.
"There are still three months 
to go, and much depends on the 
weather," he said. "If wo get 
warm weather for the next 
month the situation will case
prove the contract, and direct­
ed the planning to prepare a 
developments plan for the area 
within two miles of the airport. 
Mr. Jennings and Mr. Prit­
chard abstained. They did the 
same when the matter was dis­
cussed earlier this year, again 
at the suggestion of Mayor 
Roth.
There is a “hodgepodge of 
mixed developments" along 
Highway 97 from Glenmore 
Street to Duck Lake near Win­
field, Mr. Barcham said. “Many 
are incompatible and most are 
an affront to the community 
and to the natural beauty of 
the Valley, again the result of 
no guidelines or policies, and a 
lasting reflection of the indif-
position,” said Mayor 
‘‘Some of us have been 
that for years.”






Villa to develop a mobile home 
park north of Deighton Road, 
again by land-use contract,
While the land might be idea! 
for this, Mr. Barcham said he 
could not recommend it be­
cause "the future of the area 
around the site is most ques­
tionable.” While he sympathi­
zed with applicants who are 
"caught in a bind,” it wbuld 
not be practical to recommend 
uses for land when no uses 
have been established for land 
around them.
Continued on page 3 
8ee: PLANNING
Good Year For Forest Industry






if we get cold 
melt will tighten
said May will be
STOCKS SOAR
NEW YORK (AP) - Sustain­
ing the upward momentum of 
Wednesday's session, the slock 
market today advanced' along' a 
broad front, Trading wan active, 
The noon Dow Jones average 
of 30 industrials, was up 5,26'at 
959.81. Advances on the New
York Stock Exchange led 
cl.ncs by more than 2 tn 1,
de-
NEWS IN A MINUTE ’ . ■ , •' . ' . . , 
Storm Kills 6 In Washington State
VANCOUVER, Wash. (AP) — A violent windstorm lashed 
this city killing three women nnd three small children nt a 
shopping centre nnd injuring about 300 persons, '
TV Hockey Fan Hoaxer Gets Even
WINDSOR, Ont. (CP) - Television station CKLW here 
was searched by police tor half nn hour today after tin 
anonymous cnllcr, upset because the CBC-nffilintcd station 
did not telecast a hockey game, sold a bomb was set to ex­
plode In 15 minutes. ,' > ( .
Egypt Cuts Links With Jordan
CAIRO (Reuter) — Egypt clit diplomatic ^lotions with' 
Jordan todi^y, the Middle East News Agency reported here. 
Marines Ready To Land In Vietnam
' SAIGON (AP) —• A United States marine landing tcaii^ is 
standing by off the coast of Vietnam during the North Vici-' 
namesc offensive, It was learned today, A U.S. military 
source said the marines "arc standing by to meet any con­
tingency" but would not elaborate.
the key month, If the snowpack 
melt is even and consistent and 
spread over some time, the 
province’s major rivers will 
have higher than normal levels, 
but Will not flood.
Four Charged 
In Pair's Deaths
SURREY, B.C. (CP) - Four 
men now have lx:en charged In 
connection with thc^ murder 
March 27 of William Tuphiuk, 
27, of Surrey nnd his fiance, 
Marilyn Jenn Cathers, 24, of 
Sooke, B.C,
KCMP snid Dayld George, 27, 
of Vancouver was charged with 
non-capital murder and remand­
ed to April 1! when he appeared 
In court Wednesday, lie was 
arrested by Vancouver police 
Saturday following a roblxuy.
Clifford Wells, 38, of Rich­
mond, B.C., was charged Wed­
nesday with conspiring to com­
mit murder and Was remanded 
to April 14. He was released 
on this own undertaking, ।
potentially good year for the 
Canadian forest Industry, is 
threatened unless governments 
and lalxir recognize the danger 
of falling profits and increasing 
unemployment, the chairman of 
MacMillan Bloedcl Ltd. said 
today, .
In the company’s annual re­
port, J. V. Clyne snid the indus­
try Inees diminishing returns if 
it is subjected to further cost 
burdena without increasing pro­
ductivity.
Mr, Clyne wild MacMillan 
Blocdol—Canada’s largest forest 
products coinpuhy —, now has 
wlthslood two of the most dlffi- 
cult years In its history and 
achieved some, recovery in 1971 
from a low point the year be­
fore, 
x But net, earnings nYe "still not 
representative of a satisfactory 
ri'tiirn on Investment, . , he 
said.
“It Is Imperative , . , that the 
compnny and Its employees 
work together to restore the 
Industry to Its former economic 
health, Only In Hint way, can 
the Industry continue to gener­
ate a, stable source of Income 
for employees, government and 
shareholders.”
PROFITS INCREASE
The financial results fjor 1971. 
reported earlier, showed total 
Income of $710,246,346, com­
pared with $651,101,304 in 1970, 
\Ne| earning# were $25,460,025 
or' $1,22 per share, compared 
Mth 117,425,816 or 83 cents a 






“The absence of widespread 
work stoppages in the compa­
ny’s operations contributed ma­
terially to the partial recovery 
of profits," said Mr, Clyne.
“Such recovery Is likely to 
continue' If there Is no return to 
the disastrous conditions of la­
bor strife, which existed In 1970 
when work stoppages in the 
towboat and longshorlng indus­
tries prevented the ..movement 
of logs nnd the shipment of the 
company's products." '
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NAMES IN THE NEWS
Smallpox Inspection Enforced
Berrigan Conspiracy Trial 
Results In Deadlocked Jury
USED TOH WOUNDS A LOT OF CHICKEN
The ancient Romans credited Nova Scotian chicken produc- 
honcy with great soothing pow- ers sold 20.3 million pounds ot
ci's and Used it to dress wounds, broiler meat in 1971,
Health inspection is being en­
forced on all arrivals from 
Europe following outbreaks of 
smallpox there. Health Minister 
John Munro announced Wed­
nesday in Ottawa. Vaccination 
will be offered to travellers ar­
riving at ports of entry without 
valid, smallpox certificates, he 
said in a news release. If it is 
refused, the traveller will be 
put under surveillance or quar­
antine.
I
Consumer Affairs Minister 
Robert Andras has recommend­
ed firmer control by federal 
and provincial authorities over 
updating practices used by 
some automobile manufactur­
ers and distributors. In a news 
release Wednesday in Ottawa 
he said provincial car licencing 
authorities should require that , 
registration forms show the 
month and year of manufac­
ture. The recommendation fol­
lows criticism that .some cars 
being sold as new vehicles arc 
actually two or three years old. । 
Mr. Andras said.
The National Film Board 
says in Montreal it is returning 
film of the voyage of the vessel 
Greenpeace shot by a member 
of its crew, but that film of 
the vessel taken by a board 
cameraman remains board pro­
perty. Film commissioner Sid­
ney Newman, in a telegram to 
Ben Metcalfe, the chairman of 
the Greenpeace Foundation in 
Vancouver, sponsor of the anti- 
nuclcar-testing trip last Nov­
ember, denied the board was
the home of Roland Johnson to 
find his wife, Joyce, also 29, 
who had left .him three weeks 
earlier. Police said Lacy and 
Johnson argued, then Lacy 
burst into the home and shot 
both Johnson and Johnson’s 
wife, Wille. Johnson died of 
his wounds. Mrs. Lacy, who 
was in the home at the time, 
remained hidden under a bed 
and escaped injury.
Christine and Cythia. the Sia­
mese twins separated almost 




negotiate new tc?ms with Fis­
cher as the price of ending the 
dispute over arrangements for 
the match.
A prosecutor crippled by a 
bullet in the Marin County 
courthouse shootout said pub­
licly in San Jose, for the first 
time Wednesday that he shot 
four abductors, three of whom 
died. In a voice quavering with 
emotion, Deputy District-Attor­
ney Gary Thomas, 34, testified 
from a wheelchair at the An-
ment to begin negotiating land
settlements with the native 
people of the Yukon. Chief 
Smith told more, than 200 bus-
month-old babies, Dr. Reuben 
Weinberg of Edmonton report­
ed Wednesday. Their mother, 
who does not want her name 
used, said in a telephone inter­
view from Slaye Lake, Alta., 
that the babies are starting to 
crawl and laugh out loud.
The first RCMP trainees in 
the history of the force to have 
taken a special bilingual course 
graduated from the training 
department in Regina Tuesday. 
J. R. Carriere, deputy com­
missioner of the RCMP, said 
16 French-speaking and 16 Eng­
lish speaking trainees were 
each given a 2%-month course 
in the other language in Ottawa 
then continued language cour­
ses at the University of Sask­
atchewan in Regina. He said 
the judged success­
ful..
• HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — 
The United States government’s
inessmen attending a North- , 
ern Resource Conference that 
without a land settlement, there 
can be no real progress for 
anyone in the territory.
Vice-Admiral John Hughes- 
Hallett, naval commander in 
the 1942 raid on Dieppe, died 
Wednesday at the age of 70, in 
London. Hughes-Hallett receive 
ed the Distinguished Service 
Order for daring and resolution 
during the Dieppe raid, in 
which 907 Canadians were kill­
ed and 1,946 taken prisoner by 
the German defenders of the 
French port.
New Brunswick’s second de­
ficit since the Progressive Con­
servative government won of­
fice 18 months ago was pre­
sented in the legislature in 
Fredericton Wednesday by Fin­
ance Minister Jean-Maurice 
Simard.
attempt to prove that anti-war 
priest Philip Berrigan and six 
others formed a conspiracy that 
included a plot to kidnap presi­
dential aide Henry A. Kissinger 
has resulted in a deadlocked 
jury.
The jury found Berrigan and 
a nun who worked with him 
guilty on seven counts involving 
letters smuggled in and out of 
prison, but was unable to agree 
on the 1,500-ivord conspiracy 
count that was the key element 
in the federal government's 
case.
That count charged that the 
seven ‘‘did unlawfully, wilfully 
and knowingly combine" to kid-
were mailed in violation of U.S. 
postal regulations. ,
In addition to the lettcr-smug- 
gling conviction against him! 
Sunday. Berrigan was found1 
guilty Wednesday of attempting; 
to smuggle three other letters’ 
out of the federal prison in: 
nearby Lewisburg, where lie 
was confined in 1970 for destroy-1 
Ing draft board files. I
Sister Elizabeth McAlister. 32,1 
an. art history 'teacher from’ 
New York City, was convicted, 
of attempting to smuggle three I 
letters in to, Berrigan.
Berrigan and Sister Elizabeth 
face maximum sentences of 10, 





involved in a 
document views 
peace crew for 
sons.”
subterfuge to 
of the Grecn- 
"sccurity rea-
The Belgrade „ 
the Boris Spassky-Bobby Fis-
organizers of
cher world title chess match 
made it clear Wednesday in 
Belgrade they do not intend to
gela Davis trial about the Aug. 
7, 1970, shootout.
One man was shot, to death 
in Dallas Wednesday and three 
persons, one of them a police 
detective, were wounded as a 
construction worker apparently 
went on a rampage after his 
wife left him. Police said 
James Earl Lacy, 29, went to
Senator Geerge S. McGovern 
said Wednesday in Milwaukee
he is an even-money bet to win 
the Democratic party’s presi­
dential nomination after his 
breakthrough victory in the 
Wisconsin primary election.
In Whitehorse, Y.T., Chief 
Elijah Smith of the Yukon 
Native Brotherhood Wednesday 
appealed to businessmen to put 
pressure on the federal govern-
A Canadian, an American, a 
Lebanese and a man “of no 
fixed address” drew sentences 
in Ottawa ranging from 10 
years to life imprisonment 
Wednesday for involvement in 
a heroin-smuggling operation 
last October. Nasal Rich a, 49, 
of Lebanon and Ellas Church! 
Bou-Mourad, 36, of Oswego, 
N.Y., were sentenced to life 
imprisonment. Samuel Beshar- 
ah, 30, of no fixed address, 
was sentenced to 12 years, 
while Simon Hatoum of Ottawa 
received 10 years.
nap Kissinger, blow up heating 
tunnels under federal builidngs 
in Washington and vandalize 
draft board offices.
Berrigan remains in prison on 
other charges while bail has 
been continued for the remain­
ing defendants until the govern­
ment decides whether to seek a 
new trial.
The U.S. District Court jury 
of nine women and three men 
added six guilty verdicts 
Wednesday to the one it had re­
turned Sunday, but said it could 
not agree on the other three 
counts in the 10-count indict­
ment.
Left unresolved were, the gen­
eral conspiracy charge involv­
ing all seven defendants and 
' two other charges that said two 
' letters involved in the case con- 
■ tained kidnap threats which
Gas Tanks Blow 
Killing One
DORAVILLE, Ga. (AP) - 
Gasoline tanks at the Triangle: 
Oil Co. tank farm in this north­
cast Atlanta suburb exploded 
early today, killing one person 
and injuring several others, au­
thorities reported.
The explosion touched off a! 
huge fire which quickly spread ; 
to a small housing subdivision ’ 
nearby. At least three tanks, 
were on fire and several homes 
were ablaze.
Police quickly evacuated the 
area and sealed it off.
Flames shot hundreds of feet' 
into the air from the burning 
tanks and authorities said they. 





Rooms Starting at $9.50.
Free Guest Parking




Licensed Lounge and Tavern
Call Collect
RESERVATIONS WRITE, WIRE 
TFI EPHONE • 403 - 262 5585 ’
THE °FK
HOTEL
CENTRE STREET AT 7th AVENUE S. CALGARY, ALBERTA
Attention Residents
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities 
1654 Ellis SL
Ltd.
TORONTO (CP) — Industrial 
Issues on the Toronto stock 
market soared sharply higher 
for the second consecutive ses­
sion but prices in most other 
sectors dropped in active mid- 
morning trading today.
The industrial index was up 
1.24 to 199.57, Golds Were off .95 
to 176.14, base metals .04 to 
95.62 and western oils .10 to 
225.15,
Volume by 11 a.m. was 889,000 
shares, up from 643,000 at the 
same time Wednesday.
Advances outnumbered de­
clines by a wide margin, 145 to 
107, with 192 issues unchanged.
Banking, communication, in­
dustrial mining, steel, merchan­
dising and beverage stocks 
posted strong advances while 
food processing issues dipped 
fractionally lower. Sixteen of 
























Trans. Can. Pipe 41%

















Western Broadc’g. 14% 14%





VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
were generally up in active 
trading on the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange today. First-hour vol­
ume was 1 million shares.
Computrex led the industrials




(Today’s Opening Prices) 
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Riled Yukoners seeking dis­
solution of the seven-member 
Yukon Territorial Council and 
a new election are preparing a 
petition for presentation to 
Governor-General Roland Mich­
ener and the Privy Council. 
Harvey Kent, spokesman for 
the loose-knit group calling it­
self “Concerned Citizens of the 
Yukon,” said today in White- 
* horse 100 copies of the petition 
are being prepared for circula­
tion throughout the territory.
Federal criminal charges 
were filed Wednesday in An­
chorage against the masters of 
two Japanese fishing vessels 
seized Monday off Alaska’s 
coast. Assistant U.S. Attorney 
A. Lee Petersen said the two 
men face arraignment in An­
chorage before a U.S. Magis­
trate on illegal fisheries sup­
port activities, charges identi­
cal to those filed against a pair 
of Russian skippers in a simi­
lar incident earlier this year.
। Lorne Clarke of Truro, N.S., 
was appointed Wednesday as a 
one-man industrial inquiry com- 
' mission to investigate a wage 





















In Case of Fire is
763 - 2400
Property owners will be receiving a sticker with the 
new telephone number in the mail. This is to be placed 
on the phone. Anyone not receiving this sticker can 
pick one up at the Regional District Office, 510 Groves 
Avenue, Kelowna, B.C.
Regional District of Central Okanagan, 
R. V. HAGGSTROM, 
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Firefighters and the ■ City of
Alta. Gas Trunk 
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Halifax. R. E. Anderson, pro­
vincial deputy minister of la­
bor, said he had been assured 
by the union that full services 
will be maintained pending the 
filing of Mr. Clarke’s report 









Western Std. Silver ;09 .11
White River ■ „ .47 .50
FUNDS
At Harrison Hot Springs, a 
nine-year-old boy from Alberta 
—on holiday in the area- 
drowned Wednesday in the pub­
lic swimming’ pool. The body 
of Warren Follis of Caroline, 
Alta., was recovered from the 
pool by a lifeguard but at­
tempts to revive the boy failed.
Distillers Seagram 31 •£•
VANCOUVER 
STOCK EXCHANGE 






Electrohome 59 59% Balco Forest Prod. 10%
Falconbridge 97 98 Bank of B.C. 26
Ford Canada 90% 91 Block Bros. 3,30
Genstar 15% 15*,!. Canterra 1.15
Greyhound 18% 18% Crestwood Kit. 1,35
Gulf Canada 281 •• ,■ 28% Dawson Dev. 8
Harding Carpets A 18% 19’, Doman Ind, 12'-i
Home Oil “A” 33 33% Field Stores 15







18% Grouse Mtn. 2,20
Hy'.s of Can. 3,00
Integrated Wood.
Inland Nut. Gas 15” ! 16 Interior Brew. ' 3,75






P.W.A. Pfd. 38i j
Inter. Steel & Pipe 9% 9% Saratoga Prog, 4,85
Kaiser Resources 3.90 3,95 George Sparling 2.35
Kaps Transport 9’ I 9% Sfointron , 4,15
Lnbatls 22'X 22% Wall A Redccop 2%
MacMillan Blocdel 24>(s 24”i, Wosk Stores 9.25
Massey Ferguson 13% 13’% MINF.X
Met. Stores 18 19 Acheron
Molson “A" 23 23% Aflon ■ 7,15
Moore Corp. 42'1 42% Alwin .73
Neoncx 5'» 1 5% Bathurst Norse, 1,05
Noranda :i7”» 38 Bramcdu Iles. D7
Nor. Ctl. Gas n% 111', Brenda Mines 5,30
Oshnwn Wholesale 13% 13% Ilrenmne .62
Pacific Pete, 33)1, 33% Bullion Mln, 2,05
Pembina, Pipe A 6% 7', Caltn .90







































































KEL. COM. THEATRE 










APRIL 18TH - 22ND
OKANAGAN COLLEGE
PRESENTS
nA JOURNEY INTO THE PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLIC OF CHINA"
A Multi Media Prscntnlion by
DR. LEN SAMPSON
SATURDAY, APRIL 8, 7:30 p.m
Rm. 28, Okanagan College
Academic Building, Kelowna
SEE outstanding colours slides, and .
HEAR authcnlid tapes describing life in 
Red Chida today.
Dr, Sampson, who has .travelled extensively through- 
nui the world,.was a member of the first Canadian 
group io (our Red China since Canada establish­
ed diplomatic relations with Peking,
PARAMOUNT Serving F Ev cry
261 Bernard ADMISSION FREE
* J * V- . rt t ' > r tic » 11 I .'■•'1*' ‘ ' ’* S I ’ ’’ I k '*
WESTERN OPTICAL






13 .90’INCLUDES —FRAMES —LENSES —CASE
tA- Tinted and Safety Lenses, mid fancier frames 
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See our Brand New 
"AQUA LENSES" 
79.50
BRING YOUR OPTICAL PRESCRIPTION TO US
WESTERN OPTICAL
* DISCOUNT SERVICES
KAMLOOPS — KILOiVNA — VANCOUVER
CIIAKGKX \
Phone 762-5035 1471 Pandosy St., Kelowna
■ >1
W
REHEARSALS IN FULL SWING
REGIONAL BOARD SEES APPLICATION
No Objection To Hotel Permit
Against the advice of its 
technical plaiming committee, 
the Regional District of Central 
Okanagan board said Wednes­
day it had no objections to an 
application for a pollution con­
trol permit for a hotel in Rut­
land.
Alphonse Luknowsky plans 
to build the Belgo Arms Motor 
Hotel at Belgo and Gray roads. 
He has applied to the B.C. Pot 
lution Control Board for the 
permit, and percolation tests 
were conducted Tuesday at the 
site.
The technical planning com­
mittee said the tile area is too 
small, and the matter should 
be tabled for a report from the 
provincial board.
“There is no reason it should 
be turned down,” protested 
Mel Marshall, Rutland director, 
holding up, two letters from 
Pollution control board officials 
expressing their pleasure with 
the arrangements. "There is 
wonderful drainage there.”
Directors said they did not 
object to the application.
However, they did agree with 
a request to defer approval of 
another pollution control appli­
cation in Rutland.
All-Star Holdings of Kelowna 
wants to put a commercial 
development along Highway 33. 
South Okanagan Health Unit is 
conducting nitrate tests, and 
first reports indicate the con-
centration in soil in the area 
is “alarming,” so consideration 
of the request should be tabled 
until the unit presents its re­
port The committee also sug­
gested the provincial govern­
ment be asked for more legisla­
tion governing packing plants, 
which produce the nitrates.
No objections were raised to 
an application by Westbank 
Irrigation District in connec­
tion with a sewage system.
Chairman W. C. Bennett re­
ferred to a conversation he and 
administrator A. T. Harrison 
bad in Victoria with C. H. L. 
Woodward, co-ordinator of pro­
grams and services, B.C. mun­
icipal affairs department. Dev-
elopers have asked the board 
to maintain sewage disposal­
systems.
Board solicitors have said 
that, it the regional district 
maintains systems, National 
Housing Act money will bo 
made available to developers, 
so the board has violated the 
municipal act by helping a 
commercial enterprise get mon­
ey.
Mr. Woodward said the dis­
trict could consider the matter 
under land-use contracts pro­
vided all systems could !>• 
connected to a metropolitan 
system.
Possible Gas Leaks
There’s more to the Kel- 
" owna Theatre Players’ pro­
duction, Okalahoma, than just 
mere acting and singing, as 
depicted by ballet cast re-
hearsals Tuesday at the Kel­
owna Theatre. The demanding 
performance comes in the 
Dream Ballet portion at the 
end of Act. 1, and requires




with a flair and talent for 
physical drama. The produc­
tion is scheduled April 18 to
22, and reserve seats are cur­
rently on sale at the Bank of 
British Columbia as well as 
the box office.(Courier photo).
Attacked By District
Stevens Road Location
For Septic Tank Dump
• If you have to put septic tank 
effluent somewhere, it might 
as well be in one location.
The heady subject came up 
again' at the regular meeting 
of the Regional District of Cen­
tral Okanagan, Wednesday, and 
when the verbal dust had set­
tled, directors decided to go 
along with a disposal site off 
Stevens Road on the west side 
of Okanagan lake.
The tentative waste disposal 
location choice was the result 
of a meeting with South Okan­
agan Health Unit director, Dr. 
D. A. Clarke and seven tank 
truck operators March 24,
which followed another meeting 
with the health unit director 
and the board. It was suggest­
ed the use of a sanitary land­
fill would solve the odorous 
problem of septic tank disposal.
The situation was labelled a 
“stinking” problem by M. C. 
Jennings at a Feb. 3 meeting 
of the board, and he was ap-
pointed to head a committee to 
meet with Dr. Clarke to head- long haulage.
sequent letter to the board 
dated March 27, Dr. Clarke 
said tank truck operators rec­
ommended in the interim of 
using the Stevens Road site, 
the board could investigate 
alternate sites on Crown land 
in the Postil Lake Road area 
and South Kelowna area near 
the West Kootenay power sta­
tion to obviate the necessity of
PLANNING LACK CRITICIZED
Continued from page 1
“What about, giving land-use i 
contracts for temporary uses?” j 
suggested Mr. Pritchard. . (
“I don’t think the municipal 
affairs department would buy 
that,” answered Mr. Barcham.
Directors concurred : with his : 
recommendation the applica­
tion “cannot be recommended 
at this time,” and that a study 
be made of present and future 
uses of land along the highway.
Sid’s Grocery requested a 
land-use contract for a com- . 
mercial development at DeHart 
and Lakeshore roads, in Okan­
agan Mission. The board 
agreed to. defer this until a dev­
elopment plan for the area can 
be prepared.
Mr. Barcham will meet with 
the area advisory committee 
: April 12 on development con­
's cepts for Okanagan Mission.
Ealn Lamont, director for that 
: area, has requested that all 
I land within the Okanagan Mis- 
। aion Irrigation District be zon- 
! ed residential.
Public hearings have been 
! held with a view to having zon­
ing regulations throughout the 
I entire Okanagan Mission area< 
i An application has been re- 
! ceivcd to build a 110-uriit gar­
den apartment and commercial 
complex at Paret and Lake­
shore roads. Okanagan Mission 
Irrigation District is applying 
for its boundaries to be extend­
ed in connection with a pro­
posal to supply domestic water. 
The Mission Creek subcommit- 
| tee of the technical planning 
j committee has been revived, 
I and is investigating ways nnd 
1 means of optimizing benefits of 
i developing the creek, the plan- 
j per continued. ।
I Answering Mr. Jennings, the 
planner said he was not aware 
of the reasons for the requests.
“The board should give al­
ternate uses," Mr. Jennings 
urged.
up the offensive headache. Commercial effluent dispos- 
ri?1 recommending the land- ers ajso reqUestecj the board 
fill scheme, Dr. Clarke said obtain permjssion from peach- 
septic tank effluent could be jancj ^or use oj. jts garbage 
covered by garbage and soil as d but Clarke lain. 
part of the operation. In a sub-| M no authority
to do so under current letters 
patent, and would a wait, recom­
mendations from operators be- 
. j v-um i » fore proceeding further.’“That would be delightful,” ■ .
the planner answered. “But we The land fill site, being sup- 
have no plans. We need to es- piled by Rod King of Westbank, 
tablish priorities of work to be was reviewed by Dr. Clarke 
done.’ . March 15. in company with two
“This isn’t justice to Sid s, members of the environmental 
retorted Mr. Stuart. ‘He ap- engineering branch. Dr. Clarke 
peared before us last year, ke and engineers felt
and we asked him Jo wait until operation was “satisfac- 
a Planne1’- tory”, adding if the suggested
If we zone all land within so]u^on does not prove feasible 
a further meeting with the tial, it will create a ,m°nopoly L d ould b called to dis- 
for present commercial estab- 7 „ " „ .Ushments,” said Andrew Dun- cuss .asPects which were not 
can, Westbank director. working out.
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March Permit Value
City representative of t h e 
Regional District of Central 
Okanagan, Mayor Hilbert Roth, 
tempered the normally sober 
board meeting Wednesday with 
some humorous touches. Dur­
ing discussion on a house re­
moval from Kelowna to Rut­
land, His Worship said he hated 
to see the dwelling leave the 
city, but was fortified in the 
thought the home might be re­
placed with a more tax-asses­
sable abode. Mayor Roth also 
admitted good naturedly, that 
Rutland had “some” good resi­
dential areas.
Aidermen spent some time. 
Tuesday night wrangling over a 
request from the B.C. Recrea­
tion Association that the city 
submit a bid for hosting the 
1973 recreation conference. 
They finally decided to receive 
and file it. Commented one 
aiderman, “It’s pretty sad 
news when this request was re­
ceived on Feb. 21 and took this 
long to get in front of us.” 
Deadline for a submission was 
March 31.
Nearly $4.5 Million
dation tonight, I will recom- board consider suggestions by 
mend ‘no’ until the study is tank truck operators as out­
done,” said Mr. Barcham. lined, as well as pursue the 
On suggestion of Mr. Stuart, possibility of amending letters 
the board set a 60-day limit on patent to establish control of 
the study. other sites and licence opera-
W. R, Eaton, formerly with tors in the business.
the city planning department,
has joined the staff of the new Following a report of com- 
department at the. same salary plaints from residents near the 
tie was getting from Kelowna. Stevens Road site, conveyed to 
Mr. Barcham also said he the meeting by D. A. Pritchard, 
“would like to see the city ad- the board did decide an investl- 
visory planning commission a fiative team. comprised of a 
little more active than they P°ard staff member, regional 
have been." He made this com- director and a health unit rep- 
ment after a request from com- resentative survey the area to 
mission secretary J. M. Simons confirm if complaints were 
that Mr. Barcham or Mr. Ea- “valid." 
ton attend commission meet­
ings.
So as not to conflict with re- X" 
gional board meetings, . they 
haye been arranged for the 
fourth Wednesday of- each 




Building permit values in 
the city and district during 
March this year totalled $4,445,- 
278, with the lion’s share, $3,- 
155,843, recorded in the region­
al district.
City permit values of $1,289,- 
435, represents the highest 
March figure in a 10-year per­
iod from 1962, with the second 
highest in 1965 at $976,919. 
Building permit value in 
March, 1971, was $503,581.
Highest building value in the 
city last month, $1,135,000, was 
represented in three new com­
mercial permits, followed by 
two new industrial permits 
worth $60,000 and two permits 
for new residential at $39,100. 
There were 10 permits for new 
signs worth $10,095, and 11 per­
mits for commercial alterations 
at $29,390. The breakdown in­
cludes six permits for residen­
tial accessories worth $3,750 
and one permit for new indus­
trial alternations at $2,000.
; The cumulative city total to 
March this year was $2,298,443, 
compared with $722,341 for the 
same period in 1971,
A breakdown of regional dis­
trict building permits for 
March this year show 141 per­
mits for 190 dwellings worth 
112,875,647; three permits for 
new commercial buildings 
worth $194,336; five permits for 
commercial additions at $65,- 
800; two perinits for additions 
to dwellings worth $6,060; 12 
permits for dwelling accessor­
ies worth $6,200; and one per­
mit for addition to sewage 
plant at $7,800.
Building permit values for 
March, 1971, was $4,697,828.
IN COURT
James Thomas Crofton, of 
Kelowna, received a suspended 
sentence and was placed on pro­
bation for one year after plead­
ing guilty to a charge of wilful 
damage, laid following an in­
cident in a local pizza parlour 
March 23.
Mr. Crofton was also ordered 
to pay restitution in the amount 
of $200 for damage done to 
plates, coffee, pots and a water 
tank.
The Regional District of Cen- < 
tral Okanagan board wants to < 
be prepared against chlorine 
gas leaks.
Civil defence co-ordinator 
Harold Whitehouse of Kelowna 
was authorized Wednesday 
night to buy about $3,000 worth 
of equipment. Tentative ar­
rangements have been made 
for it to be stored at the city 
fire hall, and taken to emer­
gencies by helicopters from 
City Park,
When the initial request was 
made in January, the coordin­
ator was asked to find out how 
much equipment is presently 
in the region. He said little 
training was provided in how to 
use it, there was no protective 
clothing or cylinder capsila- 
tors, and two air packs, with 
two more on order.
Mr. Whitehouse supported the 
opinion of an unidentified wat­
erworks superintendent who 
said the board was taking the 
matter too lightly, pointing to 
chlorine leaks in several plac­
es.
on ground surfaces. Another 
danger is the gas is readily 
transported by wind changes to 
other areas.
Andy Duncan, Westbank re­
presentative, said people there 
have been trained in using 
equipment presently on hand, 
the irrigation districts may 
have to provide their own 
equipment, and helicopters 
may not be always available.
‘This is the best way 'to 
solve the situation temporar­
ily,” urged Kelowna Mayor 
Hilbert Roth.
Chairman W. C. Bennett, who 
uses the gas on his McKinley 
Landing Road property, asked 
how a helicopter could land in 
certain areas. Mr. Whitehouse 
said that,; since chlorine gas 
stays near the ground, motor 
vehicles could not get near it. 
Equipment would have to be 
, landed near the site and pack- 
. ed in;
A Rutland woman, Mrs. 
Gerda Strand, was reported in 
satisfactory condition in Kelow­
na General Hospital today, 
after being injured in a freak 
mishap Wednesday afternoon 
on Highway 97.
A car driven by her husband 
was in collision with the boom 
of a crane working on a city 
project near Ponderosa Road. 
Police estimated total damage 




Prayer will be held at the 
Garden Chapel, Friday at 8 
p.m. for Martha Kostiuk, 63, of 
930 Coronation Ave., who died 
Sunday.
Mass will be celebrated at 
the Ukrainian Catholic Church, 
Saturday at 10 a.m.
Mrs. Kostiuk is survived by 
two sons, Nestor of Kelowna 
and Peter of Edmonton; one 
daughter, Mrs. Ted Miller of 
Downsview, Ont., nine grand­
children also survive.' Her hus­
band Metro died July 8, 1971.
Burial will follow the Mass, 
at the Kelowna Cemetery.
Henry R. Hobson, of Kelowna, 
was fined $25 for failing to stop 
for a police officer. The charge 
was laid March 17, after Mr, 
Hobson went through a police 
roadblock near Greenwood. He 
was forced to the side of the. 
road by the police car after a 
two-mile chase. He told the 
court today he thought the pol­
ice were stopping traffic on the 
opposite side of the road and 
couldn’t hear the car’s siren 
when being chased.
Anthony Chase, of Kelowna, 
was fined $250 after a guilty 
plea was entered on a charge of 
driving a motorcycle without in­
surance.
Chlorine is used mainly for 
domestic water purposes for 
purification and is supplied in 
liquid form to the user. When 
exposed to open air, the chem­
ical turns to gas which can be 
toxic in the sense it removes 
oxygen.
The gas is two-and-a-half 
times heavier than air and has 
a yellowish color easily dis­
cernable to the eye as it lies
“Helicopter landing facilities 
should be made near where the 
gas is used,” suggested Mayor 
Roth.
“We should buy the equip­
ment," said Mayor Harold 
Thwaite of Peachland, “There 
is a complete lack of coopera­
tion among the waterworks dis­
tricts."
Mr. Whitehouse promised 
that, when the equipment is 
bought, the civil defence organ­
ization will get keys to build­
ings in the region' where the 
gas is kept.
Area ’Well On Way' 
To Control Of Dogs
Tlie Northwest Odd Fellows 
Association will he hosted by 
two local groups of the Indepen­
dent Order of Odd Fellows, 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday In 
the Capri Motor Inn.
Orchard City Lodge 59 and 
Kelowna Rebekah Lodge 36 will 
host about 250 delegates from 
British Columbia, Idaho, Ore­
gon, and Washington.
Registration will begin at the 
Capri Motor Inn at 2 p,m, Frl- 
• day and the Legion Ibll, S a.m. 
I Saturday.
The Northwest Odd Fellows 
Association was organized In 
1945, to gather the combined 
I representlvea of Odd Fellows In 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho pnd 
British Columbia, Subjects and 
problems of mutual Interest can 
jje discussed, with exchange of 
i > Meas ami > announcements of 
8#> "berattons for tlie purpose of 
rooting the progress and ad- 
cement of Odd Fellowship, 
leetlngs will be held Friday 
ning at the Capri Motor Inn, 
aiday in the legion Ball at 
,m., with a break for lunch, 
tinning again In the after- 
n. A banquet, dance and fun 
at will follow, with the last 
[t Meeting held, along with a 




Mnssf will be celebrated from 
the Chqrch of Immaculate con­
ception, Friday at 10 a.m. for 
Julianne McKenzie, 49, of 2909 
Richter Street, who died Tues­
day,,
Surviving her, are her hus­
band, S. , A. McKenzie; two 
daughters, Mrs. Wally (Patric­
ia) Duggan, of Bonnyvillc, 
Alta., and Mrs. Malcolm (Judy) 
Broxham of Rutland; three 
sons, Larry in Penticton, 
Garry, In Summerland, and 
Robert at home; two grand­
children, Chris and Kim Dug­
gan, In Bonnyvillc; her mother, 
Mrs. JJeonna Orldskl, of 48(4 
Osprey Ave., Kelowna; four 
slaters, Mrs, James (Mary) 
Hough of Eston, Sask., Mrs. 
Philip (Rella) Shnbluk In Lake- 
view Heights, Mrs. Clarence 
(Josephine) Schultz of Calgary, 
and Mrs. Ernie (Helen) Lesko 
In Rutland; several nieces and 
nephews, Her father, Sam Orlo­
ski, died in 1954.
Rev. R. D, Anderson will 
celebrate the Mass. Burial will 
follow In the Kelowna Ceme­
tery- ,
A . meeting with ’ Attorney- 
General L. R. Peterson on con­
trol, of stray canines was des­
cribed by W. C. Bennett, chair­
man of the Regional District 
of Central Okanagan, as afford­
ing the promise of “we’re well 
on our way to dog control."
In a written report of the 
meeting, read at the regular 
session of the board Wednes­
day, chairman Bennett said 
Mr. Peterson, “after due con­
sideration," stated his, office 
would have no objection to au­
thority by the board to licence 
dogs providing the area servic­
ed under the function was ex­
empted from the provisions of 
the Sheep Protection Act (ad­
ministered by the Department 
of Agriculture).
The board had earlier peti­
tioned the Department of Mun­
icipal Affairs for a dog licenc­
ing function, but was informed 
by that agency a more "pre­
ferable approach" would be to 
give the board the power of 
animal Impounding without lic­
encing authority.
However, the board decided ; 
to pursue the matter on a more 
personal basis with Mr. Peter- 
son, who has also suggested 
exemptions to the Sheep Pro­
tection Act would have to I
come from the Department of 
Agriculture.
While chairman Bennett and 
regional administrator A. T. 
Harrison were in Victoria, they 
asked Department of Munici­
pal Affairs programs and ser­
vices co-ordinator, C, II. L. 
Woodward to intercede on their 
behalf with the Department of 
Agriculture for approval of the 
dog licencing function.
Under the Sheep Protection 
Act, no provision is made for 
the kind of dog control neces­
sary to cope with stray canines 
in the regional district.
A follow-up letter was also 
sent by tho board to the De­
partment of Municipal Affairs 
requesting discussion of the 
matter with the Department of 
Agriculture, chairman Bennett 
reported.
Unsettled
Sunny skies are; here again, 
but ho arc tl.c clouds, accord-1 
fag to the weatherman in his 
forcast for Friday, A few after­
noon showers nnd gusty winds 
complete the , forecast. Highs 
near 50 degrees. High and low 
In the city Wednesday wna 54 
nnd 38 with .06 Inches of rain. drcn aaaJaccnt m Sunnyvale 
compared ton pleasant 56 and School.Doing the honors is’ 
40 with ,12 inches of rain tor Elsie Clark, sedrctnfy of the 
the same day at the airport. I retarded children?* assorts- 
Overnight low today expected tion building committee while 
In the fald-Ms. 1 ’ I .' ■ 1 . ....
DORMITORY WORK STARTED
DISTRICT BRIEFS
Regional Board Opposes Lease
Looks For Insect Inspector
After two years of planning, 
the sod was turned officially 
Wednesday on the site of a 
residence for retarded chil-
looking on arc, left to right, 
Earl Anthony, vice-president
of the Association; Dave Chap- । 
man, project chairman John 
Woodworth Architect And 
.Sandy Sandberg, of Busch 
Construction, whose bld of 
$116,976 was accepted tor the 
construction, The bulldlhg,
which Is scheduled for com- 
pletlon in September, will 
house'14 children in 10 single- 
bed units nnd two double bed , 
units, The city donated the 
land foi? the residence, on Ber­
nard Avenue, while the pro­
vincial g ove rnment con­
tributed ,$45,000, and the
Central Mortgage and Hou*
Ing Corporation loaned $84,000 
far the project. Another $15,» 
000 remains to be raised to 
furnish tlie building, which 
will also Include a large 
family room, kitchen fncill-
tics and a suite 





Five years without action Is 
too long for a foreshore lease, 
the Regional District of Central 
Okanagan has decided.
A renewal application fa the 
provincial government for fore­
shore leasing of 2.83 acres of 
waterfront acreage in the Trad­
ers Cove area ’by L. N. R. 
Lougheed Building Ltd., 2025 
Sterling Place, was opposed by 
the board Wednesday.
Enin Lamont said nothing had 
been done with flic property by 
the company in question since 
it leased the Crown land five 
years ago with the original in­
tent of providing a marina 
facility.
The board also decided to 
confine its headquarters expan­
sions plans to tlie same address 
at 540 Groves Ave,, rather than 
fragment operations to avail­
able facilities across the street 
which would Incur greater ex­
pense.
The regional body Is also on 
the lookout tor a new noxious 
Insect Inspector and will also 
advertise noxious Insect bylaw 
regulations, the meeting was In­
formed by administrator, A. T. 
Hairison.
Approved was a mooting with 
the North Okanagan Regional 
District scheduled April 20 at 
tho regional office, and the 
board sanctioned attendance of 
Mr. Harrison and regional plan­
ner, Donald Batcham at a 
Municipal Officers Association* 
conference at Victoria May 31, 
and Juno 1 and 2. as well as " 
the annual Municipal Officers 
Association Seminar at Victoria 
June 3 to 7,
Directors approved a request 
by Andrew Duncan tor author!- . 
satlon to Investigate provision 
and maintenance of park facili­
ties, as well as holding of a 
referendum for parks in tho 
Weatbank area.
The board also noted Inten­
tion of closure by Canadian Na- * 
tion al Railway of a freight and 
passenger shelter at Winfield 
as announced through the De­
partment of Municipal Affairs.
Approval was given for a 
grnnt-ln-ald of four dollars for 
purchase of garbage bags by 
the First Kelowna Ranger Com­
pany Girl Guides of Canada who 
are conducting a ’mashatbon' 
April 15.
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
This Man Was Insane
But Will Made Sense
In the pocket eA an old ragged coat 
belonging to one of the insane patients 
of the Chicago poorbouie, there was 
found, after bis death, a will.
According to Barbary Boyd, in the 
Washington Law Reporter, the man 
had been a lawyer, and the will was 
written in a firm, clear band on a 
few scraps of paper.
So unusual was it that It was sent 
to another attorney, and so impressed 
was he with its contents that he read 
it before the Chicago Bar’Association.
A resolution was passed ordering 
it probated and it is now on the rec­
ords of Cook County, Illinois.
This is the will of the insane patient 
of the Chicago poorhouse:
I, Charles Lounsberry, being of 
sound and disposing mind and mem­
ory, do hereby make and publish this 
my last will and testament, in order, 
as justly as may be, to distribute nw 
interests in the world among succeed­
ing men:
That part of my interests, which is 
known m law and recognized in the 
sheep-bound volumes as my property, 
being inconsiderable and of no ac­
count, I make no disposition of in 
this my will. My right to live, being 
but a life estate, is not at my disposal, 
but, these things excepted, all else in 
the world I now proceed to devise and 
bequeath.
ITEM: I give to good fathers and 
mothers, in trust to their children, all 
good little words or praise or encour­
agement, and all quaint and pet names 
and endearments; and I charge said 
parents to use them justly, but gener­
ously, as the deeds of their children 
shall require.
sand ways and the night and the moon 
and the train of the Milky Way to 
wonder at, but subject nevertheless, 
to the rights hereinafter given to 
lovers.
ITEM: I devise to boys, jointly, all 
the idle fields and commons where
ball may be played, all pleasant wa­
ters where one may swim, all snow­
clad hills where one may coast, and. 
all the streams and ponds where one 
may fish, or where, when grim winter 
comes, one may skate, to have and to 
hold the same for the period of their 
boyhood. And all meadows, with the 
clover-blossoms and butterflies there-
and strange noises, and all distant 
places, which may be visited, together 
with the adventures there to be found.
And I give to said boys, each bls own 
place at the fireside at night, with all 
pictures that may be seen in the burn­
ing wood, to enjoy without hindrance 
and without any incumbrance of care.
ITEM: To lovers, I devise their 
imaginary world, with whatever they 
may need, as the stars of the sky, the 
red roses by the wall, the bloom of 
the hawthorn, the sweet strains of 
music, and aught else they may desire 
to figure to each other the lastingness 
and beauty of their love.
ITEM: To young men jointly, I 
devise and bequeath all boisterous in­
spiring sports of rivalry, and I give 
to them the disdain of weakness and
1y, but only for the term of their child­
hood, all, and every, the flowers of 
the field, and the blossoms of the 
woods, with the right to play among 
them freely according to the custom 
of the children, warning them at the 
same time against the thistles and the 
thorns. And I devise to the children, 
the banks of the brooks and the golden 
sands beneath the waters thereof, and 
the odors of the willows that dip 
therein, and the white clouds that 
float high over the giant trees.
And I leave the children the long, 
long days to be merry in, in a thou-
undaunted confidence in their own 
strength. Though they are rude, I 
leave them to the powers to make last­
ing friendships, and of possessing com­
panions, and to them exclusively, I 
give all merry songs and brave chor­
uses to sing with lusty voices.
ITEM: And to those who are no 
longer children, or youths, or lovers, 
1 leave memory, and bequeath to them 
the volume of the poems of Bums 
and Shakespeare and of other poets, 
if there be any, to the end that they 
may live the old days over again, free­
ly and fully without tithe and diminu-
tion.
ITEM: To the loved ones with 
Snowy crowns, I bequeath the happi­
ness of old age, the love and gratitude 
of their children until they fall asleep.
Dark Day For Sailors
(Penticton Herald)
March 30 was a dark day for sail- 
jrs in the Canadian Navy and for­
mer navy men will acknowledge the 
fact as they recall a wet whistle and 
warm stomach.
The Canadian Navy served its last 
daily rum tot on that day, ending a 
305-year tradition which began with 
the Royal Navy in 1667 ana was in­
troduced aboard Canadian ships when 
Canada formed her own navy in 1910.
When the barrel arrived home in
England, Nelson was in it, but the 
spirits, it is said, were not.
The spirits might have leaked out, 
but there is evidence that sailors took
the opportunity to tipple on the sly 
/ — despite the presence of an admir­
als’corpse in the keg.
The Royal Navy upheld the tra­
dition of “tapping the admiral” un­
til last summer when they discontin­
ued the tot practice.
The tradition/ a daily isue of one 
part of overproof rum to two parts 
water (in later years, a cola has been 
used) became known by a variety of 
names, including Nelson’s Blood.
When British admiral Lord Ver­
non, known as Old Grog because of 
the coat he wore, ordered the rum 
cut with two parts water, it became 
known as grog.
But the name Nelson’s Blood was 
somewhat more colorful. The term is 
believed to date back to Admiral 
Nelsons’ death at Trafalgar. Follow­
ing his death, his body was shipped 
home preserved m a barrel of spirits.
Appropriately enough, men who 
observed the final tot-time just be­
fore the noon meal on Thursday were 
allowed to “splice the mainbracc”— 
with the issue of a double ration of 
rum, an occasion usually reserved for 
something special, such as a victory 
at sea.
Following the toast to the Queen, 
made as a final salute to the custom, 
one last single tot was pulled from 
the oaken keg, and it-was committed 
to the deep-—poured over the side,
Burial at sea — a fitting way to 
end a three century old custom.
To the tot. . . R.I.P.
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
April 1962 
The lost original member of the staff. 
of the Memorial Arena, Harry McClure, 
was honored by members of the Arena 
'Commission and fellow employees. Mr. 
McClure started with the Arena in IfMR 
as refrigerator engineer and held tha 
position until his retirement on Satur­
day, Scotty Angus made the presenta­
tion, ,
20 YEARS AGO 
April, 19U
Al the Paramount: Thursday only— 
Anna Neagle and Michael Wilding In 
"The Lady With the Lamp"; Friday and 
Saturday—"Calloway Went Thatawfty,” 
starring Fred McMurray, Dorothy Mc­
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It's True He's First Black MP
But Line Doesn't See It That Way
OTTAWA (CP) — When Lin­
coln Alexander, Conservative
At about the same time, a
_ group of cabinet ministers was
MP for Hamllton-Wett, first discussing Liberal campaign
came to Parliament Hill in 1968, 
the press kept referring to him 
as Canada’s fiwt black MP.
Which wag true.
But Line, to use the name by 
which he is known here, said; 
"Dammit, I’m just an MP like
plans.
A Liberal said he believes 
Conservative Leader Robert 
Stanfield already has peaked 
too soon.
He maintained that the oppos­
ite is the case with Prime Min-
the .263 others. I’m not here be­
cause I'm black. I’m here be­
cause I was elected as MP for 
Hamilton-West. Period.”
It is a long time since the 
press has referred to Line as 
the first black MP in the Com-
mens.
But in the heavy political 
give-and-take in the Commons,
ister Trudeau.
And concerning Mr. Trudeau, 
he added: "There Is no such 
thing as over-exposure.”
A Conservative, on the other 
hand, said his party’s campaign 
is coming along beautifully and 
that he doubts Mr. Trudeau will 
.ever peak at all.
Pulp And Paper Industry 
Braces For Another Struggle
By PETER LEICIINITZ dian dollar reduced its profit by « ... .. about w mlulon |ast year TheCanadian Press. Staff Writer
Canada's pulp and paper in*. . . . company reported a 1971 profit
dustry, still reeling from the of $4.8 million, compared with 
economic hardships suffered in $4.6 million in 1970 and $12.1
1970 and 1971, is bracing itself 
for another struggle in 1972.
The industry is faced with two 
major problems, over-capacity 
and shrinking profit margins.
The over-capacity is the result 
of major expansion programs 
undertaken in the ’60s when the 
industry, in general, failed to 
anticipate a decline in world de­
mand for paper products.
The Canadian Pulp and Paper 
Association reported earlier this • 
year that newsprint demand 
outside North America de­
creased in 1971 for the first time 
since the Second World War. 
Demand in North America 
eased by about 3.3 per cent, the 
second consecutive year of de­
cline.
T. R. Moore, president of 
Price Co. Ltd., said in the com­
pany's annual report that “the 
excess of capacity over demand 
, . means that about 10 per
million in 1969.
COSTS INCREASING
The industry also is having 
difficulty controlling skyrocket­
ing costs. '
"Of these the most notable 
arc the seriously higher levels 
of taxation and transportation 
costs" for Canadian manufac­
turers in relation to their chief 
competitors in other countries, 
the Canadian Pulp and Paper 
Association says.
Price increases, however, are 
not the answer to thp industry's 
problems.
Mr. Mopre, of Price Co., says 
price, Increases this year will be 
modest "because the Canadian 
’ newsprint industry is closely
cent of world newsprint produc­
tion capacity will be idle during 
the coming year."
SOME MILLS CLOSED
The unexpected drop in de­
mand has resulted in production 
cuts and temporary closings in 
mills across the country. 
Quebec and the Atlantic prov­
inces have been particularly 
hard-hit by the shutdowns. All 
told about 2,000 jobs were in­
volved.
Earnings by- the country’s 
leading pulp and paper manu­
facturers have shrunk to record 
lows and spokesmen for the in­
dustry say there is little ot no 
relief in sight.
MacMillan Bloedel, Canada’s 
largest pulp and paper manu­
facturer, reported earnings of 
$25.5 million in 1971, up from
CANADA'S STORY
some MPs still seemed to defer 
to Mr. Alexander.
But that’s all done with, too.
Agriculture Minister H. A. 
Olson heckled Mr. Alexander 
throughout a Commons speech 
and Jack Cullen, Liberal MP for 
Samia-Lambton, described it as 
"the second lousy speech I have 
heard tonight.”
Mr. Cullen did not identify the 
first lousy speech he had heard. 
SAME TREATMENT
Mr. Alexander said in an in­
terview that he always has been 
treated like every other MP.
And he said that he does not 
consider it relevant for the 
press to refer to him being 
black even when he deals with a 
racial subject.
"Nobody refers to any other 
MP being white when he refers 
to anything racial,” Mr. Alexan­
der said.
Some black militants, he said, 
have tried to insist that he is a 
spokesman for blacks.
"Nothing doing,” Mr. Alexan­
der says. "I don’t speak for 
blacks any more than anyone 
else. I was elected mainly by
whites. I am just the MP for 
Hamilton West. Period.”
Reports of the number of Con- 
servatives . seeking the party 
nomination in'Lanark-Renfrew- 
Carleton apparently were exag­
gerated.
Only six are in the race so far
with perhaps two more to come. 
Early reports put the number at 
14 possibles,
The contest is so hot that all­
candidate meetings are being 
held in advance of the nominal* 
ing convention April 15 at Arn* 
prior.
The riding now is held by Lib­
eral Murray McBride.
The national executive and 
parliamentary caucus of the 
Conservative party discussed 
campaign plans at a private 
meeting here Wednesday.
day and Tuesday, a double bill, George 
Raft and Coleen Gray in "Lucky Nick 
Caln" and Jeanne Crain In "Tpke Care 
of My Little Girl.'*
30 YEARS AGO 
April 1942
, With the services; George Meldrum. 
Jr,, RCA, spent his leave in Kelowna. 
Vic Fowler la leaving this week for 
Vernon to join the Royal Canadian 
Ordinance Corps, Squadron Leader W. 
J, Butler, RCAF, stationed In Dunnville,
TODAY IN HISTORY
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
April 1,1912 . . .
David Greenglass was 
Sentenced to 15 years fob 
spying 21 yearn ago today— 
tn .1951—a day after his 
brother-in-law and slater, 
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, . 
had been sentenced to 
death. A draughtsman at 
Loa Alamos headquarters of 
the Allied atomic bomb re-
Ontario, accompanied by Mrs. Butter, 
Is spending his leave In Kelowna., Sgt. 
Wireless Air Gunner Harry Lawson left 
for his station In the east.
49 TEARS AGO 
April i«n
Work was resumed on the Kelowna 
ojl Well. Money has been forthcoming to 
carry on drilling to a depth of 3,000 feet 
The total depth at present Is 3,303 feet. 
The rock, though still hard marine lime­
stone, seems to be more porus, and 
bubbles of gas well up\to the top.
M YEARS AGO 
April 1922
Glenmora Notes: Mrs. D. Alexander 
and 'children arrived from Montreal' 
(where they spent the winter. Mr. and 
Mrs. P. A. Lewis, who spent the winter 
in town, returned to the ranch this 
week. Mr, Bailey, who bought oh the
search group during the 
Second world Wat, Green- 
glass hud given details of an 
implosion lens to a Com­
munist courier. The United 
States ipy ring was detected 
by the confession , of Klaus 
Fuchs, a scientist who sent 
secreu to Russia and who 
went to East Germany when 
released from jail in Brit­
ain,
1959-Storms and floods In 
Madagascar took 143 Ilves.
1942-tThe 1st Canadian 




1917-The United States 
declared war on Germany.
tISI-The Canadian gov­




will plant his orchard this
M TEARS AGO 
. Aptti itu.
The annual meeting of the War Canoe 
Club, held tn the flrehnil, with George 
.. McKenile In the chair, elected Ma* 
Jenklna captain, Claude Newby vlca- 
capteln, F. M. Buckland, manager, 
George McKenole wan elected president 
and R. Sutherland vicc-preridre*
Many MPs, both government 
and opposition, say dissolution 
must come soon because parlia­
mentary life is grinding to a 
halt.
Relatively speaking, the oppo­
sition has been quiet. But the 
longer the Commons remains in 
session, MPs say, the greater 
the chance of a government 
blunder and a ready-made elec­
tion campaign issue for the op­
position.
$17.4 million a year earlier. In 
1969 the company had a net 
profit of $42.5 million.
The industry’s profit margin 
was dealt a severe blow with 
the floating on June 1, 1970. and 
subsequent rise in value of the 
Canadian dollar. The higher for­
eign exchange value of the dol­
lar meant reduced profits on ex­
port pulp and paper sales when 
foreign currencies were con­
verted back to Canadian funds. 
Canadian pulp and paper manu­




It w»s estimated that Jerry 
Geisler (IBM-1962), a lawyer in 
Los Angeles, , averaged 950,000 
in fees for each case which he 
handled during the latter part of 
htl career. Currently, the most 
highly paid lawyer Is generally 
believed to be Louis Ntrer of 
New York City.
linked to that of the United 
States and Canadian newsprint 
is not likely to command a 
higher price than that received 
by U.S. suppliers."
Price controls by the U.S. 
government. have kept news­
print price increases in that 
country to a minimum.
In November, the Industry an­
nounced a general newsprint 
price increase of $8 a ton. How­
ever, the U.S. government's 
price-control program delayed 
the increase until Jan. 1. The in­
crease, when it'came into ef­
fect, was cut to 85.25 in the 
southern states and 15 In the 
rest of the country.
In an effort to conserve as 
much of their reduced profits as 
possible paper and forest com­
panies have been drastically re­
ducing or comttting dividends 
generally paid on their stock.
North Pole Area 
Is Not Canadian
By BOB BOWMAN
As mentioned in Wednesday's 
story. Admiral Robert Peary of 
the United States arrived at the 
North Pole April 6, 1909. He was 
the first person to get there suc­
cessfully. •
The North Pole is not part of 
Canada. It is recognized as 
being "on the high seas” and 
does not belong to any nation. 
However, Peary’s achievement 
is part of Canadian history be­
cause he used Sydney, N.S., as 
a base.
Peary spent 23 years trying to 
get to the North Pole before he 
was successful. In his book The 
North Pole lie wrote:
"I have a tender feeling for 
the picturesque town of Sydney. 
Eight times I' headed north 
from there on my Arctic quest. 
My reason for choosing Sydney 
as a starting point was because 
of the coal mines there. It is the 
place nearest Arctic regions 
where, a ship can fill with coal.”
Peary sailed from Sydney in 
July, 1908, when he made his 
successful trip to the pole. As 
his ship Roosevelt left the har­
bor he received a wireless mes-
of their production.
Abitibi Paper Co. Ltd. esti­
mates the freeing of the Cana- sage, "Good-bye and a prosper-
ous voyage," to which 
plied "Thank you" and 
the Roosevelt’s flag in salute.
he re* 
dipped
From Sydney he sailed to 
Grant Land where he spent the
winter and began his dash to 
the pole from Cape Columbus 
on March 1. He arrived at the 
pole on April 6 and achieved 
what men had been trying to do 
for 100 years. Now it is possible 
for aircraft to land there.
OTHER APRIL 6 EVENTS
1609—Henry Hudson began 
voyage that took him along 
coast of Newfoundland.
1841—Board of Trade was 
founded in Montreal with Peter 
McGill chairman.
1851—B r i t a i n transferred 
postal control to Canada.
1860—Allan Line obtained con­
tract for weekly postal service 
between Canada and Britain.
1888—Vancouver was incorpo­
rated.
1903-CPR began Atlantia 
shipping service.
1942—Canadian Army was 
formed in Britain.
1968—Pierre Elliot Trudeau 
was elected leader Liberal 
party.
We satisfied this man’s 
driving ambition
II you need a car to not to work, 
or would jij;.t like Io do some Sunday t 
, driving, we can Ret you behind the
wheel with a lowcost B.C. Bankplan 
. loan.
It’s easy lo .arrange and c.isy to 
• pay back. ‘ ,
Espcclally when the bank that 
doe1', |Ip! lend!np, is ours.
You wouldn't,buy a (.ar without
first !,|i()|)pmn ,noiind for (he best
pofldtii to seek out Ilia be;.l possible 
linaocnn’.
Chock our rales, you'll find 
. they're low', ■
So whether you're InfcrcJed In . 
a new high per formant,c model, on 
noftinliiinga little more modest, talk 
to u.< 1 . >,
' We’llrM'picwheel'..turning.
Bunk of BrltiflK Columbia
Como grow with us today.
KELOWNA BRANCH 
313 BERNARD AVE.
. ROUND B.C. BRIEFLY
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Iwo Crash Victims Identified I
BURNABY (CP)—Two youths 
killed last Friday in nearby 
Maple Ridge when their car 
overturned and caught fire were 
Identified by RCMP Wednesday 
as Allan Cole Hutton, 20, and 
Terrv Allan Olson, 15, both of 
Burnaby. A third youth injured 
In the "accident, Ronald Nagy, 
18, of Burnaby, was released 
from hospital Monday. An in­
quest is to be held.
SHOT IN SPINE
VANCOUVER (CP) — Gordon 
Andrews, 18, of Vancouver was 
reported in fair condition in 
hospital Wednesday night fol­
lowing the removal of a .22- 
callbre bullet from the spinal 
area.. Police found the wounded 
man In his apartment Andrews 
was said to have told friends 
that “someone did it some time
tics professors as being racist 
and discriminatory. A commit­
tee is investigating the charges.
TUNNEL TO START
WEST VANCOUVER (CP)— 
Construction of a tunnel to re­
place a two-mile stretch of 
twisting track on the B.C. Rail­
way line will start May 11. a 
railway spokesman said .Wed­
nesday. The 4,600-foot tunnel win 
cut out that section of track 
above Fishermen’s Cove where 
a number of boxcars derailed 
in February, plunging down a 
cliff and causing extensive dam­
age to one house.
BAIL DENIED
VANCOUVER (CP) — Res­
taurant operator Thomas Fung, 
45, was committed for trial by 
a judge and jury Wednesday on
ago.”
REPORT TURNED IN 
•VANCOUVER (CP)—A preli­
minary report on an investiga­
tion into charges that engin­
eering students harassed math­
ematics professors at the Univer­
sity of British Columbia has 
been handed over to Liam' Finn, 
dean of engineering. The charge 
were made after the publication 
last month of two engineering 
student newsletters which were 




NAIROBI, Kenya (Reuter) — 1 
A British mother told Wednes­
day how she played a nightmare 
game of tug-of-war with a croc­
odile which was holding her 
seven-year-old son in its jaws.
Mark Radley, screaming with 
arms outstretched, was drag­
ged by a crocodile through 
reeds beside a pool at Buffalo 
Springs, a picnic spot 180 miles 
northeast of Nairobi.
“I will never forget the look 
of absolute terror on his face,” 
said Carole Radley of Hudders­
field, Yorkshire, who splashed 
through the water and grabbed 
her son by the shoulders.
The crocodile, which had in­
terrupted an Easter picnic, let 
go, then pounced again.
But other vacationers formed 
a human chain, pulling Mrs. 
Radley, Mark and the crocodile 
to the bank where the boy’s 
father, David jumped astride it 
and tried to pry open its jkws.
The reptile released the boy 
when helpers slashed at it with 
a knife.
>’ Helpers drove 10 miles to 
radio for Kenya’s flying doc­
tor service, while Mark was 
given first aid by a trained 
nurse who was on the spot.
Mark, not seriously hurt, is 
recovering in hospital, and his 
father, who is doing veterinary 
research here, is nursing hand 
lacerations.
charges of trafficking in drugs 
by selling heroin to undercover 
police officers. Provincial court 
Judge John Anderson refused to 
reduce the $55,000 bail which 
has kept Fung in jail since his 
arrest last Dec. 1. The Crown 
opposed bail reduction, saying 
undercover officers who worked 
on the case had been threatened. 
The case involves alleged sales 
to undercover officers of heroin 
with a street value of $200,000 
for which they paid $18,900.
BLASTS DIGEST
PENTICTON (CP) — Mayor 
Frank Laird said Wednesday he 
will write to the publisher of 
Reader’s Digest to complain 
about a Digest article which 
stated water pollution put Skaha 
Lake in A serious, disease-rid­
den condition in 1968. Mayor 
Laird said reports on the lake’s 
condition by two university stu­
dents were “blown out of pro­
portion.’’ The mayor also took 
exception to the article’s state­
ment that third-stage sewage 
treatment plants are “nonexis­
tent” in Canada. He noted that 




Mon.-Frl. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Includes:
5 courses, salad and 










Ladies' T-Shirts and Blouses
An assortment of styles in long and short 
sleeves. Perma press. QQft
Broken sixes. Wv
Men's Socks
Kroy wool and nylon stretch socks. a
Sizes 10-12. UUU
Girls' SHms
Pull-on stretch pant in navy, brown, QQa 
grey, Sixes 4-6X. vvv
i
Folding Fence
8 ft. x 18" high. Protects 
flowers and shrubs. 1.29
Boys* Socks
Assorted blends In variety 
of colors. Sixes 7-11 39c
Pillowcases , 
Fine white muslin. Colored borders. 70ft 
\Limited quantities. Pr. Ivp
Felt Insoles
Comfort fitting felt insoles. A good selection
in sixes, children's 6 










BOYS’2 PCE. PANT SET
Rayon sport shirt with 188
solid colour flare pants, 1
Sixes: 4-6x. SET Bl
Plastic fruit basket with
assortment of 10
k nds of fruit.





THE BARGAINS AND GO UP TO
Part Box Wool
3-ply and\double knlfL Good assortment of 
colors including varlgated greens, ft /OQa 
browns, o^pink, blue. | ox. balls */ Ww
Open Thursday and Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
START AT
Instamatic Size Photo Album
Long album with 12 sheets. 
Covered in Orange, Green,
Yellow or Brown. 12 x Mi".
FRUIT MEMO PAD
In Grape, Pineapple, Apple 
& Melon designs. 
100 sheet pad with pen. 88
FOOT SHAPE MEMO PAD
Foot shape memo pad 
with pen.'125 sheets 
paper per memo pad. 88
L ♦ '•rt 'l
MINIATURE BOTTLES
6" high glass miniature . A
bottles. In assorted A SCJK
shapes and colours. FOR W
PLASTIC FRUITA BASKET
Sailor figures
Little wooden sailor figures
Io decorate a desk or 88
SHOE HORN.PLAQU1&BRUSH
Horse-head shoo horn,
brush &'wall plaque for
grooming & decorating.
BOYS’2 PCE. SHORT SET
Striped T-shirt. Streich
shorts. 2 patch pockets.
Assorted colours. Sizes: 2-3X.
HOOK-FRONT BRASSIERE SHELL-SHAPED SOAP DISH BIC “CL C” PEN
Built up shoulder straps. Stretch Lycra 188 
back. In Sizes: 32-36 A & B cups. I
Plastic soap dish with Ballpoint pen In line
hand painting design on 
lip. Assorted colours.
or medium point. Blue 
Ink. Ask for them 2 88
POLAROID SIZE PHOTO ALBUM
Holds 12 sheets. Shiny 
cover In assortment of 
colours. Sixe: 7% x 5!4". 88
CHICK-N-BUROER PLATTER
Fillet style chicken on 
a toasted bun with french 
fries & a tomato slice. 88' GIRLS’1 PCE. SHORTALLStretch nylon. Zipper front Stitched down cuff ’ ■ *<»Colour choice. Size: 2-4.
BLOCKBUSTERS
WOODEHCROW-SAILOR FIGURES
Novel decoration for desk,
dresser... anywhere. Four
kinds to choose from.
Set It up to suit your­
self. Handy hold 
lor pons & pencils.
GIRLS’ T-SHIRTS





“Eldorado beverage set. Ten
• Guaranteed one 
full year
• Assorted Men’s 
Ladies' & 
Teens’ styles
• All with Swiss 
movements
JUMBO PAPER CUP
7" Wooden paper clip with
oiled finish. A great
conversation piece!
SET OF 8 COASTERS Aa 
Coasters of colourful plastic, XX 





Book with 48 sheets.
Orange, Groen, Yellow or 
Brown cover. Size: 7 x S’A".
< ' <■> l» > , / . « ' X 3
DELUXE WALL MIRROR
Assorted co our ribbon
through border and 
hanging tab. Terrific! 88'
OVAL SOAP TRAY
Plasticsoap tray keeps soap a AAp 
high & dry. Pink, Gold, JL XX1 
White, Blue & Avocado, for WfflFvMr
. yqur shopping cosh you loss!
USE THESE CARDS IN WOOLWORTH STORES ACROSS CANADA
# * ' ■ ■
«w
BACK TO THE THIRTIES
the
From Mansanto comes this and red straw cloche 
red, white and blue skirt top. outfit was inspired by 





Enjoying a few days with Mr. 
and Mrs. R. D. Knox of Blue­
bird Road is Margaret Clarice 
of New Westminster. Another 
house guest expected today is 
R. H. Gilchrist who teaches at 
Dawson Creek. Mr, Gilchrist is 
on his way home from a few 
days at the coast.
Enjoying their first visit in 
the Okanagan are Mr. and 
Mrs. William Loveday of Lon­
don, Ont., who are house guests 
with his step-son and family, 
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Palmer of 
Kelowna. They will spend a few 
days in Victoria before em­
barking by plane for Ontario.
Easter visitors with Mr. and 
Mrs. William Fraser of 3957 
Lakeshore Road were their 
daughter and husband, Mr. and 
Mps. Lloyd Putnam and family 
of Drayton Valley, Alta., and 
their son and daughter-in-law 
' and family, Mr. and Mrs. Allan 
Fraser of Williams Lake, B.C.
Mrs. Edith Clevenger of 
Burley, Idaho, will arrive at 
the Capri on Friday. Mrs. Cle­
venger is chairman of the 
Northwest Odd Fellows Assoc­
iation which convenes Friday 
evening. Two bus loads are ex­
pected from Oregon; also re­
presentatives from Idaho, 
Washington and British Colum­
bia.
Twin Sister Serves
As Maid Of Honor
White 'mums decorated the ' 
altar at St. Andrew’s Anglican I 
Church, Okanagan Mission, 
when Laureen Elizabeth Cole 
exchanged marriage vows with 
Clark Cameron Johnston of Kel­
owna. Her twin sister Elaine 
Cole of Vancouver served as 
maid of honor for the mid-after­
noon ceremony conducted by 
Rev. Donald Kidd. Mrs. T. W. 
Daniel presided at the organ.
The bride, the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Martin E. Cole of 
Kelowna, chose an original 
gown of white sheer plisse over 
taffeta. Long Juliet sleeves com­
pleted the gown which featured 
a square neckline with lace and 
pearl trim. The three-tiered 
skirt fell prettily and bright 
spring flowers formed her head- 
i dress. She carried an arrange- 
: xnent of brightly colored 'mums
and baby’s breath.
The maid of honor wore a 
gown of pale yellow leno gay 
with tiny bright yellow and pink 
flowers, fashioned on lines simi- 
' lar to her sister's gown. She 
carried a nosegay of yellow and 
pink flowers.
The groom, the son of Mr. 
■ and Mrs, Donald C. Johnston of 
Kelowna, was attended by Greg 
Cretin of Vancouver as best 
man and David Cole, brother 
of the bride, as groomsman.
An ivory afternoon dress was 
। Mrs. Cole’s choice for the wed­
ding and reception which follow­
ed at their home. Navy acces­
sories completed her ensemble 
which was complemented with 
a corsage of yellow roses.
The groom's mother assisted 
in receiving the guests, wear­
ing a navy and white dress 
I with red accessories. A corsage 
of red roses added contrast.
[ BESIDE HERE
' Ken Carter, a cousin of the 
bride, proposed the toasts. The 
bride's table which was covered
I with a white lace cloth, was 
centred with the wedding cake.
‘ s ■ ’ ' «
Second Time Round For Father
Mom Was Apple Blossom Queen, Too
History repeated itself on 
Tuesday when 17-year-old Pam 
Murray of Wenatchee, Wash­
ington State Apple Blossom 
Festival Queen, visited Kel­
owna. On April 20, 1949 Pam’s 
mother, the former Portia 
Thornton visited Kelowna ser­
ving in the same capacity. 
Queen Pam, a senior at Wen­
atchee High School says, “It’s 
the second time round for dad, 
too, because he was mom's 
escort at the Queen’s ball in 
1949.”
The pretty dark eyed brun­
ette was accompanied on the 
good-will four of the Valley this 
week by her two princesses, 
Patti Burgener and Robin Cur­
tis; two chaperones, Mrs. Ray 
Shutt and Mrs. Bob Salmon. 
Escorting the five was Wenat­
chee Chief of Police, Bill Reich 
who has been enjoying this 
privilege for a number of years 
and is no stranger to Kelowna.
The apple blossom festival 
from May 5 to 13 is held each 
year at ‘the wonderful town of 
Wenatchee, boasting a popu­
lation of 18,200,’ according to 
Pam. “We also have a wonder­
ful football team,” she confid­
ed, adding that they had won 
the state championship.
Former Lady of the Lake, 
Marina Maundrell of Simon 
Fraser University was among 
university students who enjoy­
ed Easter at home with her 
mother arid family, Mrs. R. I. 
Maundrell of Okanagan Mis­
sion.
Bright 'mums and baby’s 
breath topped the cake which 
was flanked with white tapers.
For her going away outfit the 
bride chose a two-pie ensemble 
of black with orange polka dots. 
A Corsage of gold ’mums with 
black trim and black accessor­
ies completed her ensemble. 
The couple will make their 
home at 861 Francis Ave., Kel­
owna.
Out-of-town guests were: 
Greg Cretin, Elaine Cole, Mr. 
and Mrs. Brett Smaill; Marcia 
Butler, Gerry Haklander and 
Mrs. K. Sullivan and daughter 
Frances, all of Vancouver; Mr. 
and Mrs. Ken Carter of North 
Vancouver and Mark Johnston 
of Cranbrook.
Do It Yourself 
Recycling Waste
Recycling can only work if it 
becomes a small part of every­
one's life, instead of a large 
part of a very few people's 
lives. Here are a few ways 
you can help to shorten the 
shadow of the ever growing 
mountain of garbage.
—buy only returnable, refill- 
able or reusable containers, 
, e.g, milk in bottles.
—refuse extra paper or plas­
tic bags—carry your own shop­
ping bag Instead.
—start a compost heap, us­
ing your own wastes and those 
of neighbors who do not want 
to compost their leaves and 
, clippings, etc.
—instead of paper serviettes 
use cloth napkins and towels.
—use enr pools, buses and 
bicycles for transportation.
—avoid disposable Items, 
paper plates and cups.
, —patronize firms that re­
cycle; use recap tires, etc.
—build your own compost 
shredder from an old hand 
lawn mower—Instructions . In 
the Canadian Audobon Maga­
rino May/June, 1971 (see your 
library).,
DO IT WHILE WARM
Done cooked chicken while the 
meat Is still warm. When the 
meat cools, It becomes firm and 





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUY THE YARD
uirgesi ieiection of !abric» 
In th* valley. Custom made 
swage and covered valances, 
1411 Sutherland Avenm 
Masa* 7C34I2I
The music program in the I The decision to run for fes- 
educatlonal system in Wenat- tival queen wasn’t a hard one 
chee, she explains with pride, to make for Patti, who was in 
starts in the lower grades and the festival parade at the age 
is open to all students—no ap- of eight dressed as a golfer, 
ptitude tests are required. She has been taking a part in
While talent is considered in the festivities for 12 years, and 
the selection of the Royalty at to run for queen was the next 
Wenatchee, they also have to I natural step, 
give impromptu speeches; first! Miss Burgener will be attend- 
before the whole student body ing Seattle Pacific College next 
Who ballot on the first round year, majoring in music. She 
of applicants. Alloted the topic has taught piano for four 
‘If,’ Pam chose a humorous years, with interest in classi- 
presentation, If 1 Could be a cal, folk and popular music. 
Worm in the Garden of Eden, {foe hopes to continue in mu- 
and followed through with the sic after leaving college, either 
apple theme. performing or teaching. “I
As one of the. 10 finalists, ap- would rather perform classical 
pearing before ‘the whole pieces, because they are more 
town,’ in a public event, she challenging. I like popular 
was given the subject, ‘If 1 music but it is rather simple," 
Could Be . . . She completed she said, 
the sentence with ‘sunshine’ Her interest in music has put 
and spoke on the need for her in a number of school 
warmth and happiness in peo- music groups; one group, bel- 
ple's hearts. Final selection canto, is a school choir that 
was made on March 14 by five performs in a number of plac-
She was also enthusiastic 
about the musical and drarna- 
tic talents in Wenatchee, who 
are currently producing The 
Music Man.
Majoring in musical educa­
tion, she plans to further her 
career in this field. In addi­
tion to playing the violin in the 
school orchestra, she directs 
the junior orchestra and tea­
ches violin privately. She is in 
her ninth year in violin.
Shower Honors 
Audrey Lingle
A surprise bridal shower hon­
ored Audrey Lingle from Van­
couver. Twenty guests attended 
the happy event hosted by Mrs. 
Bruce Weiser of Skyline Road, 
Lakeview Heights, Kelowna.
The honoree’s sister, Mrs. 
Karl Wood of Vancouver and 
her mother, Mrs. Clarence 
Lingle of Kelowna assisted Au­
drey in opening the gifts which 
were presented in a decorated 
box trimmed with wedding 
bells.
Several games were played, 
prizes were given out and cof­
fee - and lunch completed the 
evening.
out-of-town judges. es in Washington and Oregon.
PRINCESSES Other school activities include
lb participate in the Wash- 
ington State Apple Blossom 
Festival isn’t a new experience 
for pretty 17-year-old Patti P”16 
Burgener, but it is the I team last
year that she has played a spring and will take it up again, 
leading role in the annual FRIENDLINESS 
event. The Okanagan tour is Patti’s
Miss Burgener, a senior at first actual time in Canada, al- 
Wenatchee High School, was though she had crossed the 
selected as one of two princess- border once before with her 
es to the queen, and the at- parents, while in Grade 3. She 
tractive trio are making their was quite impressed with the 
way through the Okanagan to communities and the friendli- 
publicize the Apple Blossom ness shown .by the people. 
Festival. When you are as attractive
The last couple of weeks as Patti Burgener, inspiring 
have been hectic for Miss Bur-1 friendliness is natural, 
gener, already busy with a EASTMONT
1 number of school activities. Blonde, blue-eyed Apple
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER
Pep Club. Although she doesn’t > 
describe herself as a sports I 
nut, "I’d really like to learn ! 
how to play tennis this sum­
mer."
She hopes to attend college 
next year, with a view to be­
coming a medical secretary.
With summer just around the 
comer, things are getting a 
little hectic for Robin in her 
role as a ‘royal maid.’ And as­
suming that role wasn’t easy— 
it’s rather a long and involved 
process.
The Wenatchee Chamber of 
Commerce sends an applica­
tion to every girl at Eastmont 
and Wenatchee High Schools 
and those who want to enter the 
contest fill them out and return 
them.
Ten girls are then picked 
from Eastmont and 25 from 
Wenatchee, a bigger school. 
The number at Wenatchee is 
narrowed down to 15, who then 
appear in front of the senior 
class, which picks seven.
At Eastmont, the ten girls de­
liver a ten-minute speech to the 
student body a nd three emerge 
to compete with the girls from 
Wenatchee and a queen and two 
princesses are chosen.
““ Blossom Princess, Robin Cur- 
I tis, 18, is a senior at Wenat­
chee’s Eastmont High School.
There are six in her family, 
including a younger brother, 
and sister and an older married 
sister. Her father, Bob, has 
served two terms as Republi- 
I can representative in the Wash­
ington State Legislature for 
Chelan and Douglas counties. 
I He’s up for re-election this 
year.
While in high school, Robin’s
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cheer leading and the school s
"Cancer Can Be Beaten” — 
the new slogan of the Canadian 
Cancer Society — is based on 
the fact that 52 per cent of all 
cancer patients in Canada are 
alive and well five years after 
the start of treatment.
•IhU week’s tour through the 
Okanagan with Apple Blossom 
Queen Pam Murray and Prin­
cess Patti Burgener has left 
Robin a little breathless and 
it’s Just one of a number com­
ing up. which will Include ap­
pearances at Spokane's Lilac 
Festival and the Seattle Sea 
Fair.
MAYEVENT
Wenatchee's big splash, the 
Apple- Blossom Festival, hap­
pens in mid-May. “We’re sup­
posed to be the apple capital of 
the world, you know,” Robin
points out with a grin.
She might get a little argu­
ment on that one from the 
world's real apple capital, Kel­
owna, a city she really didn't 
get to know during her whirl­
wind visit.
“But what I've seen, I really 
like."
FROM WEST TO EAST
HALIFAX (CP) — Dr. Floris 
E. King, co-ordinator and ori­
ginator of the graduate nursing 
program at the University of 
British Columbia, has been ap­
pointed director of the school of 
nursing at Dalhousie University 
here. She will succeed E. A. 
Electa MacLennan, who retires 
this year after 23 years as the 
school’s director. The appoint­
ment takes effect in July.
IMPORTED 
TEAK FURNITURE 
Living Room • Dining Room/ 
• Wall Components I, 
NORDAN IMPORT 
282 Bernard Ave. 7(34810
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave. Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
Entertaining Nightly





Simpsons-Sears "Solute to 
Youth" is now in full swing! 












An adding machine with a decorator touch! Adds, sub­
tracts, multiplies. Lists 7 columns, totals 8. Simplified 
rapid action keyboard. Steel computation gears, plastic 
body. 13x8x5". 7 lb., 110-120v. Indian Brick colors.
' .Serving the Community 
for 26 Years'
524 Bernard Avenue 
Phone 762-3341
Park Frea While You Shop Simpions-Seari, Orchard Pork, Kelowna 
1 ' ' '■ 1 \ . A , ' .
Fila Drawer Index Set — Legal size dividers, to organ 
ize your file. Toba are marked A *y"y
A through Z........................... Sale Price, Set V»l I
4-Drawer Flic Cabinet — Letter size cabinet with lock, 
Sturdy steel construction. EA A "I




A must for hallways and heavy traffic areas, Ar
, with a 27 inch width! ...............  per lineal foot O3C
Letter Size File Folders — Box of 100 monilo color file
folders with right-hand tabs. Q 77
, Letter size. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sale Price, Ea. Wal I
RIOT,
REMNANT RIOT THAT IS
Over 100 carpet remnants .to choose from in almost every 
conceivable colour. Most clearing at
50% OFF
THE REGULAR PRICE!
Join the Riot of
Savings Today
INDOOR-OUTDOOR NYLON CARPETING — Car­
pet your patio, rumpus room, bathroom or motel rooms 
with lush, quiet, A OC
long-lasting carpet for ........ .......... .......... sq. yd. tL/J
CANDY STRIPED ACRYLIC CARPETING / Ar
For that look with a difference. ............   sq. yd, 0./ J
SHAG CARPET — Quality olive moss. r nr 
Reg. 9.95 .... ...... ............. ;.............  Now, sq, yd.
VISIT OUR ...
NEW DISPLAY AREA
Over 100 Carpet Remnants on Display.
HERE ARE A FEW
Printed Nylon Shag 9’xl2’......
Nylon Plush 8'xl2’ ....... .....
Nylon Shag 9'9” x 12’............











Credit Balance Electric Adder
The credit balance operation lets you compute negative 
, totals. Machine adds, subtracts,' multiplies 8 columns, 
totals 9, With column Indicator. Heavy-duty Al A“l 
metal mechanism....... ...........Sale Price, ^a. 0‘texr f
Steel Filing Cabinet
, Keep all your letters and personal correspondence id 
this handy 2-drawer file. Letter size. 143,4 wide by 18" 
deep. Stands 28" high. With lock. Grey or AA ATI
• Sand colours......... ................. Sale Price, Ea. W»vl
t






The Kelowna Wagon Wheel­
ers held their party Saturday 
evening in the Winfield Com­
munity Hall with Joe Secor of 
; Spokane as caller. Dancers at- 
ending from various Valley 
clubs, as well as dancers from 
Vancouver, Spokane, Kam- 
oops and Salmon Arm, making 
It about 18 squares.
The Peach City Promenaders 
wld their party Saturday even­
ing in the Legion Hall, Pentic­
ton, with Gary Kehoe as caller.
■ April 8, the Westsyde Squar­
es will host a party in the 
Westbank Community Hall, 
with Bill Dyck of Vernon as 
caller.
The s a m e evening the 
“Saints" will host a party in 
the IOOF Hall, Penticton, with 
Wally Mallach of Rock Creek 
as caller.
April 8, the Canoe Squares' 
Spring Jamboree with Jim Mc­
Pherson as caller in the Sal­
mon Arm Elementary School 
gym at 8 p.m. The workshop is 
in the afternoon at 2:30 p.m.
April 14, Frank Lane will be 
calling for the Pine Tree Twin­
ers in Kamloops.
April 15, the Twirlers in the 
Winfield Community Hall with 
Chuck Inglis as caller.
April 15, the Wheel-N-Stars 
in the Legion Hall, Penticton,
PARTNERS
with Burt Harvie, Surrey, as 
caller.
The Kelowna Wagon Wheel­
ers will' continue with extra 
classes after Easter in the Cen­
tral Elementary School, by ad­
mission. April 13.
Circle “K” will continue 
dancing every Thursday even­
ing in the East Kelowna Hall, 
until the end of April.
PLEASURE POINTERS
The following ideas, may help 
to increase round dance par­
ticipation and pleasure in your 
club or class.
1. Be-sure you, the caller or 
leader, show your liking for 
rounds as a part of the pro­
gram. Dance and teach them 
correctly and well.
2. Use. a few simple, fun­
type rounds and circle mixes 
from the first night so that 
dancers will take it for granted 
that rounds belong with squar­
es and are for everyone.
3. The fundamental positions, 
steps, etc., of round dancing 
are just as essential to fun in 
rounds as are the basic figures 
of square dancing. Teach bas­
ics in small doses and don’t 
worry too much about styling
ANN LANDERS / 
A Real Man Enjoys 
Success In Others
Dear Ann Landers: I’ve read 
several letters in your columi 
from women who gripe because 
their husbands’ Jobs make it 
necessary for them to movt 
around the country. They 
usually complain that it's bat 
for the children. I disagree. In 
fact, it's been very good for our 
children. I’d like to offer a few 
suggestions.that might help oth-
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Dear Ann Landen: Here’s
SKp''.-
A
going to .love the new 
city. Why? Because we've loved
we’re
the situation: Two couples, mid- 
403, married 20 years plus. We 
see each other socially every 
weekend and have always en­
joyed one another’s company.
While I am not an introvert
KDRS Program 
Starts Saturday
Spring flowers decorated 
First United Church, Kelowna, 
for the April 1 wedding of 
Sheron Judy Cutting, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cutting 
of Rutland and Steven Ray 
Warren, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Vernon. Warren, Delta, B.C. 
s The mid-afternoon ceremony 
was conducted by Rev. R. J. 
Stobie.
Given In marriage by her 
father, the bride wore a long 
white chiffon gown with long 
sheer sleeves. Lace trimmed 
the front of her full-length gown 
and a headdress of white chif- 
; ton roses held her long veil 
which was trimmed with 
matching lace. She carried a 
' bouquet of red sweetheart ros­
es with white feathered carna­
tions.
TRADITION
I Keeping the 'something old 
I •—something new’ rhyme she 
I wore borrowed earrings, a blue 
I garter, her new wedding dress 
I and a ring which was a gift.
1 Matron of honor, Mrs. Alex 
1 Popoff and bridesmaid Kathie 
1 Efonoff, both of Rutland, wore 
1 identical gowns of flowered 
chiffon over taffeta. Yellow 
velvet ribbons emphasied the 
empire waistlines and they 
carried white carnations tipped 
in yellow.
ring-bearer was Dean Cutting 
of Rutland.
Best man was Wayne Lock­
art of Delta and groomsmen 
were: Fred Ponikoff of Grand 
Forks, Larry Cutting of Rut­
land and Brian Warren of Del­
ta.
For the reception at the Wo­
men's Institute Hall, the bride’s 
mother received the guests 
wearing a blue fortrel dress 
with pink carnation corsage. 
The groom’s mother chose a 
light yellow ‘ dress accented 
with corsage of white carna­
tions with bronze leaves.
For a honeymoon trip to 
Vancouver Island, the bride 
donned a blue suit with white 
accessories. The young couple 
will reside at 116 Vernon St., 
Nelson, B.C.
Out-of-town guests were: Mr. 
and Mrs. Vernon Warren and 
family, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne 
Lockart, all of Delta; Mr. and 
Mrs. Richard Cutting, Calgary; 
Mr. and Mrs. M. Tyndall, Mr. 
and Mrs, Muirhead, all of Van­
couver; Mr. and Mrs, E. 
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Jon­
es, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Jones, 
Mr. and Mrs. C. Jones, all of 
Savona; Mr. and Mrs. Herb 
Timm, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gall 
and family, Rudolf Timm, Leon 
Timm and financee, all of Kam-
ADOPTION OFFERS
FOR 7 SISTERS
TORONTO (CP) — More 
than 150 persons have applied 
to adopt seven sisters whose 
need for parents was revealed 
March 14.
Helen Allen, whose Today's 
Child column is distributed to 
newspapers through the On­
tario government, said in an 
interview today the response 
has been fantastic and letters 
still are pouring in.
Those applying include a 
family in Western Canada 
that already has six daughters 
and an Eastern Canadian 
family with 12 children.
Miss Allen said a family 
from the United States also 
applied. They have 10 children 
under the age of 10, but the 
family is financially sound 
and quite capable of looking 
after seven more, she said.
The girls, Diane, 13, Lu- 
cienne, 12, Suzanne, 11, Ni­
cole, 10, Anita, 8, Monique, 7, 
and Pauline, 6, have been 
without parents for some 
time, and wish to remain to­
gether. •
Even two unmarried men 
applied to adopt the girls, 
Miss Allen said. One, en­
gaged, said his wife-to-be has 
agreed to take them, and the 
other, without a girl-friend, 
promises to get one fast if 
able to get the girls.
Inquiries concerning the sis­
ters should be sent to: To­
day’s Child, Box 888, Station 
K, Toronto.
at the beginning. Just set a 
good example.
4. Stick to two-siep dances 
until you are sure the dancers 
are sold on rounds and until 
they have mastered the basic 
waltz in drill form. Nothing is 
as futile or discouraging. as 
trying to do a waltz routine 
when you don’t know how to 
waltz.
5. Encourage- experienced 
round dancers to swap part­
ners with their less talented 
friends, this makes for good 
group feeling and wins ■ con­
verts to rounds through the 
thrill a novice gets when danc­
ing with an expert.
ers.
1. Make the children a part of । 
the project. Discuss the move ; 
With them, and always in posi­
tive terms. Kids take on atti­
tudes of their parents. If Mom 
is negative and unhappy, it will 
rub off on the youngsters.
2. Take the children to the 
new city for a weekend visit. 
Learn from the chamber of 
commerce the' places of inter­
est. If the visit is fun the kids 
will view the coming move with 
enthusiasm.
3. Allow the children to com­
plete the semester if possible. 
This might mean Dad will be 
commuting for a while but it’s 
worth it
4. Keep the innoculation 
records where you can find 
them. If they are lost it can be 
a terrible inconvenience.
' 5. Treat each new city as if 
it’s the place you’re- to spend 
the rest of your life: Join the 
PTA. Get involved. Give your 
children the feeling of perman­
ence. They’ll adjust better.
We’re moving for the fifth 
time next May and we know
■very city we’ve ever lived In. - 
—Abilene, Texas
Dear A. T.: Your last sen­
tence says It all. Thank you.
Dear Aim Landers: What kind 
of nuttiness 13 it when a young 
married woman has such an ob­
session to be a size 8 that she 
stuffs herself into sweaters, 
dresses and coats regardless of 
how they fit? The only thing she 
cares about Is, “Is it a size 8?"
Last week I bought my daugh­
ter a pretty housecoat with a 
zipper down the front. She tried 
it on and it fit her perfectly.
Then she asked, “What size is 
ft?"
I told her I hadn’t looked at 
the size, that I used my eye and 
decided it would fit her..
When she took it off- and dis­
covered it was a size 10 she 
said, “Do you mind it I ex­
change it for a size 8?”
I replied, “It’s up to you.” 
Last night I saw her in the
size 8. It fit her like a sausage 
casing. The zipper was already 
pulling away at the seams and
I am not a person who domin­
ates a conversation. I like to 
listen and I make a comment : 
when it seems appropriate to do 
so. The other woman is the type 
who has never met a stranger. 
She's dynamic, interesting and 
well informed on many sub­
jects.
Lately my husband and this 
woman have been directing 
their remarks to each other 
and ignoring me and the other 
man. It becomes very notice­
able when they call each other 
by name—excluding us. Now 
I’m beginnnig to wonder if per­
haps they aren't using these get- 
togethers as an excuse to see 
each other. The other man 
seems not to notice that he is 
being ignored and I honestly 
believe it doesn’t bother him, 
but I feel redundant
My question is, should a wife 
be concerned about such a mu­
tual admiration society? Should 
I chill the relationship? Or 
: should I relax and not iyorry?— 
- Southern Lady » • *
Kelowna and District Retire­
ment Service Activity Centre 
in First United Church hall will 
resume activities on Saturday 
at 1 p.m. Doors will open at 
1:30 noon for card playing, 
while films on the prairie pro­
vinces will be shown at 1 p.m. 
by Karl Schunaman of Win­
field.
Following tea the choir will 
sing a few numbers. The Scot­
tish Dancers under the direct­
ion of Mrs. Mavis Russell will 
be featured, and will later join 
in with the regular afternoon 
dancing.
All retired and elderly citizens 
will be welcomed, also those 
visiting in the, community.
HOLD CONVENTIONS




for Children bora fa 1968
We are often asked why 
some square dancers skip the 
rounds. Perhaps the answer lies 
in one or more of the following 
reasons, (a) Inadequate lead­
ership and instructions in round 
dancing when the dancers 
were first learning to square 
dance. The attitude of the cal­
ler toward rounds is very im­
portant. (b) Insufficient or 
faulty instruction and “cueing” 
at square dances.





In Baptist Hall •
PEACHLAND (Special) - 
Eunice Siegrist, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. William Siegrist 
of Peachland, was guest of 
honor at a bridal shower held 
in the Baptist Church Hall last 
week prior to her marriage to 
John Martens of Tisdale, Sask.
For this occasion the hall 
was decorated with, green and 
yellow streamers with white 
wedding bells. The guest of 
honor, seated under , a bridal 
arch, was helped in opening 
the many decorative and use­
ful gifts by her mother and
she could barely sit down. Will 
you please tell me what is the 
magic of a size 8?—Unashamed 
Size 14
Dear Mother: Your daughter 
is laboring under the illusion 
that if she can squeeze her ca­
boose into a size 8 she’ll look 
like a' size 8. Unfortunately, it 
doesn’t work that way. If a gar­
ment is too snug, the person 
who wears it looks fatter, not 
thinner. Size worshippers can be 
led astray too because some 
size 8s are smaller than others, 
depending on the manufacturer.
Dear Lady: The best ap­
proach is to be pleasant and 
friendly and more assertive. If 
something is Brewing between 
those two, it’s better to keep 
the bdresome foursome than to 
make , an issue of it and give 
them a good excuse to make it 
a coosome twosome.
to be held in Kelowna and 
Rutland in
APRIL and MAY
For farther information and 
appointments 
CALL 763-2034
TOMORROW AT SUPER-VALU, FRI„ APRIL7 
DOWNTOWN — ORCHARD PARK
Mrs. Ella Ingram of West­
bank; the presentation box be­
ing decorated with sprigs of
TORONTO (CP) — “Strategy 
for change” is the theme of a 
two-day convention of women’s 
groups opening here Friday.
About 500 delegates' from 
across Canada are expected to 
attend the meeting, organized 
by the National Action Commit­
tee on the Status of Women. The 
committee represents 40 
women’s groups. Representa­
tives of native people’s groups 
and poor people’s organizations 
also will attend.
wheat representing the groom’s 
occupation.
Mrs. Joe Khalenbach fashion­
ed a bridal hat from the bows 
and ribbons and the honored 
guest received an attractive 
bouquet of spring flowers from 
the ladies before cutting the 
bridal cake.
Hostesses of this shower 
were Mrs. Tom McLaughlan 
Sr., Mrs. Art Topham, Mrs. 
Verne Cousins, Mrs. C. O. 








and attend their 
Benefit Night. 
APRIL 18TH ■ 8 P.M. 
Box Office: Bank of B.C.
Parkay
MARGARINE
2 lb. pkg 65c
SUPER-VALU
“THE FRIENDLY FOOD MARKETS”
Fumerton's
loops; Mr. and Mrs. R. Kias- 
oervwg uuwe* sen, Princeton; Mr. and Mrs.
Patricia Warren of Delta and Joe Kloppenberg, Armstrong.
S in as flo r girl was
Gran Catcher to fit above, 9.99
20" Rotary with 3Vz h.p. Craftsman Motor100' Extension (ord with 3-prong Ground
9498999
6.95 16.95
18" Electric Mower with Centre Side Discharge 18” Gas Powered Reel Mower lor Frequent Culling
199986998










Deluxe Grana Catcher to fit above.
Heavy gauge steel deck with centre side discharge means more 
efficiency, easier grass catching. Baffles front and rear for good 
vacuum action. Powerful series wound motor gives increased 
torque as load increases. 7" wheels, ratchet stylo adjusters. Loop 
stylo handle, 1 ,
This 6-blade reel mower is the answer to thbso fine or creeping 
grasses that need cutting often. Adjustable wheel and roller for 
level cut (’/a" - 2Mi"), throttle and clutch controls within easy 
reach. 10.5 x 2.25 steel wheels with semi pneumatic tires. Non-
Heavy weight dnd bright red color to help prevent accidentally 
running over It. For use with your electric mower, hedge trimmers 
and lawn edger.
Fingertip pull-on recoil starter. No need for carburetor adjust­
ments, this model sets proper air-fuel mix automatically; Governor 
matches speed to workload. 7” wheels with height adjusters.
Extra strong, fold-down handle.' •
Himpsons-Sean: Hardware (») Kelowna 763-5844.




Get tome powerful help with the lawn care this year! From super sit-down 
models to push-by-hand, Simpsons-Sears has the right mower at the right 
price.
Rotary 20" Gas Mower
Everyday Jg Q
Low Prices fe|i Each
3/2 h.p., to get through the job smoothly 
and efficiently. More important features: 
E-Z oil fill and drain; auto type paper 
filter; side centre discharge for easier 





A breeze to operate! Lightweight, die 
j\ cast 'Vacuum Action' aluminum deck, 
P cog belt drive, safety clutch system with 
twin tempered steel blades. 6" wheels 
have simple, bolt type adjustment for 
heights % to 2%". Loop handle folds 
for easy storage.
Grass Catcher to fit above.......... 13.99
TWO-WAY STRETCH
NYLON






45” width, blue, green, tur­
quoise, royal, brown, navy, pink. 
Reg. 1.69 yd. nr
Special ...................... yd. OJV
RAYON LINENS 
45” width, pink, orange, coral, 
green, aqua, dk. pink, yellow, 
mint, cream. 2.19-2.69 1 AQ 
yd. Special.......... . yd. I
Wash & Wear 
Polynoslc Nylon 
and Combed High Count 
COTTON PRINTS
52” - 54” wide.' O 7C
Reg. 4.15 yd.......Special, yd. Z«/D
POLY & ACETATE 
JERSEY PRINTS 
45” wide. Reg. 2.59 - 3.19.
. . . . .  1.69 tol.98
MEZZANINE FLOOR
BASKET CHAIR COVERS
Dress up that basket chair with a new 
cover. Beautiful crushed velvet in 
gold, red, green, with or without 





Real luxury loop-knit nylon sheets. 
British made, No-iron, quick drying. 
Colors: lilac, deep pink, yellow and 
blue. Double size only. 16.98
Matching Pillow Cases .. 3.49 each
Fandosy and Bernard Ave, 
Phone 762-2022 
. f
..... .... ..... .... .....
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PEOPLE'S FOOD MARKET
A A If L "Enter everytime you shop"
I ▼ 1 lx CO /z^e Peopie **a'ace ®ameW
Just put vour name, address and phone number on th*
OMB H fl E9i A A ram A B back of your cash register slip and drop it in. We have
B B B H BA A 8 >1 I a draw cvcrY 4ay at 3:45 o’clock by CKIQ. Special
B B®®® BOB BW JrB BB® B W I draw every 4 weeks. Ask about it when you are to or
I ■ I I ■ w W I B^^A. I _ ^en 10 CKIQ an^ ***** **’about ***
Whole Fryers Frying Chicken
B.C. Fresh Ice Pack
B B.C. Fresh Ice Pack. 
Tr B W Cut Up Tray Pack .53<!
LEG OF LAMB Boneless. Imported Frozen ............. lb.
MFF IIVFP Yoon8 Tendcr’skh,ncd DCCF LI V ElV and Deveined . ...... lb.
DA^fikl Side. By the AQc Ccntrc DawwK/l w Piece. End Cut, lb. i fv Cut ........ lb,






fLICECC Danish Tilsit. 





GROUND BEEF Fresh Daily ....... ............. ......... - w 69c
3 lb. pack 2.05; 5 lb. pack 3.39
VEAL PATTIES ™ *“ ..49c
PORK CUTLETS . 79c
SIDES OF PORK “ . 49c
Peanut Butter 99c
Whole Chicken ... .F„,„ 99c
MargarineSLnt... 5—1.00
Cottage Cheese X .3!.“" 59c . Feature > w
Brown Gravy iXT 
Ivory Soap S ...
EIaiiv "Puri,y"
FI will 38c coupon pack
APPLE JUICE S 40 oz tin
ORANGE JUICE York 48 oz tin
TOMATOES tin............
... .4,ins49c 
10 baf pack 99C 
20|bbas1.39
Butter "Apple Valley" Local . . . . - - . 
Coffee Mate By Carnation . . . . . 
Brownie Mix K-"™"
2-1.49 
99c . - 16 oz* jar B B w 
.. 2pkss 79c
YOUR CHOICE SUGAR CRISP ..p»sfS............
PREM LUNCHEON MEAT ’.L07
13 oz. pack 55c
. . . .  2 for 99c
fADM Crcam Style OR PEAS; BEANS—Cut Green r i aa 
WRlTl or Wax. Fancy York Quality ............. 14 oz. tin J for LUU
SALAD DRESSING s 32 o, iM59c
KETCHUP Libby's ............. 11 oz. bottles, 4 lor 1.00
CRISCO OIL 38 oz. bottle ....................... .................Feature 99c
CRISCO SHORTENING 1.49
ORANGE CRYSTALS “^ ^1.3 pkss.89c
IVORY LIQUID DETERGENT . . . . . » m. 79c
CDAAUCTTI and Tomato Sauce. a AO
□FAUni:i ll “Heinz” 14 oz. tins 4 pack 7<JC





STRAWBERRY JANI ‘... 
GRAPE JELLY
EGGS Grade. “A” Medium in carton ..........
/*/\rrrr “Nabob” , 
VvrrtC Vacuum Pack Electric Perk .......
MILK “Carnation” Skimmed .........................
?4 02 49c tin, ea. “ 7V
..21b.'em. 79C
48 oz. tin 99c
... 24 oz. jar, ea. 49c
. . . . 2 doz. 1.09
. 1 lb. tin 99C 
tall tins 6 for 1.00
TEA BAGS Orange Pekoe. 15 free pack, 140’s
MACARONI “ 
ALPHABITS “Posi's”.............
. 4 pkgs. 97c LARD Better Buy by Maple Leaf..........






f" A DD ATCNew CropVAIlKV I J Select Grade .
10-1.00
39c
ORANGES 0' 7i nn rn fdy <,i-*•*•*> ■•KrV VXLEIV I Sweet Stalks ...




BATHROOM TISSUE Assorted .................... 4 roll pack 49c
PAPER TOWELS Asorted....................... ............ 2 roll pack 49c
r A ri AI TICCIIE “Kleenex” Asosrted Q QO a 
tALIAL I IJJUt Flat Fold, 180—2-ply ........ O boxes 07C 
BATHROOM TISSUE Assorted ......... .... 4 roll pack 69c
FEATURED IN OUR IN-STORE BAKERY 
, i
ANGEL FOOD CAKE Fresh Daily .................  each 49c
SQUARES Asorted Varieties ...................... dozen pack 69c
BUTTERMILK BUNS ............... 39c
BRYLCREEM feature 79C
TOOTH, PASTE Macleans .'........... family size, each 99c
FRUIT SALTS “Eno’s” .. 7 oz.
LISTERINE Antiseptic
pack, fcalurc, each 99c 1
15 oz. bottle, each 99c
"FROZEN FOOD FEATURES''
DC AC — ,u ANS <’r mixed Vegetables, n nn
rtAu 'T'ro/.o” Brand ............................  2 lb. cello , A. for O7V
POTATOES '»“:i. . . . . k. . 69c
MEAT POT PIES SSZftSSS'.. 4 ,..1.00
DI77A *‘M*n'* Feature while
I IZ.Z.A they Iasi. 12-inch 20-oz. size .... 1.19
STRAWBERRIES M oz. P»a 59c
ir*C fDCAAA "Noca” gallon plastic ] QQ
IIX V.KCAIVI pail size, asoMted flavors each I *77
Open Monday to Saturday 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE - PHONE 762-3349




FIRST STEPS FOR NEW HOTEL
Percolation tests for sew-
age disposal were made ear­
lier this week on the site of 
the first hotel in Rutland. To 
be located at Gray and Rut-
land roads, the Belgo Arms 
Motor Hotel will be construc­
ted by Alphonse Luknowsky 
of Rutland, it is hoped con­
struction will begin soon. Ap-
plication for sewage disposal 
has been made to the B.C. 
director of pollution control. 
Local residents last year 
voted to allow liquor to be
sold. (Courier Photo)
Improvements Planned
At Kalamoir Beach Park
Work is underway on the I 
building of two and one-half 1 
miles of trails in Kalamoir i 
Beach Park, near Lakeview 
Heights.
John Cann told the recent an­
nual meeting of the Lakeview 
Heights Recreation Commission 
that a federal local initiatives 
grant had been obtained for 
the building of walking trails 
four feet wide in the park. Mr. 
Cann told the meeting that if 
the trails were properly instal­
led, it is likely the provincial 
government would take over 
their upkeep, plus that of the 
wharf at Kalamoir Beach and 
could in the future install 
change room facilities.
Chairman Clive Gilbert told 
the meeting that a group of 
Okanagan College students 
have applied under the federal 
. Opportunities for Youth pro­
gram to rebuild the wharf at 
Kalamoir Beach.
He said that since the old 
wharf at the beach had disap­
peared, a hew one would have 
to be built, which may mean a 
reduced swimming program 
this summer, A pile driver will 
be in the area soon and the 
commission executive will de­
cide whether or not to use it to 
drive in piles for a new wharf.
Mr. Gilbert also said that an­
other group of Okanagan Col­
lege students has applied to 
build trails and install name 
plates of local flora in the 
Mount Boucherie map reserve. 
OPPOSE GONDOLA
The commission has gone on 
record as opposing a proposed 
gondola lift development on 
Mount Boucherie and a letter
forward the idea to get reaction 
from local people before invest­
ng any money.
The meeting carried a mo­
tion by Brian Finnemore that 
the commission not only op­
pose the project, but ask that 
the provincial government 
change the status of the moun­
tain from map reserve to Class 
C park.
The commission has decided 
to go ahead with work on pro­
perty donated by Okanagan 
Telephone Company behind the 
new exchange facility and 
create a playground for child­
ren of the area.
DISTRICT PAGE
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Three Rutland Delegates
To Attend Seniors Meetings
RUTLAND (Staff) - Three 
delegates were chosen when 
Rutland Senior Citizens’ Club 
55, held their April meeting in 
the Dillman room at the Cen­
tennial Hall.
Joe Homing and Tony Kush 
were named to attend a re­
gional conference later this 
month in Kelowna. Mrs. Joy 
Quigley was appointed delegate 
to the provincial convention in 
June in New Westminster.
Mrs. Gus Adolph of Rutland 
spoke on the annual Canadian 
Cancer Society drive this 
month. Canvassers are needed, 
and some branch members 
have offered their services.
Gustaw Kapustka 
Services Held
Funeral services were held 
from the Garden Chapel, Tues­
day, at 10 a.m. for Gustaw Ka­
pustka, 69, of 3517 Landie Road, 
who died April. 1.
Mr. Kapustka is survived by 
his wife Maria; one daughter, 
Mrs. Janina Mieszkalski of Kel­
owna; two sisters and two bro­
thers in Poland; and three 
grandchildren.
Mr. George Berekoff officiat­
ed, and burial followed in the 
Kelowna Cemetery.
Volunteers for the project 
include Al Hughes, from the 
telephone company, Janet Bre-
geda, Barbara Christian, 
Ell, Alf Addison, Warren 
Marie Waddell and Brian 
nemore.






The branch donated $10. II
Membership convener Joe I 
Fedahko reported 90 paid-up 11 
member's as of April 1. 4
Candidates for the provincial I 
and federal elections, expected II 
to be called soon, will be invit- I 
ed to address members. I
Outings are being planned by -I 
the Social committee when the I 
weather improves. 11
The entertainment commit-I 
tee would like to hear from 1 
anyone willing to entertain at I 
branch meetings. Mr. *Kush is I 
in charge. I
Rev. Everett Fleming spoke]I 
on the Klondike and recited || 
poems by Robert Service, fa-1 
mous poet of that country. ||
There were 34 members pre-1 
sent, with president Allan Free- I 
man in charge. Pianist was II 
John Wilson. I
Vice-president Joe Stradiski I 
reported good attendance at I 
card games. There will be one I 
Tuesday afternoon in the room. I
OF RUTLAND-
We Try Harder
SPARERIBS CuiSnull . 49c




Canada Good or Choice, 
BACON stad
Lean and Fresh lb. 69c 3 lbs. 1.99
lb 1.19 BOLOGNA ib 49c
ib 39c PIGS FEET
42 ARRESTED
VANCOUVER (CP) - Forty- 
two persons, including two 
women, were arrested Wednes­
day in a raid on a suspected 
gaming house in North Burnaby 
RCMP said. The raid took place 
at the Burnaby Chinese Commu­
nity Club. No charges have been 
laid as yet.
Lenore Hewlett were elected to 
fill vacancies on the commis­
sion for terms which will end 
in the spring of 1973.
Also passed was a motion 
from Carol Chore that i^onthly 
meetings of the recreation com­











with Every Gas Purchase
fUEECE Armstrong Cheddar.
VnEEjE Mild, Medium or Old




Pkg. of 20 47c
MOHAWK KELOWNA 
SERVICE
1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
ORANGES 8 ,te1.00
POTATOES U.S. Fresh Dug No. 1
LETTUCE Sc"w 19c














TONIGHT - 7 p.m. and 9:30 pm
RADIO
written by Mr. Gilbert on be­
half of the commission which 
suggested the developers did 
not appear to have any definite 
plans and perhaps were putting
Lunch — 11:30 a.m, - 1:30 p.m.
Dinner — 7:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
SMORGASBORD ONLY
. 104.0540-2020. Shipping w.ight 110 lbs.
Beautify Your
1979 Harvey Ave., Kelowna
NORTHGATE PLAZA
Our hi-fi furnituru c«bln*t brings ■ look of 
luxary to any component systam and any decorator 
setting. The striking cabinet Is a handsome combina­
tion, of function and beauty-houses hi-fi com- 
ponsnts, records, books-anything-ln an efficiently 
designed open shelf arrangement thft lots you 
ntak* the most of your available space, Sturdy 
•Il-wood construction. Supplied knocked down, 
but mumbles in minutes with just a screwdriver.





Tickets at the Music Box
OVER 60 STORES COAST TO COAST IN CANADA
SAVE* 2 5.00
SUGAR b.c. no. i.
Plenty of Room 
for Components 
and Records
Danish Modorn-Fine Furniture for Your 
Music System.
Rich Looking Walnut-Grain Vinyl Surface 
Resists Scratches, Marring-Easy to Clean.
'•«$1 nJ95 









KOOL AID Time. Unsweetened ..
MARGARINE. . . . . . . . . . .
ICE CREAM 
EGGS Grade “A” Large .............  ............
SALAD DRESSING
MILK Carnation. Partly Skimmed .........
NABOB JELLY POWDERS _ _ _
MACARONI OR SP AHGETTI CST pkg. 
CRISCO OIL . . . . .. . . . . . . .






KRAFT CANADIAN CHEESE SLICES l lb. pk,.
KRAFT CHEEZ WHIZ . . .
GREEN GIANT BEANS I"
CANADA DRY Quarts
COFFEE Jamieson’s ......................... .
TOMATO JUICE Hcins...... 
POTATO CHIPS Old Dutch ....







38 oz. bottle 1.19 
3lb.1.49 
99c





........... ... ........ ...............................t w.79c 
................. ................ .. 48 oz. tins 2 for 89C 
....... . .......................................... Tri Pack49c 
. .. ................. ....... 4lte. 89c 
Cream Style Com, Cut Wax Beans,
Green Beans
Sweet Peas, 10 oz. tins ............... -
PEANUT BUTTER Squirrel .............................. .
RASPBERRY JAM Berry Box ............——........... .
TOMATO OR VEGETABLE SOUP Tt. im, 
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP w., ...




CAKE MIXES Duncan Hinea ......... ............... ...........
FROZEN FOODS
DC AC Bonnie 
rEAj Brook
FRENCH FRIES Snowcap
Mix or Match 5 for 99c 
........................32 oz. 89c 
........................48 oz. tin 99C 
. . . . . . 8 for 99c
. . . . J0tor99c
.....______ 2 lb, pkg. 79C
.. 15 oz. 9 for 99c
———........2’« 59jj
..............11 oz. 4 for 99c 
. .......  10 oz, pkg. 49c
, ,0 • STRAWBERRIES , ,0,
Aiba. 49C 12 oz. pkgs, .............   2 for 69C
2 lb. bag '2 for69c
WIN A TURKEY
2 Micky Shoppers Will Each Win a Turkey this Week. Enter at Checkout.
Pay Your Power and Phone Bills at Dion's
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
DION’S
OWNERS: CLAUDE and MARGUERITE DION \ 
HOURS: 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M. - 7 DAYS A WEEK
Prices Effective 'Hmnulay, Friday, Saturday and Sunday
Then Bruins Shellacked Toronto
By THE CANADIAN PRESS |
For almost two periods;
Wednesday night it appeared as 
if all the reports about the mju- 
ry-riddled Boston Bruins were 
true.
The powerful Bruins, East Di­
vision champions in the Na­
tional Hockey League, held by. 
Toronto Maple Leafs to,a score-’ 
less tie for 37 minutes and 24 
seconds In their opening game 
of the NHL’s eastern semi-final. ’
Then with less than three, 
minutes remaining in the sec­
ond period. Phil Esposito scored) 
two goals to spark the Bruins to: 
a 5-0 shutout of the Leafs, 
fourth-place finishers in the 
East. ■
The win gave the Bruins a 1-0 
lead in the best-of-seven Stanley 
Cup quarter-finals with the sec-( 
ond game tonight again at1 
Boston Garden. I
In the other eastern semi-final1 
game, Vic Hadfield scored twice 
to give New York Rangers, a 3-2 
victory over Montreal Cana-
I diens, last year’s Stanley Cup 
champions. Their best-of-seven ।
I series also resumes tonight in 
New York's Madison Square) 
Garden.
BRUINS HURT
The Bruins'went into Wednes­
day night’s game against the 
Leafs with Esposito and star de­
fenceman Bobby Orr coming off 
the injured list and reported in­
i' juries to Ken Hodge and Fred 
) Stanfield. Centre Derek Sander- 
: son was also a question mark, 
j being under treatment for coli­
tis, an inflammation of the 
i large intestine.
They appeared tight for al-
“I think I had lost a little bit 
of my sharpness being off for a 
few games like I was," said Es­
posito, who had missed most of 
the last three regularly-sched­
uled games because of an in­
jury, "I know I passed* off a 
couple of times when I should 
have shot,”
But he said the Bruins played 
the way they wanted to, waiting 
for the breaks.
"We were waiting for that 
first goal, and we were fortun­
ate to get it,” he said.
For almost two periods both 
teams played a close-checking 
game, playing tight defence and 
showing little offence. Then Es­
posito, the league’s leading 
scorer, got those two quick 
goals and Don Marcotte, John 
McKenzie and Stanfield added 
goals in the final period.
who figured that 30 of his 50 
regular-season goals had come 
from that location. “It's hard 
for the defenceman to watch 
you there. He's got to keep, an 
eye on the centre, too.’’
The centre that time was 
Rousseau, substituting for Ra­
telie, the regular pivot for Gil­
bert and Hadfield. RateUe is out 
with a broken ankle.
“I’m doing my best, that’s 
all,” said Rousseau, who had 
fed Hadfield for a goal from
phil esposito
. . one was enough
most two periods until Mike 
Walton of the Bruins and Brian 
Glennie of the Leafs were given 
majors for fighting at 16:03. 
Then at 17:24 Esposito scored 
for the Bruins and added an­
other less than three minutes 
later to end the second period 
2-0.
THE CAT MEOWS
Emile Francis, general man­
ager-coach of the Rangers, was 
excited over his team’s narrow 
victory over the Canadiens.
"It’s a great way to start the 
series," said Francis, whose 
Rangers went into the playoff 
without the services of Jean Ra­
telie,- their star centre and top 
scorer.
The Rangers also have Rod 
Gilbert skating with a foam col­
lar around his neck, Hadfield 
playing with a taped right 
thumb and Bobby Rousseau per­
forming with cuts under his left 
eye and one over his right one.
But the infirmities didn’t 
bother them. Hadfield’s’ thumb
Form Charts Proven Correct 
As West Favorites Triumph
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The arm-chair experts, who 
like to wager a bob or two on 
the Stanley Cup playoffs were in 
luck Wednesday night if they 
followed the form charts.
Chicago Black Hawks and 
Minnesota North Stars, who fin­
ished 1-2. in the West Division, 
drew first blood in the best-of- 
severi semi-finals, as the Hawks 
topped Pittsburgh Penguins 3-1 
and the North Stars slammed 
the door on St. Louis Blues 3-0,
The Hawks and Penguins 
meet again tonight in Chicago, 
then shift to Pittsburgh for the 
third and fourth games Sa tur-
ROSS PHELPS — SPORTS EDITOR
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Broncos Take The Advantage 
Trip Essos 5-3 In Overtime
that same spot in the opening 
period.
REBOUNDS ON DRYDEN
Bill Fairbairn, who also killed 
penalties during the game, 
scored the other New York goal, 
batting a rebound during a 
power play past Montreal goalie 
Ken Dryden to open the scoring.
Claude Larose tied the score 
for the Canadiens with only 65 
seconds left in the first period 
but the Rangers moved ahead 
again when Hadfield scored his 
first goal with only 28 seconds
might be hurting but his voice 
was strong enough to shout to 
Rousseau that he was at the 
right corner of the Montreal net 
just before he scored the win­
ning goal.
"Yeah, I try to sneak in there 
every so often,” said Hadfield
The Penguins jet their pow­
er-play up inside the Chicago 
blueline, but when Al Mc­
Donough’s shot from the point 
was blocked by defenceman Bill 
White, Martin recovered the 
puck and raced down the wing 
to feed a perfect pass to Pap­
pin. His shot easily beat goalie 
Jim Rutherford.
EXPERIENCE PAYS
Experience paid off for the 
North Stars in Minnesota as 
three of their elder statesmen 
played prominent roles in the 
triumph. Their work was almost
day and Sunday.
The North Stars are hosts to 
the Blues again tonight, with 
the next two games slated for 
St. Louis Saturday night and 
Sunday afternoon.
The Penguins, who had to 
struggle every inch of the way 
during the last two weeks of the 
■ schedule to earn a playoff 
berth, appeared to fade in the 
third period against the Hawks.
PENGUINS SCORE FIRST
The momentum of their play­
off drive carried over into the 
first period Wednesday night as 
Bobby Leiter put Penguins on 
the board less than two minutes 
after the opening face-off.
Coach Red Kelly’s squad hung 
on primly until late in the pe­
riod, when centre Pit Martin 
collaborated with veteran Jim 
Pappin to tie the score.
The teams . engaged in a
TENNIS TOURNEY
The Okanagan Mission Ten­
nis Club will open this weekend 
with a club competition. The 
tournament, for Mission resi­
dents only, will be Saturday 
and Sunday with opening draws 
at 9:30 a.m. each day. Those 
wishing to participate are ask­
ed to be at the club before the 
draw time.
U.S. Gives Millions 
To Help Bangladesh
UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) 
— U.S. Ambassador George 
Bush handed over a cheque for 
$31 million here to Secre­
tary-General Kurt Waldheim for 
the UN relief operation in Bang­
ladesh.
left in the period. .
Frank Mahovlich, who set a 
playoff scoring record a year 
ago when the Canadiens won 
the cup, tied the score for Mont­
real with 7:48 gone in the third 
period after the two teams had 
battled through a scoreless sec­
ond period which saw New York 
outshoot Montreal 15-2.
“It scared you sometimes 
when you have as many good 
chances as we did in that sec­
ond period and come out score­
less,” Francis said.
Francis, a former goalie, had 
high praise for Dryden and also 
his own goalie, Ed Giacomin.
He said he felt the key play 
occurred in the first period 
when Giacomin came far out of 
his net to poke the puck away 
from Larose, who had broken in 
behind the entire Ranger team.
VERNON — Penticton Bron­
cos took a strong advantage in 
the B.C. Junior Hockey League 
playoffs by handing Essos a 
5-3 overtime setback on Vernon 
ice Wednesday night.
Broncos lead the best-of- 
seven series 3-2 and have a 
chance to wrap up the title 
when they meet Essos in Pen­
ticton tonight at 8 p.m.
Goaltender Glen Buechert 
played a key role in the victory 
as he made 48 saves, four in 
the 10-minute overtime period. 
Earl Bowie was called upon to 
make 36 saves for Vernon, six 
in the overtime stanza.
Chad Campbell led Broncos
with two goals, with singles to 
Harry Turk, Bob Nicholson and 
Gerry McMullen. Ernie Gare,. 
with two goals, and Glen Wal-1 
ton replied for Essos. ]
Broncos took a 2-0 lead after j 
the first period and were out I 
in front 3-2 after the second.
Gare tied the score on a 
power play goal at 7:14 of the 
third period to force the over­
time, but second place Broncos 
took control in the extra 10 
minutes with goals by Mc­
Mullen at 5:24 and Campbell 
at 8:01 for the win.
Essos had five of 12 minor 
penalties and the lone miscon­
duct.
Game Club Elects Directors 
More Than 70 Attend Meeting
Stanley Cup Game Summaries








Esposito 1, '(Cashman, Smith) 
17:24; 2. Boston, Esposito 2, 
(Cashman, Orr) 19:41. Penal­
ties—Ellis, T 2:24, Vadnais, B 
5.09, Glennie, T 12:46, Glennie, 
T, Walton, B, majors 16:03, 
Hodge, B, minor, misconduct 
18:26, Henderson, T, 19:00.
Third Period—3. Boston, Mar­
cotte 1 (Orr) 3:47; 4. Boston, 
McKenzie 1 (Esposito, Awrey) 
15:27; 5. Boston, Stanfield 1
overshadowed by four separate 
fights which produced 80 min­
utes in penalties.
Gump Worsley,. Minnesota’s 
42-year-old goalie, came up with 
his fifth NHL playoff shutout 
and ran his unbeaten streak 
against the Blues to nine in a 
row during the last two regular 
seasons and in the playoffs. He 
stopped 27 shots.
Dean Prentice, who is crowd­
ing 40 years of age, provided 
the scoring punch with two 
goals, one in the first period 
and another early in tile third. 
Bob Nevin, who has also been 
around the NHL, for a long time, 
was credited with an unassisted 
marker just past the mid-way 
mark in the final period,
Garry Unger of St. Louis and 
Barry Gibbs of North Stars 
came up swinging first; closely 
j followed by Tom Reid of Minne­
(Bucyk) 15:38.
yk, B, 16:55.
Shots on goal 
Toronto
Penalty—Buc-
cage, Martin 1, (Pappin) 15:09. 
Penalties—R. Hull, C, Burrows 
Pgh, 1:12, Schock, Pgh, 2:37, 
Watson, Pgh, minor, miscon­
duct 9:58, Jarrett, C, minor, 
misconduct 16:52, Shack, Pgh, 
17:12, D. Hull, C, 19:21.
Second Period—No scoring. 
Penalties—Hextali, Pgh, Kor- 
oll, C, 8:07, Shack, Pgh, 18:02.
Third Period—3. Chicago, 
Pappin 1, (Martin, White) 3:25; 
4. Chicago, Martin 2, (D. Hull, 
Pappin) 16:37. Penalties—D. 
Hull 2:06, Shack, Pgh, White, 
C, 6:32, Watson, Pgh, Nester­
enko, G, minors, majors, Mag­
nuson, C, minor, misconduct
Twelve directors for two 
year terms and one for a single 
year were elected at the Kel­
owna Fish and Game Club 
meeting Wednesday night at 
the Capri.
The directors will pick a club 
president at their next meet­
ing, to be held next week.
Stan Chatham, Don Ellis, 
Floyd Eldstrom, Clarence Hen­
derson, Fred Kitsch, Harold 
Lamoureux, Bruce Moubroy, 
Bob Porter, Ken Ross, Bill 
Spear, Jerry Shelley and Jim 
Treadgold were elected for two 
year terms.
Dr. Graham Thorkelson was 
elected , for a single year to fill
a vacancy on the board.
More than 70 people attend-1 
ed the'meeting, with a number 
of topics discussed. The club 
was assured of a new public 
access road to Hatheume Lake 
with provincial financial grant 
assistance. 1
Extensive tests on mercury 
count in large trout show that 
it isn’t as high as earlier be­
lieved and they are fit for hu­
man Consumption, as detailed
Habs, Rangers 
On Boob Tube
TORONTO (CP) — The CTV 
national network will televise 
t o n i g h t's National Hockey 
League quarter-final game from 
New York between the Rangers 
and Montreal Canadiens begin­
ning at 5 p.m. our time.
MacLaren Advertising, which
by a report from fishery bio­
logist. Sandy McDonald of the 
B.C. Fish and Wildlife Branch 
from Penticton.
The regional district will be 
prepared for dog control in 
the interests of conservation of 
wildlife. Another point was 
from Don Stewart, who reported 
that the Fish and Wildlife De­
partment and the Department 
of Highways were working 
closely on ways and means of 
lessening the -deer kill on the 
Peachland - Summerland high­
way.
Fencing and making adja­
cent areas away from the high­
way afore attractive to deer by 
planting deer winter feed are 
’ being considered.
It's FREE, It's FREE
FREE CAR RADIO






A custom AM pushbutton car radio 
.. worth $92.75* with a full-size 
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:09, Martin, C, 19:33 
Shots on goal by
Boston .
Goal — Plante, Toronto; 
Cheevers, Boston..
Attendance—14,995.
Pittsburgh 15 8 6—29
Chicago 15 10 13—38
Goal — Rutherford, Pitts­
burgh; Esposito, Chicago.
Attendance—16,666. < -
holds t!he rights to Hockey Night 
in Canada, made the announce­




scoreless second-period duel, 
but early in the third, Pappin 
sank the winning goal and Mar­
tin clinched the dutcome with 
, his second goal of the contest at 
16:37.
Pappin's goal was scored 
while Hawks were playing 
shorthanded, with Dennis Hull 
serving a minor penalty.
sota and Phil Roberto of the 
visitors. Dennis Hextali and 
Barclay Plager tangled near 
the end of 'the period, but the 
most vicious fight occurcd in 
the second period between Jack 
Egers of the Blues and Dennis 
O'Brien of North Stars.
Egers and O’Brien tried to get 
at one another by climbing over 
the official scorekeeper's table 
in the penalty box.
New York 3 — Montreal 2
First Period—1. New York, 
Fairbairn 1 (Park, Hadfield) 
16:30; 2. Montreal, Larose 1, 
18:55; 3. New York, Hadfield 1. 
(Rousseau, Gilbert) 19:32. Pen­
alties—Carr, NY, 3:55, Savard, 
M, Sather, NY, 6:24, Houle, M, 
9:39, Savard, M, 15:29.
Second Period-No scoring. 
Penalties—Park, NY, 10:46, 
Laperriere, M, 14:54.
Third Period—4. Montreal, 
F. Mahovlich 1, (P. Mahovlich, 
Lafleur) 7:48; 5. New York, 
Hadfield 2, (Rousseau) 12:43, 
Penalties—Hadfield, NY, 3107, 
Rousseau, NY, 14:18, Savard,
M, 16:46, Rolfe, 







Goal—Dryden, Montreal; Gia- 
comin, New York.
Attendance—17,250.
Chicago 3 —- Pittsburgh 1
First Period—1. Pittsburgh, 
Leiter 1, (Shack) 1:25; 2. Chi-
Minnesota 3 — St.. Louis 0
Prentice 1, (Bums, Oliver) 
14:25. Penalties—Harris, Min., 
0:49, Mohns, Min., 1:27, Gibbs, 
Min., Unger, SL, minors, ma­
jors, Reid, Min., Roberto, SL, 
majors, 3:19; Hextail, Min., 
Barclay Plager, SL, majors 
6:44, O’Brien, Min., 7:36, K. 
O’Shea, SL, 10:17, K. O’Shea, 
SL, minor, major, 15:46, Hex- 
tall, Min., 18:32.
Second Period—No scoring. 
Penalties—Roberto, SL, 5:51, 
Dupont, SL, Goldsworthy, Min., 
7:18, Egers, SL, O'Brien, Min,, 
majors 10:25, Dupont, SL, 
14:21, Roberto, SL, 18:43.
Third Period—2. Minnesota, 
Prentice 2, (Reid, Mohns) 4:19; 
3. Minnesota, Nevin 1, 12:01. 
Penalties — Bill Plager, SL, 
16:08, Mohns, Min., 16:24,
Shots in goal by
St. Louis 9 7 11—27
Minnesota 13 14 17—44
Goal—Caron, St. Louis; Wor­
sley, Minnesota.
Attendance—16,482.
television coverage plans for the 
remaining games in both best- 
of-seven series.
, Ted Hough said MacLaren Is 
Attempting to set up^ a'radio net­
work to provide broadcasts of 
the games in areas not served 
by CTV affiliated, stations.
The CBC, which is unable to 
televise the quarter-final games 
on its English-language network 
because of a labor dispute, an­
nounced earlier it will provide 
radio coverage of all Sunday 
games, all decisive games in 
the quarter- and semi-finals and 
all games in the final.
The Department of Highways 
will be asked to keep the South 
Kelowna-Rutland Road to the 
Kettle Valley Railway as public 
access in that area.
Oilers Lead Series 
Win Opener 8-4
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — Tulsa 
Oilers scored four goals in the 
final period to down Fort Worth 
Wings 8-4 Wednesday in the 
first game of their best-of-seven 
Central Hockey League semi-fi­
nal.
Jean Payette and Jan Popiel 
each scored twice for the Ollers, 
while Ralph Stewart had two 
goals for the Wings. The second 
game of the series will be 
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Continues to Sat., April 8th






5.8 cu. ft. ............
ROTO RAKE BARS.
Reg. 4.50 ............
7.29 IIIBACHI Single .................................... ... 5.88
7.88 PATIO TABLESRound Wooden ............... 13.95
3.90 PICNIC TABLESO’ unassembled wooden ........ .18.95
Special Sale
A 00 REPLACEMENT
X.77 SPRINGS (pack of 2> 98c
PROPANE TORCH KITS Wllcr .. . . . . . .
CIRCULAR POWER SAW 71/*” Black & Decker
POWER DRILL %" Black 6c Decker .......................






Moore’s Regal — Aquavclvet — Latex —- Eggshell Enamel
A AA GALLONB
Special v.ZU Reg. 12,50 .\... Special 9.95
Lt.wn Green is one of the moat effective fertilizers 
available for use on gardens and lawns.
A 22 lb. bag of Lawn Green covets 5 000 sq ft 
' of lawn. This 1a far more than nny ordinary, 
heavy-weight fertilizer can cover (One of the 
rvazona Is that in tho heavy wi iJit thoiairi T It, 
a heavy, demo material. HI c *an I In light " 11 
Lawn Green the carrier ii vermiculite, which 
m cig ha only a couple of pounds a busht 1)
Lawn Green h safe, odourless and encourages 
steady growth throughout tho season, 
The 20-10-5 formula means It's a complete 
I nlnnced plant food.
An 1 the long-lnaling, Ureaform Mow-release 
Nitrogen means that it continues to feed your 
Inuit long after application.
No \ on don't have to1 use it very often, which is 
ftbig inipruvcnivut over nonie fcililucia.
Pick up a free copy of tho Green Cross 
lawn cure Ixtoklct from your local 
Green Cross denier.
GREEN CROSS PRODUCTS' 
Keep the life in your lawn.
C1BA-GEIGY CANADA LTD.
HOUSEWARES
PLASTIC PAILS, DISH PANS, CUTLERY TRAYS, 
BOWL BETS, SALAD SETS ............................   ...
PYREX MJUP PERCOLATOR ’
Reg. 8.05 ........ ................ ........ ..................... . ........
THERMOS BRAND THERMOS BOTTLES 









three goals and pumped in four
Fan Ovation
lin added two more.
Malden Moose led 4-0 
one period.
D J KERR AUTO BODY SHOP LTD
i II jutt takes the ball a little 
aftei I longer to get there 1“
■. the margin to 4-1 after 40 min ....... .. ,...
utes. more in the third.
Dave Stockier made it 5-1 at
Sarnia, Ont., Navy 
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I Fort Wayne 4 Port Huron 2 
' Bcst-of-scven scmi-fiual tiedearmarked for health care.
' First game of best-of-seven
Stanley Cup quarter-final)
Central
i First came of best-of-seven
Tulsa 8 Forth Worth 4
78/14
Miller, Gaherin In Bullpen
Warm i n g Up Controversy
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS and with Paul 
The second day of the season president of
r arrived today with no baseball warning that there might not be 
but two rivals—Marvin Miller any baseball "for a long, long 
and John Gaherin—were warm- time," the only encouraging 
sign was a meeting scheduled in 
New York today between Miller,
ing up again in the bullpen.
! The players' walkout, which
l began Saturday and caused an 
i early end to spring training, 
forced postponement of Wednes­
day’s scheduled opener in Cin­
cinnati between the Reds and
Houston Astros, along with the
.7 ?■
South African
The owners have offered
executive-director of the Major
League Baseball Players Asso­
ciation. and Gaherin. represent
ing the 24 club owners
Richards .said the
aren't against the players but
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER. TOUR.. APRIL «, lltt PAGE It
HOCKEY SCORES
Boston 5 Toronto 0
(First game of best-of-seven
। First game of best-of-seven
I Stanley Cup quarter-final I
New York 3 Montreal 2
American
(First game of best-of-seven quarter-final'
St*'* Cup quarter-final.
HMMO-wlU, all »( U,e i„c,casc,
Kranal, I.. Dale, president Stanley Cup ,U3rlCT.tl,ul>
Cincinnati Reds, said there is
an unfunded liability of S-’J mil­
lion in the pension fund which is
committel to be paid off in 25
owners years^ He said ail increase of 17
eight contests on today's slate are "fed Up” with Miller and, 
and two games listed for Friday '‘simply aren't going to let Mar-pion.
—Philarinlnhia nt Tzriiic and Millo/ mm ihnm .inv'
I per cent in retirement benefits 
| would
hiladelphia at St. Louis and vin iller run over the any 
Chicago Cubs at Montreal.
W,th bitter feelings continuing
to spew forth from both sides
Milk For You
'Beer For Us'
Sanderson, who is suffering
AIMES AT. WEAVER
Miller's target, meanwhile,
was Earl. Weaver, manager, of
Baltimore Orioles. Weaver had
said that 21 of his 26 players
had been willing |o defy the




from colitis, an inflammation - . ik • - ■
of the intestine, is commuting ‘
to the National Hockey
League playoffs from a hospi
eral Hospital.
Before he returned Wednes­
day night after Boston's 5-0 
victory over Toro”‘o Maple 
Leafs in the opt r of the 
Stanley Cup quarter-finals, he 
had this exchange with team­
mate Phi} Esposito, who was 
about to board the team bus 
for a motel.
Sanderson: "These guys get 
on a bus, I get on an ambul­
ance."
Esposito: "You drink milk, 
we drink beer.”
Sanderson: "You go home
to a double bed, I go home 
an army cot.”
Exposito: "You go home 





Minnesota 3 St. Louis 0
Dallas 6 Oklahoma City 2




then please explain what
Miller met Wednesday with 18
members of the Orioles in Balti­
legal attempts to break the
walkout.
"There's a fine point in 
! laws and he’s gone wav 
i board." Miller said. " 
i tempts to break the st. 
! been as a represc’ 
I management—which I 




"Weaver is entitled to g ve his 
i opinion and talk to the players, 
। but when he exercises coercion 
! and makes threats direct and 
implied, that's different.”
Brooks Robinson of the Ori­
oles disputed Weaver's version 
of the balloting.
"Actually.” he said, "the vote 
was 16 to 4 that pe would be 
j willing to play, but only if the 
owners would- agree to accept 
figures of the actuaries on the
REPRESENT CANADA amount of Surplus already exist- 
TORONTO <CP» — Toronto - ing in the pension fund.”
Gary Player, qualified for not signing his
walks with newsmen to the score card for the third round
□pen recently. Player was one
stroke off the lead with 10
locker room after he was dis- of the Greater Greensboro under par when he )vas dis­
qualified.
painter Gershon Iskowitz and I OWNERS FIRM
Walter Redinger, a painter from The latest move came Tues-:
West Lorne, Ont., will represent day night when the owners met
Cincinnati 5 Hershey 4 
(First game of best-of-seven




Spokane 6 Edmonton 5
(Spokane leads best-of-seven
00
Major Upset In Bantam Tourney 
Favored Toronto Eliminated
KAMLOOPS. B.C. (CP) — A 
major upset marked play Wed­
nesday in the Kamloops interna­
tional bantam hockey tourna­
ment as Melville, Sask., edged 
high-powered Toronto Red Wing 
4-3 in the ‘A’ section quarter­
finals.
Keith Carlson led the winners 
with two goals as Melville led 
all the way in the free-wheeling 
contest in which only one minor 
penalty was called.
Toronto had rated as one of 
the favorites in the 36-team 
' knockout tourney which ends 
Friday night.
In other ‘A’ section action. 
Winnipeg East Kildonan edged 
rj Vancouver North Shore 5-4 to
I gain a semi-final berth".
i PULLED GOALTENDER
I Winnipeg led 2-1 at the end of 
: the first period and increased
3:45 of the third period before] 
Vancouver stormed back to 
make it close. North Shore 
scored three limes in space of 
five minutes and pulled goalie 
Michael Corcoran in the last 
minute of the game in an 
effort to tie the game.
Boston Malden Moose moved 
into the semis, dumping Bur­
naby Minor Hockey 9-1. Dan 
Sullivan scored three goals for 
Boston and captain Kevin Coug
berth, crushing Calgary Bantam 
Stampcdcrs 10-2. Bill Smith had 
three goals in the third period 
for Sarnia, while Mike Crom­
been had two.
The Vets broke open a tight 
game in the second period with
For Magnussen
VANCOUVER (CP'-Olympic 
and world silver medallist Kar 
Magnussen of North Vancouver 
received a standing ovation 
Wednesday night from a crowd 
of more than 14,000 persons at 
the Tour of Champions Ice show.
A roar of welcome erupted 
as the 20-ycar-oll skating star
moved onto the ice at the
It was by far the largest 
crowd to take In a performance
of the Tour of Champions show,
which includes a number of
world skating champions.
The tour now has covered 12 
cities. The .skaters perform later
this week In Seattle and Oak
land, Calif,, before winding up 
the tour in Los Angeles
Canada this summer at the in­
ternational Venice Biennale ex­
hibition. The biennale is one of 
the major art forums in the 
world drawing critics and deal­
ers from around the globe.
“I throw at hard at ever, Bota. 
. l h
1110 St. Paul, Kelowna
MEETS MELVILLE
Sarnia faces Melyille and Win­
nipeg meets Boston in today’s 
semi-fijial round,
British Columbia teams dom­
inated the 'B' section semi-fin­
alists with berths going to Wil­
liams Lake, Comox and Prince 
George, The only outsider Is 
Weyburn, Sask., which takes on 
Prince George today.
Eliminated from the. competi­
tion Wednesday were Vancouver 
North Shore, Burnaby Minor 
Hockey, Calgary, Toronto, Coq­
uitlam, B.C., Anchorage, Alask 
North Vancouver Minor Hockey, 
Vancouver Kerrisdale and Til­
burg, Holland,
Saanich Braves. B.C. bantam
champions, dumped Coquitlam
7-3, Burnaby Winter Club blank­
ed Anchorage 7-0 and Quesnel 
outclassed North Vancouver 6-2
Silver production in Quebec in j
5,49-niillion
ounces, a rise of 580,(MX) ounces!
L3
Australian distance
Ron C lark e
world s record for the direc
miles seven years ago today 
In 1965—at Los Angeles
with a lime <>f 13 minutes,
sumc year lie lowered his 




Boys living South of llitrvcv Avenue, between the
ages of 8 and 12 as of July 31st, 1972, who wish to
play Lillie l eague or Farm League') Baseball this year
must register bn the following dates:
Kelowna South Little la'aguo includes boss living In
Hcnvouhn, South Pandony, Okanagan, Mission,
Creek, South and East Kelwunu as well as boss living in
Little League giuncs are played 
Osprey Park. Einni la'aRue games on ,Raymer School
Saturday, April 8th - 10 a.m. to noon
Place: Elk's Hall, 3009 Pandosy
I nch hoy must be rr/i-dcred by a piucul or guardian 
and muM bring a birth ccrtiiiciilc.
All boys who wish to play this year must register, even 
those who played Iasi yeai.
GENERAL
in Chicago and reaffirmed their 
rejection of an offer by the 
players that a surplus in the 
pension fund be used to meet 
their demand for a 17-per-cent 
cost-of-living increase in retire- DELUXE 
22 CALIBRE 3350
Body Builders
Our trained crew can make 
your car look like new. 
Smoothing out dents, custom 
repainting our specialty.
REPEATER regular
Your chance to save on a deluxe bolt action 
repeater. Features 6-shot clip magazine, adjustable
rear sight and grooved receiver for scope 










4 PLY NYLON SALE
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CAVELL TIRE SALES LTD CIIARGKX
T FACie tt KELOWNA DAILY COCBICT, THCTL, APBIL 9, 1M1
What Spring Prompts You To Throw Away... Sell Instead The Courier Want Ad Way.
■ ' PHONE 763-3228 FOR ASSISTANCE FROM ONE OF OUR FRIENDLY AD-VISORS. *
Kelowna and District
B. COMING EVENTS 16. APTS. FOR REHT
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL IT'S HERE! THE FABULOUS CENTRAL CITY
16. APTS. FOR RENT
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
Large Bring rooms. Close in town. Boat 
access to the lake. Inquire suite No. 2.
ISM Pandosy Street. 209
U. APTS. FOR RENT
$100 PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in RnUand. Retrinrator 





Delivered Anywhere to 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311 . 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.




North American Van Lines Ltd. 
Local, Long Distance Moving 
’’We Guarantee Satisfaction” 
1120 ELLIS ST, 762-2020
T. Th. S. tf
NEW & USED ARTICLES
SHRINE
CARNIVAL
The all new, fascinating, thrilling
M. F. WAGNER SHOWS 
TODAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY, 
APRIL 6,7 and 8th
MANOR
PANDOSY & PARK
If you want to live in comfort, 
reserve your suite now. Ready 
for occupancy.




THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
suite •vailable immediately, Located In 
Okanagan Mission nesr Eldorado Arms.
Telephone 763-6354. 208
UNFURNISHED, NEW. MODERN ONE 
bedroom suite, with Bridge, and stove. 
Close to hospital. 2287 Richter St.
18’ ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE- 
man. sharing. $8$ per month, all llvlqg 
privilege* to right person. Telephone 
762-0314 after 3:M p.m. • tf
ROOM AND BOARD FOR GENTLE- 
man. Telephone 7634JB0. tf
Telephone 765-3518. 113
tf
DELUXE UNFURNISHED TWO BED- 
room basement suite In Capri area. No 
(mokera. Working couple preferred.
LARGE ONE BEDROOM SUITE. PAR- 




available downtown for mature ladle* 
wlllinc to abate. Telephone 781-3040. t! 
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
>omo cable vision. O’CaUaghan'i Re-
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
FURNISHED ROOM. SHARE KITCH- 
en, bath and living room. $50 per month. 
Available immediately. Telephone 765-
19. ACCOM. WANTED
YOUNG RESPONSIBLE COUPLE 
would like to rent or leua tvo bedroom 
unfurnished house la Westbank or 
Peachland. Telephone 788-5103. 30$
RETIRED. COUPLE WITH SMALL 
dog. requires two bedroom duplex with 
basement, May lat In Kelowna. Tele-
tort. 3326 Watt Road. U
8966. ' U phone 762-7713. 307
Incorporation $75
Tel, 738-1731
CASH for Complete Estates or 
single items of household goods 
and etc.
We buy, sell or trade at
JOE’S TRADING POST 
Box 867 — Windsor Road, 
’. Kelowna — Phone 763-2235
T, Th, S 231
•fc Don’t miss these great new Carnival rides.
ft The amazing ROUND-UP. >
The fascinating 1972 TEMPEST
☆ The whirling new 1972 SCRAMBLER
ft The thrilling, hair raising CRAZY CASTLE 
ft Walk on the moon in the FUN TUNNEL 
ft The greatest of them all . . . TILT-A-WHIRL 
ft The new 1972 PARATROOPER
R. W. GAYE SERVICES, 
414-1298 W. 10, Vane. 9, B.C.





Sewer & Water Lines 





PATIOS & SUNDECKS 
Fiberglassed, 97 cents per 
square ft., 92 cents per square 
ft., 500 sq. feet and over.
TELEPHONE 765-8180
T, Th, S 219 
INCOME TAX
Treadgold 
Paint Supply Ltd, 
Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art SuppUes
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134
T, Th, 8. tf
PHOTOGRAPHY
FOR THE BEST IN PORTRAIT 
and Commercial Photography. 
Developing, Printing and En-
larging.
POPE’S PHOTO STUDIO 
Dial 762-2883
2820 Pandosy St., Corner 




SPECIAL KIDDIES' DAY - SAT., APRIL 8
Special prices to school kiddies al! day.
SAVE MONEY
BUY BONUS COUPON BOOKS at the 
RED & BLUE TICKET BOXES on the Midway.
Where Is It? At the 
REAR OF ARENA MOTORS - HWY. 97
SPONSORED BY THE KELOWNA SHRINE CLUB
207
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom suites, no children or 
pets. Telephone 764-4246. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex. Children and pet* welcome. Tele-
SLEEPING ROOM FOR STEADILY 
employed, respectable gentleman. Low 
monthly rent, no cooking facilities.
20. WANTED TO RENT
Telephone 762-4775. t!
phone 768-5262. . U
INCOME TAX 





T, Th, s 219
ELECTROLUX
(Canada) Ltd.
SALES & SERVICE 






B & J INSTALLATIONS 
Windows and 
Sliding Glass Doors 
Kelowna 763-6675
Installations, Sales & Service 
Renovations & Glass Repairs 
217
Contract Painting
Interior, exterior. Reasonable 
rates. Also spray painting. No 
jobs are too big or too small.
763-6412
212
’’CAJUN" FOR WEDDINGS, BAN- 
quets, dance*, etc, Old time, modern, 
and country music. Telephone 765-7323
or 765-6932. tf
KRUEGER HEATING SUPPLIES LTD. 
Furnaces, eavestroughlng, sheet metal 
work. 1085 Glenmore St. Telephone 763-
3952. tf
1. BIRTHS
A LITTLE GIFT IS RICHLY TREAS- 
’ cred by your child. A clipping of his 
Birth Notice from Th* Kelowna Dally 
Courier wiB be appreciated In the fu­
ture year*. Extra clipping* of this 
notice can. be had for friend* and rel­
ative*. too. The day of birth be tore, 
father., grandmother or nmeone la In­
structed to plsce a notice for your 
child. These notices are as low as $2.50,
Telephone 763-3228, tralnev ad-
writer win assist you tn wording ths 
■otic*.
To place your message 
PHONE 
Courier Classified Dept. 
763-3128
3. MARRIAGES
BUTLER — SPRING: Mr. and Mrs. 
Charles F. Butler are pleased to an­
nounce the forthcoming marriage of 
their daughter, Coleen Merry to Barry 
Wesley Spring, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Albert Spring of Kelowna.' Wedding to 
take place May 20 at St. Pius X 
Roman Catholic Church at 3 p.m. 207
DOHERTY-McCLUSKY — Mr. Kenneth 
Doherty of Kelowna and Mrs. Marjorie 
Henderson of Vancouver are pleased to 
announce the marriage of their daugh­
ter. Sandra to Mr. Joseph McClusky, 
eldest son of Mr. Joseph McClusky of 
Vernon and Mrs. Roxy McClusky of 
Kelowna. The marriage took place in the 
First United Church at 4:30 p.m., Mon­
day, March 27th. Reverend Leitch offici­
ated. A small family reception was held 
at the Baron. The couple will reside at 
1275 Brookside Avenue; Kelowna. 207
2. DEATHS
KOSTIUK - Mrs. Martha Kostluk of 
•30 Coronation Avenue. Kelowna, passed 
■way on April 2nd. 1972. at the age of 
•3 years. Mrs. Kostluk Is survived by 
3 sons. Nestor Kostluk of. Kelowna, 
B.C, and Mr. Peter Kostluk of Edmon­
ton, Alberta. One daughter, Mrs. T. 
(Evs) Miller of Grand Ravine Drive, 
Downsvlew. Ontario. 9 grandchildren 
•Iso survive. She wss predeceased by 
her husband, Metro Kostluk. July Sth. 
1971. Prayers will be held at the Garden 
ChapeL Friday. April 7, 1972. and 8 
&m, mass will be celebrated at the 
kralnlan Catholic Church on Saturday, 
April Sth. 1972 at 10 a,m. with the 
Rev. Father E. Melnychuk officiating. 
' Interment will follow at the Kelowna 
Cemetery. THE GARDEN CHAP’’.' 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS are entrusted 




One. two and three bedroom 
suites. Air-conditioning, eleva­
tor, under parking, free laun­
dry, reduction for tenants 65 or 
over. Close to downtown in 
quiet neighborhood. No children 
or pets.
PHONE 762-8068
T, Th, S, tf
AVAILABLE NOW - TWO BEDROOM 
units In Rutland fourplex. Close in. 
Telephone 765-5111, or 763-3676. tf
ROOM FOR RENT FOR GIRL WITH 
cooking facilities. Telephone afternoons 
or evenings 762-8558 or apply 1403
YOUNG COUPLE LOOKING FOR 
older two or three bedroom homo 
with basement to rent with option to
bay. Telephone 763-3237. 211
Richter St 207
A LOVELY SLEEPING ROOM. WORK- 
Ing girl only. Telephone 763-6148. tf
BACHELOR OR ONE BEDROOM FUR- 
nlshed suite wanted tor May 1st. Reply 
to -Box A639, The Kelowna Dally
Courier. 307
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
SMALLER HOME - CLOSE IN!
1 block to downtown Kelowna. 3 Bdrm, smaller home, completely redecorated with 
all new floor coverings. Full price only $14,900.00. clear title. Ex'1 Art MacKenzie 
769-4264.
VISTA MANOR
1 BR. furnished, and 1 unfurn­
ished suite. All conveniences. 




15. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT 
slxplex in Rutland en Briarwood Road 
Close to school and shopping centre 
Children welcome. No pets. Telephone
764-4001. tf
LARGE THREE BEDROOM HOME IN 
quiet area. Rec room, double plumbing 
and possible fourth bedroom. Oil heat, 
carport. $200 month. Telephone PhU 
Robinson at 762-3146 or evenings 763-
FOR FULLER BRUSH SALES AND 
service telephone Herb Hawk. 763-7981.
. ■ , ■________ tf
WILL DO TYPING IN BIY HOME. 
Fast and accurate. Telephone 763-4232.
Th, F. S, tf
INCOME TAX DONE AT REASON- 
able rates. Telephone 765-7851.
T, Th, S. tf
5. IN MEMORIAM
ADAMS — In loving memory of our 
beloved aon. Wayne, who passed away 
April 6. I960, in Kelowna. B.C.
We miss your face and loving smile 
And oh! those ’’Hi Moms."
—Ever remembered by Mom and Dad.
Mr. and Mrs. Osgoode Adams. 207
MANUEL WEISBECK: In loving mem- 
ory of a husband and father.
Gone from us but leaving memories. 
Death can never take' away;
Memories that will always linger.
While upon the earth we stay.
Always remembered by your loving
wife and family. 207
2758. 209
EXECUTIVE TYPE THREE BED- 
room house. East Kelowna. Gas fur­
nace. unfurnished. $170 per month. 
Ten minute drive from town. Telephone
762-7650. 209
THREE BEDROOM, FIREPLACE, RE- 
frigerator, stove, *195 per month. . Re­
ferences required. One month free rent 
with one year lease. Lease preferred.
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. .Box 587, Kelowna. B.C. Telephone 
765-5335, 763-5057 or 765-6923, In Winfield 
766-2107. Is there a drinking problem 
In your home? Contact Al-Anon at 783-
6675 or 765-6766. tf
Telephone 763-5538. 209
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex suite in Rutland; full basement, 
close to. schools. No pets. Telephone 763-
5013. tf
DUPLEX FOR RENT. IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Three bedrooms on main 
floor, carport and full basement. Tele-
CENTENNIAL HOUSE APARTMENTS 
now accepting suite reservations, loc­
ated adjacent to Centennial Park, 
McIntosh Road, Rutland. Occupancy 
May 1, 1972. Spacious deluxe suites, 
■lr conditioning, carpeting, colored ap­
pliances. drapes. . inter-com system, 
cable TV. full laundry facilities, stor­
age and paved parking, close to all 
shopping areas. Please telephone 765- 
9133 or 762-0928 for further Information.
210
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. CON- 
tlnental Manor. Rowcllffe Avenue; 
one and two bedroom deluxe suites 
available for immediate occupancy. 
Underground parking, elevator, free 
laundry and a reduction for tenants 
60 years and over. Adults only. No 
pets. Must be seen. Telephone 763-4209.
tf
SUITE FOR RENT, SELF CONTAIN- 
ed. one bedroom, furnished. Upstairs 
suite. Suitable for retired or business 
people as it is near City Park and 
within walking distance of downtown 




tlve new eno bedroom suites, shag car­
peting throughout, appliances, targe pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
$110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
with panoramio view of lake also ■vnil- 
able. Telephone 768-5875. tf
ONE BEDROOM LARGE BASEMENT 
suite between Capri and People’s 
shopping. Private entrance. Broadloom. 
stove, refrigerator. Quiet residence for 
working or retired couple. Abstainers. 
No children, no pets. Telephone 762-
phone 765-8815. tf
4832. 203
APRIL 1. FOURPLEX. TWO. BED- 
room suite near Four Seasons Motel. 
(No stove or refrigerator.) Telephone
765-6186. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
available. Sound proof building. Shag 
carpeting, air - conditioning, drapes, 
range and refrigerator, sauna, rec. 
room, elevator, intercom, free laundry.
FULLY FURNISHED COTTAGE AT 
Coral Beach, available April 15-July 1, 
two bedroom. $135. Includes all utilities.
Windsor Manor. 763-7234. tf
Telephone 764-7536. tf
COUNTRY HOME
3 miles to town. Clean 2 Bdrm, home, good condition. Ideal retirement home. Low 
taxes. Nice lot, domestic water. $14,500.00. MLS. Harvey Pomrenke 2-0742.
"IT'S WHAT YOU WANT"
NHA financing available for this 3 Bdrm., full basement home, close to 
shopping centres and schools. Lot is small; easy access to garage. Dining 
10x11%, living room is 17%xl5. A spqcious, easy to maintain home that you 




APPLE VALLEY REALTY ™
1451 Pandosy St. ♦♦• SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY •♦♦ Office Ph. 3-4144
COLLINSON ALLER.Y Orchard City
OF HOMES
I, DWIGHT STUTTERS OF WEST- 
bank, will not be responsible for any 
debts contracted for in my name on 
and after this date. April 4, 1972. with­
out my written consents—Dwight E. 
Stutters. ■  .207
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly- 
qualified operator wltb many years ex­
perience. For further Information, tele-
phone Helen Gray. 763-6512. tf
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd, 
(end) Rutland. Telephone 763-6494. tf
JOIN THE RENO BCAA SUN FUN 
Tour. Buses leave Penticton May 6th. 
Complete package, $80. Call 492-7016. 
BCAA Travel Agency, 339 Martin 
Street, Penticton, B.C. 214 
PERSON OR PERSONS WHO WIT- 
nessed accident at Big Eaglo Car Wash 
on March 5. when green Olds backed 
Into attendant, please contact 762-7007.
,_________________________ 209
WORKING GIRL NEEDS RELIABLE, 
steady ride to Helds Comer, Monday- 
Friday. 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Will 
share expenses, Please call Brenda at
763-4123.
8. COMING EVENTS
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, DOWN- 
town location, at $180 per month. 
Telephone days, 762-3384; evenings, 
763-4105. -tf 
FOR RENT IN COUNTRY, SMALL 
two bedroom house with stove. $75 per 
month. No pets. Telephone 762-5078.
■ ■ . ________ _tf
FOR RENT NEAR GYRO PARK, ONE 
-bedroom modern cottage. Refrigerator 
and stove supplied. $90 per month. 
Telephone 763-5548. tf
IN RUTLAND — THREE BEDROOM, 
full basement house, IW baths. Avail­
able Immediately. $165 per month. Call 
Lakeland Realty 763-4343. tf
HOUSE FOR RENT — TWO BEDROOM 
fourplex unit with wall to wall, aun- 
deck, close to schools. Telephone 765-
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rates. Close to 
shopping centre, Vocatlonn! School, bus, 
etc. Cinnamon’s Lakeshore Resort. 2924 
Abbott Street. Telephone 762-4834. tf
DELUXE SUITES IN KELOWNA'S Ex­
clusive concrete and steel high rise 
apartment. Maximum safety and quiet­
ness. Close to city centre, park and 
hospital. Telephone Roth Towers, 763- 
3641. tf
6255. tf
FOR RENT OR SALE: 8‘x45‘ HOUSE 
trailer with attached porch on West 
side. Ideal for Brenda Mines ernploy-
ee. Telephone 763-5526. 211
209
McKENZIE — Passed away on April 
, 4th. 1972. Mrs. Julianne McKenzie.
•Sed 49 years, late of 2909 Richter 
Street. Kelowna. Surviving are her lov­
ing hueband. 8. A. McKenzie; 3 daugh­
ters, Patricia (Mri. Wally Duggan) of 
Bonnyvllle, Alberta, and Judy (Mrs, 
Malcolm Broxham) of Rutland; three 
eons, Larry in Penticton, Garry In 
Summerland, end Robert at home; 2 
grandchildren. Chris and Kim Duggan, 
tn Bonnyvllle. Alberta; her mother, 
Mrs. Leonna Orloskl, of 480 Osprey 
Avenue. Kelowna; four sisters. Mary 
(Mrs, James Hough) of Eaton. Bask., 
Della (Mrs. Philip Shabluk) In Lake- 
view Heights. Josephine (Mrs. Clarence 
. Schults) of Calgary, and Helen (Mrs.
Ernie Lesko) In Rutland;' several 
nieces and nephews, She was predeceas­
ed by her father, Sam Orloskl, in 1954. 
Mass will be celebrated from Ilie 
Church of Immaculate Conception on 
Friday. April 7th at IOiOO a.m. with 
the Very Rev, Fr. R D Anderson, the 
Celebrant Interment to follow In the 
Kelowna Cemetery. Day’s Funeral 




TOUR BY Alli CONDITIONED BUS 
May 6 — 22 daya. Yellowstone. Grand 
Canyon, Phoenix. Mexico. Disneyland, 
Reno, $289.00. Ill-Lite Travel Club. 782- 
6173. .206 208
GENT IN LATE FIFTIES. HOME, 
car. semi-retired, desires nice, slim 
lady companion with good dlspos"lon. 
Write In confidence to Box A 642. The
B,C, HEART FOUNDATION - DEEP 
»»tl»f»ctlon com** from remembering 
d*p*rt*d family, frfcnd* and anoclates 
with • memorial gin to th* lle*rt 
Foundation. Kelown* Unit. P.O. Box 
38$. 'tf
THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY 
gratefully accept* donation* tn memory 
•f loved ent*, io further ruetreh In 
conquering c«nc«r. Contact Box 10. Ok- 
•n*g*n Mtulon. Th. F, N. it
BANQUET & DANCE
SAT., APRIL 8, 1972, 
ELKS HATuL, 
6 p.m. -1 a.m.
Tickets available at Marlo’s 
Barber Shop and Sir Shops, 




ALL NEW SALESMEN IN KELOWNA 
area welcome, A.C.T. meetg at Capri 
Hotel thia Friday at 5:30 for aupper 
and aoclal gathering. For more infor­
mation telephone, 761-4097. Zoll Dance.
207
RUMMAGE SALE BY 
Brunton group of First 
April 18, 3i30 p.m. at 







SEPARATE SWINGERS’ CLUB WILD 
hold * meeting »n<1 (octal on S»tun1»y. 
April * »t 9 p.m. Member* «nd Invito' 
(ue.ta only. For lnform*tlon write Bnx
534. Kelowna, 209
Kelowna Dally Courier. 208
EVEN IF YOU HAVE NEVER 
danced before. It only takes a few 
easy lessons to learn. Vincent's Acad-
DELUXE FOUR BEDROOM DUPLEX 
for rent. 1H batha. Near schools, In 
Rutland. $190 per month. Telephone 765- 
7772. '208
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, 160B 
Hartman Road. Available immediately. 
$98.50 per month. Close to schools. 
Telephone 765-6679. 208
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. $175 
per month. Adults preferred. Available 
March 31, Telephone 765-7036,tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE- 
ment duplex on creek. $150 monthly. 
Call 765-7105, evenlnga 765-7451.’ tf
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX SUITE, 
close to hospital, $135. Telephone 765-
HOCHELAGA. DELUXE SUITES FOR. 
rent. Shag rug throughout, refrigerator, 
range and drapes, air conditioned, 
cable television, sauna baths and wash­
ing facilities included. Telephone 763- 
6492...................'tf
KNOX MANOR. SEE OUR DELUXE, 
bright two bedroom suite. Large win­
dow In dinette, spacious. Broadloom, 
drapes, cable TV, stove, refrigerator, 
elevator. Surrounded bjr beautiful trees. 
Telephone 762-7918. tf
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units, self-contained, closeto 
Vocational School and College. Winter 
rates. Golden Sands Resort, 3356 Watt 
Road. Telephone 762-5272. tf
FURNISHED, CARPETED ONE AND 
two bedroom suites. Color television. 
Weekly or monthly. No children, no 
pets. Beacon Beach Resort, 762-4225. 
___ ___________________ tf 
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
one and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocational School, college and ahopplng 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach
Resort, telephone 762-3567. tf
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rates. Only minutes from town on High­
way 97 South. One and two bedrooms; 
kitchenettes and showers, Children wel-
come. Telephone '769-4311. tf
8931. 210
emy. Telephone 703-6466. 209
LIVE IN KELOWNA, WORK IN VER- 
non? Join dally csr pool. Telephone 
782-3055 or 761'7126. 207
13. LOST AND FOUND
IXIST LAIIGE ORANGE MALE
long-haired cat, Approximately one year 
old. Last seen between Walrod and 
Okanagan Boulevard. Finder telephone
703-3760. 209
FOUND; ONE DET OF CAR KEYS ON 
Rutland Road by the corner store.
Telephone 765-6012. 200
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
LOOKING FOR AN EXECUTIVE 
home to rent tn downtown Kelowna? 
Available now, lour bedroom home, two 
full baths, large living and dining room 
with fireplace, spacious kitchen, laun­
dry room, larto storage apace, hall 
basement ant garage. Beautifully
landscaped. Telephone 763-7234. tf
8. COMING EVENTS
JADE PALACE




Friday, Saturday and Sunday 
from 6 to 8 p.m;
CHILDREN 1.49
CABARET
Friday and Saturday, 9 p.m. to 1a.m.
FEATURING THE COUNTRY REVIEW
Special Dinner Steak -1.65
Baked Potato and Salad
Open Tues., Wed-. Thues,, 5 p.m, to 2 a.m.
Fri. and Sat., 5 p.m. to 3 a.m.
CLOSED MONDAYS 207
200 ASIIER RQAD. TWO DEDROOM 
duplex available May lat. Telephone
765-8841. 209
TWO BEDROOM HOME ON STUART 
Road In I.akevlew Heights. 8150 per
month. Telephone 769-4343.
16. APTS. FOR RENT
EXCLUSIVE. BRAND NEW TUREK 
bedroom fourplix units in Rutland. Ono 
block from acM;. full basement, (hag 
carpet In living room and bedrooms, 
cathedral entrmco, Taitriully decorat­
ed. Available Immediately. Telephone 
753-3841 or 75)1 13.' tf
COUNTRY IJVING WITH LOVELY 
view at Macllentl* Manor flveplex. 
MacKahzl* Reid, Rutland. Two batha. 
3Vb bedrooma, apaclona living, aome 
children welcome, water and garbed* 
collection free, U3J per month. No pet*. 
Telephone 753W13 or 76FM73.tf
SPOlWiS WO BEDROOM HOME, 
located on Nirtln Avenue. Garage. 
Gaa heat. IltO per month. Immediate 
occupancy, Call Mr*. Gerri Krlea. day* 
743-4931 or eviolns* 763-4387. Lund »nd 
Werren ReUty Ltd., 444 Bern.ird Avo . 
Kelown*, 209
deluxe ntnr.K nrnnooM duplex 
fo* rent la Spring Volley Bubdtvldon. 
Thl* duplex it found proof. *lmo*t *11 
c*rMt throughout and h»« 1W bath*. 
Full bMrinenl, Renting for $183 per
month. Telephone 764-4784. tf
FOR REN’Tl AVAILABLE JUNK 1. 
two bedroom home, close to Shope 
Capri, achooll and .church**. FuU base- 
meal wUh eilra bedrooms. Big lot, 
lease weeded, Foe m«s Information
pie Me telephone 7*3*887. 211
DUPLEX. FOUR BEDROOMS. BUM- 
put room, carport, storage *h«4. Real 
8179.00 per math. Avaltable April 1MK 









' Available April. Inti
Air conditioning, elevator, 
underground parking, con­
crete between , all floors, 
electric hoot, attractive shag 







Now available, large 1 and 2 
br. aultca away from traffic, 
in Rutland.
। 765-6477, 765-7402 
762-3408
TWO BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE 
In new slxplex. Carpets i with or with­
out refrigerator and stove.. Centrally 
located, Rutland, 769-4394 or 769-4205.
tf
CENTURY MANOR. SPACIOUS ONE 
bedroom suite, colored appliances, wall 
to wall drapes and broadloom. cable 
TV. No children or pets, 1958 Pandosy 
Street. Telephone 763-3685,tf
WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished apartment. Large picture 
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake, 
Wall to wall carpet throughout. 703-0538,
WISS'niANK. SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room basement suite I - refrigerator, 
stove, private entrance, Available April 
3. $115 pep month. Telephone 768-5661.
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, WALL TO 
wall carpet, colored appliances, cable 
TV. Available May 1. Rent $137.50, 
Utilities Included. No small children. 
Telephone 704-4904.tf
LARGE LUXURIOUS NEW TWO BED- 
room apartment in convenient Summer- 
land downtown.. Block can be pur­
chased. Write owner, P.O. Box 1105, 
Summerland, Telephon* 494-8538 210
MODERN, CLEAN. THREE ROOM, 
self-contained duplex *ulte, refrigerator 
■nd atov*, hospital vicinity. $115 per
month Telephone 764-7221, . 210
FURNISHED BASEMENT SUITE. PRL 
vata entrance, centrally located, aval), 
able May 1st. Apply after 4;00 p.m. at
1238 Ethel St, tf
WANTED - TENANTS FOR LOM. 
b»rdy Park Apartment* — exclusive, 
on* acre of lawn*, much more. Let 
ti* tell you *bout It — 764-4408. If 
NASSAU HOUSE. DEI.UXB! ONE DKD-' 
room *ulte, very quiet *nd cine* In, 
Adults only, Contact Manager; Suite 8,
IM Water Street, if
_________ ________________
FOR RENT BY WEEK OR MONTH, 
furolahed qn« bedreom apartment with 
electrio etove. refrigerator and all cook­
ware. Carpeted, direct dial telephone 
•nd cable vtatao. Meal for. temporary 
workmen, thoee awaiting more perma­
nent •eeommodatton, etc. Good nntll Jom M. Ne children, m pete, Cana-
■aura Bork Mri«L 7*34717.
REVENUE SUITE-A beau- I ONLY $1,600 DOWN — with 
tifully kept 2 bedroom home I no Government 2nd mort- I 
in quiet city location. Close I gage required. Payments are I 
to bus and schools. Income I only $142.00 P.I. on this I 
from lower suite helps with I practical new 3 bedroom, full I 
the expenses. Call Blanche I basement family home in I 
Wannop at 762-3713 days or I Rutland. Call Joe Limberger I 
762-4683 eves. I at 762-3713 days or 763-2338
I evenings. Exclusive. I 
BUILDING LOT — Good lot I 
closeto schools and shop- SMALL ACREAGE - 2% 
ping. Domestic water and acres, domestic and irriga- 
gas. Full price $3,100.00. Call ti°n water. View property. 
Wilf Rutherford at 762-3713 AU services available. De­
days or 763-5343 eves. MLS., mand for smaU acreages is
I great, this one will seU fast. I 
WANT TO BE CLOSE IN CaU Fred Kyle at 765-5155 I 
with elbow room? Check this days or 765-8804 evenings. 
1.38 acre holding priced at I MLS. I
$21,500. Immaculate two bed- A N0RTH SIDE SPECIAL-: 
Call Silvia at $14’950- 3 bedroom home 
Roberts at 762-3713 days or ^aU^do^ navment'1 cTom 
765-6936 eves. MLS.
tip vnTT CAN PAV RENT I Donnelly at 762-3713 days or I 
YOU^CAN OWN THIS HOME I ^62?2558. eves. MLS. I
— Just $172.85 monthly, prin- I the RENT MAKES YOUR I 
cipal, interest and taxes with I PAYMENTS PLUS! — the I 
5% down payment to NHA I pent you collect wiU pay the I 
mortgage. Two bedrooms up I mortgage and taxes and give I 
and two in basement. Corner I y0U an income as weU as a I 
lot in quiet Glenmore area, I home. This well constructed, 
providing lots of space for I weQ planned fuU basement 
cars, campers, boats. $18,- I triplex has individual sun- 
500. CaU Roy Paul at 762- 1 decks, lawns and gardens for 
3713 days or 765-8909 eves. I each unit. Good location, 
MLS. I steady tennancy. Call Dave
I Deinstadt at 762-3713 days or 
JUST LISTED IN CAPRI — I 763-4894 evenings. MLS. 
Beautiful 1400 sq. ft. home on I 
quiet street just one ■ block I ONE VISIT WILL CON- 
from shopping — must be I VINCE YOU — that this is 
seen to be' appreciated. In- I the home for your family- 
eluded is lovely 4 room reve- I 3 bedrooms up plus a finish­
nue suite in basement. CaU I ed basement with large 
Terri Meckling at 762-3713 I rumpus room and 4th bed­
days br 763-6657 eves. MLS. I room. This home is immacu-
I late and is located in Lovely 
BRAND NEW — just being I Lombardy Sq. Vendor must 
built on Ponderosa Rd. — I move, so don’t wait. Call 
pick your own carpets and Bud Dalley at 762-3713 days 
colors — 2 bedrooms, car- I or 765-6959 evenings. MLS. 
port, basement roughed in, I
VLA lot - $21,500 full price, TOTOR-STYLE COUNTRY 
low down payment with B.C. I HOME — large family home 
second mortgage. CaU Gor- with gorgeous grounds. 1500 
don Marwick at 762-3713 days scb of old country charm 
or 769-4662 evenings. MLS. “fd character. Stone firc- 
I place, den, 3 or 4 bedrooms.
SOUTH EAST KELOWNA — 2% baths. May be pur- 
1300 sq. ft. — new home with chased with % acre or 
double carport and paved MORE acreage. Call Frank 
driveway. 3 bedrooms up, 2 I Ashmead at 765-5155 days or 
down, large rec room, view I 765-6702 evenings. MLS.
Wl°ulcMDtntrndVesr CaU Mike WALK TO 17113 SANDY
‘tel S’T
702-0900 ™u»C5. MLS. XSuM
rr«nnv KlnnnnrT .>1 P*1™ tl’CC(l lot; double drlvC- IIARRY MADDOCKS would I wnVi owner wj|] consider 
TTAwnvMATJ'c:W cpirnrat8 cnr' Plck’VP or lot ns PnrtHANDYMAN'S SPECIAL. |)uy'in(‘.nti to Kel „t
The kitchen and living rooms $23,600 so act now. Call Claro
have been rcmodoUed but A^llfl nt 762-3713 days or
the 3 bedrooms need , too 762-4807 evenings. MLS.
touch of a handyman. Call I ,
Harry now at 765-5155 days I Mary Ashe . 
or 765-6218 evenings. MLS, | Ken 'Mitchell
. 3-4652
T 2-0063
MORTGAGES & APPRAISALS - Darryl Ruff — 704-7536 
KELOWNA — 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 
RUTLAND — Shoppers’ Village, 765-5155 '
INTERIOR'S LARGEST REALTORS
2-YEAR-OLD BUNGALOW RUTLAND
TWO BEDROOM BRAND NEW DUP. 
Jex, wall io wall carpeting, close io 
downtown Rutland, Immediate posses-
alon.i Telephone 765-0231. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex In Rutland. $175 per month. Avail­
able April 15. Telephone 7M-5314 after
6;00 p.m. if
TWO BEDROOM UNIT OF FOUR- 
pits *v*U*bl« April 1. with refrigera­
tor and stove included. Tdrphon* 7*1- 
an 13 noon to »|00 p.m.__________ M
WINHELD FOURPLEX ~ONE YEAR 
eld, 3 bedroom, nice view of l»k», 
J Available Mey let. p«r month. Tele-
phen* 7S4-713X WmnaM. tf
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT. •» 
per month. EWarty pereo* preferred. 
TMeptMM T*M*M. tf
PARK AVENUE: 3 bed­
rooms, carpeted Uving room 
with fireplace, separate din­
ing area. FuU basement with 
some finishing. Asking price 
of $22,900 with some terms. 
CaU Alan EUiot at the office 
or evenings at 3-7283. MLS.
SOUTH SIDE—$16,250 FULL 
PRICE: This home has 3 
bedrooms, gas furnace, and 
only 2 blocks from shopping.
Presently renting for $150.00 
per month. Would make a 
good investment. Call Joe 
Slesinger at the office or 
evenings at 2-6874. MLS.
YOU’LL WANT TO SEE 
THIS! Large 3 bedroom 
family home on a nicely 
landscaped lot. Large L- 
shaped living room and din­
ing room, convenient kitchen 
with eating area, covered 
sundeck, full basement with? 
finished rumpus room — and 
monthly payments just $126. 
Owners find the home too 
large and are asking $23,900. 
They will look at offers. For 
further information call Alan 
Elliot at the office or even­







Orchard City Realty 
573 Bernard Avenue 
.762-3414
ATTENTION MOBILE! 
HOME OWNERS!!! Legally! 
zoned lots for "permanent I 
Mobile Home" living. Nowf 
available, from Midvalley, 
Realty in Rutland. These; 
lots have gas, power, phone? 
and paved roads and are [ 
only % mile off Highway 97 . 
at McCurdy Road, Priced at1 
$3,150.00 and $3,250.00. Call 
one of our representatives at 
765-7704. MLS.
TREMENDOUS VIEW OUT 
OVER KELOWNA. In a 
choice location In Rutland, 2 
blocks from "Shoppers' Vil­
lage" 4 bedrooms, 2 full 
bathrooms, 2 fireplaces,, ree. 
room, hot water heat, car­
port. For more information, 




165 Hwy. 33, RUTLAND 
PHONE 765-7704
Evenings:
Otto Graf ................  765-5513
Al. Horning ........ 765-5000
Gordon Davis ........... 765-6180
Bill Haskett ........ 704-4212
I
Tills home offers pleasant surroundings and many nice 
features within. 2 bedrooms, carpeted throughout with 
shag in LR and walnut feature wall. Full basement with 
rumpus room. Attractive nntural/inlsh exterior, attached 
sundeck and carport. Grounds completely landscaped and 
fenced, A good buy for full price of $20,700. Call Dill 
Fleck at 763-4400, evenings nt 763-2230, '
LOTS-BLACK MOUNTAIN AREA-LOTS
$3,300 to $3,600 In.Mountalnvlcw Subdivision off Highway 
No. 33 on the right hand side, Good view — 5 minutes 
from Rutland, excellent building sites, good soil, paved 
roads. MLS. Call Miko Jennings ot 765 (W0i or 762-4400.









T, Th, 8, if
LAKEWOOD HOMES LTD.












21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
NHA —RUTLAND
Compact 2 bedroom bungalow. Buy now — choose your 
own finishing. Good'level lot. -fully serviced,- existing 
NHA. Financing at low interest rate. Minimum down pay­
ment if qualified for either home owner grant or B.C. 
Second. Situate in a new subdivision m Rutland, close to 
achools, shopping and churches. Full pit re $22,000.00.
CLOSE TO HOSPITAL AND TOWN
K-;
Owner will accept smaller 2 bedroom home in trade on 
this 1,150 *q. ft, 3 bedroom bungalow. This home has 
gleaming hardwood floors, fireplace, island cupboards 
and china cabinet A real opportunity. Full price $26,- 
for down payment.500.00. Use your smaller home
' f
RUTLAND DUPLEX FOR KELOWNA HOME
Lady with a well-located attractive duplex in Rutland, 
with an equity of approximately $12,000.00 down would 
trade for a modest home in Kelowna. Each side of 960 
square feet with 2 bedrooms. One side rents at $150.00 
per month. Listed at 829,000.00. MLS.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD. 
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902” 
384 BERNARD AVE. DIAL 762-2127
George Martin 763-7766 Lloyd Dafoe ........ 762-3887
DarrolTarvei — 763-2488 John Bilyk 
Carl Briese _____  763-2257
763-3666
CALL CLASSIFIED ADS DIRECT 763-323.8
OPEN HOUSE
970 PITCAIRN COURT
Friday, April 7, 1972 — 2:00 to 5:00 
Saturday, April 8, 1972 — 2:00 to 5:00
EXECUTIVE HOME, with view; 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 
2 fireplaces and wall to waU carpeting.
RUTH YOUNG in attendance
COUNTRY ESTATE — Approx. 1500 sq. ft. of luxury 
living on a beautiful landscaped 1 acre parcel; fabulous 
. view of the Okanagan Lake and City of Kelowna; the 
spacious home is designed for entertaining guests; large 
sundeck; entrance at ground level from a completely 
finished basement; double carport. Call Lloyd Bloom­
field eves. 2-3089 or days 2-5544. MLS.
13,800 SQ. IT. ON HWY. 33 — near four corners; zoned 
commercial; house 940 sq. ft., garage and carport. Value 
in th* land; good terms, half cash. $40,000. Call Mike 
Chepesuik eves. 4-7264 or days 2-5544. MLS.
RETIREMENT SPECIAL - Close in on Ethel St.; 2 BR 
with undeveloped attic; could be 2 small bedrooms or 1 
large. Large kitchen and living room on fully landscaped 
lot. Asking $14,000. Call Ruth Young eves. 3-6758 or days 
2^5544. MLS.
PEACHLAND — Attractive 2 BR 1 level home in lovely 
Blue Waters, fireplace, cozy shag rug in living room and 
dining area; excellent retirement or for small family. Full 
price 821,800, terms. Call Peachland, Mae Leboe 767-2525 
or days 787-2202. Excl.
CHOICE BUILDING LOTS — in a new subdivision, some 
VLA size; all have water, gas, power and fire protection; 
priced from $3,250 to $4,000. Terms available. Call George 
Silvester eves. 2-3516 or Bert Leboe, Peachland 767-2202 or 
daytime 2-5544. MLS.
Okanagan Realty
KI Bernard Ave. LTD. 2-5544
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
CREEKSIDE PROPERTY
Dock your boat on the creek at this lovely 3 bdrm, home 
in OK Mission and discover the ultimate in luxurious liv­
ing! Fully developed basement has gorgeous in-law suite. 
Call Orlando Ungaro 2-5030, or 34320 to view. MLS.
REVENUE HOME — HOSPITAL AREA 
NEAT AS A PIN! 2 bdrms, on the main with a separate 
entry to a complete self-contained one bdrm, suite in the 
basement. Carport and nicely landscaped yard. Try $5,000 
D.P. Asking $25,800. MLS.
WHY RENT???
H you qualify for the $2,500 B.C. 2nd mtge. phone me for 
details on this IMMACULATE 2 bdrm, furnished Trailer 
•ituated in Westbank on sewer and water. Terrific view of 
Lake! Lot and carport included at $13,950. Approx. $112 
jxm. P.I. at 8%. Phone Olivia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2-3895.
DUPLEX — ABSENTEE OWNER 
3 bdrm., full basement units near Southgate Shopping. 
Will consider trade in Saskatoon. Call Jean Acres 2^030, 
evgs. 3-2927. MLS.
NEW HOME LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS 
This 3 bdrm., 2 fireplace home is suitable for VLA. If you 
burry you may choose your own carpets! Redwood siding 
aid) stucco. SEE THIS ONE! CaU Luella Currie 2-5030, 
evgs. 768-5628. Excl.
EXCEPTIONAL VIEW LOT
First time offered, large lot with panoramic view, priced 
at $7,600 in beautiful Stirling Park, Call Ed SchoU 2-5030, 
evgs. 24)719. MLS.
Gaston Gaucher 2-2463
Hoover “v■ ■ Z V L- I X 426 Bernard Avenue
"ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!
"MOUNTAIN AVE.!” “AIR-COND.!”
JUST LISTED “EXCLUSIVE"! This immaculate, 2 
bdrm, home has 2 fireplaces, 3rd bdrm., workshop and 
large rec room in finished basement. Lot is nicely land­
scaped with stone terrace. Terrific view overlooking City 
and Lake. Full asking price is $29,800. CMHC Mort. 
$15,400, 6%%, $134 P.I.T. Call Mel Russell at 762-3146, 
evgs. and wknds. 7694409.
“GLENMORE” "NEW LISTING!”
Be sure and see this 3 bdrm., split-level home on Skyline. 
1220 sq. ft., finished rec room and den, extra large carport 
and concrete drive. Shade trees, shrubs and hedge add 
to this very attractive home. Full price 27,400. Please call 
Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. & wknds. 763-2958. MLS. -
.63 ACRES ON SUTHERLAND AVE.
With Mill Creek across front, older home,, set among tall 
shade trees. Lot is 80’ x 342’ zoned R2. Full price $25,500.
For further details call J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. 
& wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
THE FACT THAT THE KITCHEN 
HAS ALL THE BUILT-INS
The rest of the house has not been overlooked — and 
features huge living room with fireplace, 3 huge bdrms., 
rec room, 3 sets of plumbing, terrific location close to 
downtown, easy lot to take care of. I have the key — call 
Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. & wknds. 764-7221. MLS.
Phil Robinson — 763-2758
Wilson Realty^
543 BERNARD AVENUE 762-3146
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 BERNARD AVE.- KELOWNA
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST., WESTBANK
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
OKANAGAN MISSION: One of the few exciting properties 
available in the Mission is this three bedroom, full base­
ment home with attached covered sundeck and carport. 
Home features carpeting throughout, also three piece 
bath off master bedroom, fireplace in living room, formal 
dining room. All this and beautifully treed with creek at 
rear of property. May consider trade for older home. For 
full information call Jim Barton at 4-4878 evenings or 
34343,days. MLS.
WHY WAIT FOR SPRING? BUILD NOW!! on one of these 
country lots. Paved roads, domestic water. All lots over 
.3 acre. May be purchased for a low price of $3,400 each 
with terms available. For further details contact Murray 
Wilson at 3-4343 or 2-6475. MLS.
OKANAGAN MISSION HOME — situated on a well land- 
scaped third-acre lot, this two year old home features 
four large bedrooms, covered sundeck, finished recrea­
tion room plus much more for only $24,900. To view call 
Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 or 2-4872. MLS.
Dennis Denney 5-7282 ,
Lakeland Realty
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS.
FRUIT TREES AND FRESH AIR-.
Have a happy day every day in this delightful house on 
the city side of the Mission area. Near Kelowna College, 
Vocational, and new High School. Three bedrooms up, one 
down. Double plumbing, 2 fireplaces, double garage. 
Beautifully landscaped. Clear title. We would like to show 
it to you. Phone now. EXCL.
AIM TO OWN;
Buy this beautiful two bedroom home across Abbott 
Street from Okanagan Lake right now and enjoy this 
summer in your own garden. Nearby Southgate shops 
adds ease of living to your benefits. Let us show it to you 
— it might be the answer to your search for security, 
hapiness, and economy. Priced at $19,950.00, gross taxes 
$371.37. EXCL.
We specialize in Okanagan Mission properties
2821 Pandosy Street 
Eric Sherlock 4-4731 
Bob Lennie 4-4286
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21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
STEARNS CONSTRUCTION LTD
Builder of homes in the valley (or 15 years. We are 
building quality homes, with full basements, from 
$18,900.00 and up, as low as $500.00 down and 
$160.00 per month, and have a large selection of lots 
to choose from.
TO VIEW THESE HOMES AND LOTS
Phone 765-5639
___________ T, Th. S »•
LOTS - LOTS - LOTS
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
PRICED FROM $3500 TO $4500
FEATURES
22 lots just over acre, 90’ to 100' frontage
■fr 11 lots over % acre
’ir close to school and shopping
. Yi- all lots have a nice view
•A- domestic water and gas
Beautiful treed lots at a price you can afford.
CALL
SUN VALLEY HOLDINGS LTD.
Ed Ross — 762-3556
BRAND NEW HOME! 2 brs.,
Jack, Sasaeville 3-5257 
John Walker 769-4381
We Trade Throughout B.C.
Betty Elian 769-4307
John Dricdgcr 2-8939
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or Berl or Mae Lcboe 767-2525
Penny Callies 767-2655
$500.00 DOWN
' We have brand new 2 and 3 bedroom honics starting at 
818,900, Large roomy bedrooms, family sized kitchen and 
living room. Carpeted throughout except bathroom and 
roughedkitchen. Crestwood cabinets, 
|n extra bedroom, and lots 
Room.
Full basement with 
of room left for, a rumpus
GARDEN MATCHES QUALITY OF HOUSE — Beautiful 
view home. Lakeview Heights. 2-level garden of lovely 
plantings and small vineyard. Horiie design is unique, down 
stairs (one br., living or rec. room with kitchen area, 3-pce 
plumbing, could be private suite). As attractive as up 
(2 br,, wall to wall throughout). At $32,500, an out­
standing "quality buy". Telephone Dick Steele 768-5480, 
MLS.
ON ROSE AVE., JUST OFF ABBOTT ST.! Excellent 2 
brm, home with H.W, floors,, on a lovely lot. Asking $20.- . 
000 with $10,000 mort. at 7*/4% and pay only $100 P.I.T. 
Excl. For further details please call Vern Slater at O. or 
H. 3-2785.
LAST CHANCE — to get a beautiful treed lot, overlooking 
Kelowna Golf and Country Club. TRY OFFERS on this 
, attractive well located lot. Fritz Wirtz 3-5678 or 5-5111, 
MLS. '
2.03 ACRES - WITH MODERN HOME, treeci privacy in 
Joe Riche area. Ideal for year round living, on school 
bus route. Natural stone fireplace along one wall in car­
peted LR. New oil furnace. Priced rigid and one acre lot, 
may be subdivided off. Fritz Wirtz, 3-5670 of 5-5111.
A FINE INVESTMENT — Both sides rented, attractive 
duplex on quiet pleasant street. Very ’ wdl' built, nicely 
decorated. Full basement. Priced right at $29,500.00, TRY 
OFFERS FOR CASH. Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111. MLS.
LOTS — LOTS — Excellent level building lots, good area, 
$3,500,00 each or three for less. Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or 
Stew Ford 2-3455. Office 5-5111, MLS,
CLOSE TO THE LAKE -r 1.33 acre lot, Nicely treed^ legal 
access to beach. Fine building site, cased well. If you 
wish privacy and plenty of room In prestige area, this 
lot is for you! Asking $10,000 for 1,33 acre. Bill Kneller 
5-5841 or 5-5111. MLS.
NEW DUPLEX located on Mission Crock in Rutland.
3 bedrooms up, combined kitchen and dining room, living 
room. Full basement. All offer.% or trades will be con­
sidered. Try your down payment. This may be the invest­
ment for you. >
McKinnon realty ltd.
To View can office 765-1741 Residence 765-7451
HIGHWAY 33, RUTLAND
206, 207 
■■■anume'iB-rjma'i'-f-eyrii,1 —..  /'............'-............   .wewnewaa-w—-ow—»■— rr--- T-ry— r.:—rr - ■/., — ■ ■ -     
OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, APRIL 7. 1972 — 
2:00 P.M. -4:00 P.M.
697 PARF.T ROAD.
—Executive home
—over 2fl00 iq, ft, living area
—sunken living room
-4 bedrooms
* —office ’ ' ,
—family room \ 1




Many to choose from, « to 100 units, priced from $15,000 
down to $200,000 down. A phone call will do.
ALSO
Commercial lease back, 10% net. Priced at $100,000. 
ALSO
TO LEASE -- 3300 sq. ft. on Cary Rd,, $495,00 per month. 
Call Bill Gibbons at 703-7000.
OUTGROWN YOUR HOME - LET'S TRADE
Glenmore — 4 BDIIM.S, ensuite plbg., 2 fireplaces, H/W 
floors, family alze kitchen, LR and DR. Developed lower 
■with large rec, room. CMHC (Hi% mtg, $150 per month, A 
good buy at $27,000, Pat Dunlop 763-7000 or 763-3604. MLS.
CITY IXX1AT1ON
Elliott Avenue, lot 150x95. 3 BDRMS., Lil and DR, base- 
ment, matching garage. This is one of the best kept homes 
In the city. Elaine Johnson 763-7900 or 765-8352. MLS 
andNRS.
Collinson Mortgage & Investments Ltd.
Block Bros
REALTY LTD.




Chris Forbes 4-4091 
Larry Chalmers 4-7321
1)
? ’ -1' >
GET STARTED
... on a home for yourself. This 2 bedroom family home 
is completely finished inside but needs stucco on outside. 
Living room with feature waU. Large family sized kitchen. 
Full basement. Mission creek flows behind property. 
Full. Price $17,800,00. NILS.
ROYAL TRUST
248 BERNARD AVENUE . 
J. J. Millar 3-5051
W, B. Roshinsky 4-7236
PHONE 762-5200
C- A. Penson 8-5830
> i '-• >> ’p t.w
&




BEAUTIFUL split level, open 
BEAM HOME
Lovely view of lake and Kelowna, Just 8 miles from 
downtown. Over 1,700 sq. fl, of living areii, plus garage, 
carport and sundeck, Rock fireplace, built-in oven nnd 
Intercom.




446 Bernard Avenue 703-4932
WHY LOOK i'URTIliiR?
Immaculate 2 bedroom retirement hoipc, in ‘.-1 iJoiidilion. 
Fully modern, law overhead and taxes. April 1st pos­
session, Neat fenced grounds, with double garngc, Why 
pay more',”,'? Priced at $15,500. Call Austin Warton, days 
3-4932 or evenings 2-4838, MLS.. \
IT’S READY TO SELL .
960 square feet in each aide of this side by wide duplex, 2 , 
bedrooms,and a rec room, in these 5-| rwi homes, on a 
lot measuring 90x120, Stucco exterior wllh n carport, The 
price is right, al $28,500,00, with a down payment of 910,- 
900.00, Close to Rutland shopping, schools and public 








I'OH ' NAI.E OH TH Alli; 
brdioom home. i'onvrnlrnt 
Hollywood llrll SwImIIv lalon,
■ tiiiuu;
I'M *1 lull 
Hut Unit,
Living, dlnins room «nd hull iuiih-|hI 
hp»nou» kitchen, lini.hcq basement 
Include* Inlaw suite, (‘arpeied rumpus 
room, Tws carports with hulll tn etnr- 
*1* »nd two sundeck*, Will consider 
trails ss down payment of holiday Uad' 
>1, large (nisi or lais model < ar,' Irie-.
phone KA'lWl
ixit . loo' Fitox r s»\ mt ci 
t-Sino* njwlteml pt*r* Jnr bn»l
Il AS
Inj n«l<k •»)» Itlui'hon* 7*? 
41M Inf Rppnmlinrnt. It
nice city location, 
basement, carport, 2 
places. Now finished 
ready for occupation, 





LIVE IN THE COUNTRY! 
In this nice 2 br. home. 
Situlated qn % acre. Drop 
in to the office and lets 
discuss this property. MLS.
COUNTRY LIVING WITH 
REVENUE — BIG RE­
DUCTION FOR QUICK 
SALE! Now only $23,500.00. 
Side by side duplex with 1 
br. suite one side and other 
side 3 br. suite. Call Frank 
Petkau for all details and 





Open from 2-6 p.m. every 
Tues., Thurs., Fri. and Sun. 
from 2-5 p.m. Sat. Follow 
Black Mtn. Rd. to Hollywood 
Rd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
turn right on Dundee.




J. LEN NEAVE, R.I. (B.C.) 
Gaddes Realty Ltd. 
REAL ESTATE APPRAISER 
CONSULTANT 
547 Bernard Ave.
Bus. 2-3227 Eves. 5-5272 
Th., F, S. tf
HI’IUNG Ijpl’.lIM! A UIVEI.V TOO 
bedroom i kllirilnl । rnlrnni n 
msplr Mtehrrt ilipbiMrds. c»rpoit with 
»<•(>.r.<t< liakciuriil rii|i>, rmiKlicil In 
plumbing Hi basement, rtoulile glu/ril 
wlndoks, l.ige «un<1r<k' vilh I'.iliu 
doors and qualify ronslrucllon through' 
out Ivr only ItlJOfl, lor all the detsll* 




270 Bernard Ave. 
Phone 762-2739








In centre-town on large 
double lot, only minutes 
from Bernard Avenue and 2 
blocks from the lake. Six 
bedrooms; cottage; modern­
ized main floor; double car­
port. Numerous desirable 
features. Asking $60,000.00 
F.P., with financing ar­
rangements that merit your 
Investigation. Exclusive to 
Harris MacLean at 762-2675 




266 Bernard Ave., Kelowna
■206-212
THREE BEDROOM, FULL 
BASEMENT HOUSE.
One year old, $21,000.
TELEPHONE 769-4775
209
EXECUTIVE HOME FOR SALE BY 
owner, Cas* Lorna Road. Clos* to lake. 
Beautifully finished custom-built family 
home, located in prestlfo are*. Terrifla 
view of lake, bridge and city. Modem 
kitchen, dining area opening on to cov­
ered sundeck with carport below, largo 
bathroom, sauna bath, two bedroenu up.
2 fireplaces. Fun finished basement.with . 
separate entrance. Landscaped.. Mort­
gage can be arranged. Full price. Kf,- 
900. Telephone 702-8454 for, appointment 
to view. 207
VENDOR IN EDMONTON.' NOW OPEN 
to offer*. Sparkling doll houae. located 
on Martin Avenue; within walking 
distance to everything. Low mainten­
ance. Try 12,500 down, to on* mortgage 
of 8156, P.I.T, Ideal starter for * 
young couple. Call Mra. Kris^ day*. 
763-4932 or evening*. 763-4387. Lund and 
Warren Realty Ltd,. 446 Bernard Ave-
nue. 2OT
$500 DOWN
2 and 3 bedroam houses, full 
basements, dining rooms, car­
ports, sundecks.
—Quality built houses at 
reasonable prices.
—Also custom built homes,




! Telephone 763-3240, 708-5267
If
FOR SALE — NEAR NEW MODERN 
three bedroom house, wall to wall 
carpet* in living room, dining room, 
hallway and master bedroom. Lands­
caped front and back. Also Harvest 
gold refrigerator and stove included. 
Full price *21.900. Telephone 763436*. 
______________ 21*
DO YOU HAVE A HOUSING PRO- 
blem? If so. we have a handyman'* ■ 
special which ba* over J750 aquarn 
feet of living apace in * good realden- ■ 
till area of Glenmore. 32,000 down pay­
ment. To view telephone Central Mort­
gage and Housing Corporation 783- 
5311 day*. __________ 212
HOME BUILDERS - WHAT A PACK- 
•get Wa h*v* lota, interim finance and 
plan*, and we can arrange long term 
mortgage* If you're thinking of build­
ing. CaU Harry L*a 763-7000 or 788- 
8556 evening* and let's dlacua* your 
requirements, Block Brother* lUalty 
Ltd, ■■ . 90* 
NEAR LAKE. IMMACULATE OLDER, 
2 bedroom home In lovely condition and 
near park and (hopping. Vendor mov­
ing. *17.900. For detail* phon* Olivia 
Worsfold, 762-5030. oveillngs. 702-3895. 
Hoover Realty Ltd. MIJ9.
207. 209. 210, 213, 215, 217, 21* 
WE WILL TAKE'yOUR~TRADK OR 
accept a low down payment on either L 
of two new houses we have In Rutland. 
Doth have three bedrooms, full base­
ments, carports snd carpst throughout. 
Priced at 820,900 and *21,500. Telephone 
768-5080, tf
BEAUTIFUL VIEW HOME OPPOSITE 
golf course. Two bedroom* plus oh* 
bedroom In full basement, Ila* carport, 
lovely gold Artec fireplace, agndeck, 
large lol wllh many ornamental ahrubs 
and fruit tree* Pries *22,900.00. Call 
703-2550. No agent* ploaao,206 
tractive new duplex by 
builder, Centrally located In quiet area 
ol Rutlnnd, Wall io wall carpeting, Uh 
balha, patio with *xcsllent view, car­
port with atornge area. Buy now and 
aav*’*2.000. This Is a good Investment. 
Telephone evening*. 705-0141. if
THE BIG THREE
Good Price 
ft Good Design 
■/; A good place (o live
These arc the features 






I 102-ACRE FARM, 
35 acres iiilflvatcil, Good mod­
em buildings. This $65,000I
Harm I* 2*U miles east of 
Lumby, a village With every-? 
tiling,1 in । the heart of fishing 
iind hunting Monanhce Country, 
llnlf cash gets you this gem.
1.1'I, i). ( 2|i
iti i'iKmM Hour' in I
rd ID lHinp‘18 flollhlr
i aipfiil, hriin p.Hk in Hot
hnd. Irlrphnne Mrmnga. , > 2AI
PHONE 547-6611
' .T. Tli, S 211
A< hbar.K FOK • MLE. TOO HKI>'
(iHrm h"U«.e( |iir*( hou»9. thutien h(ni*». 
< *ii 7M4M0!>»»< h lie** 
• M J, m.
4
FARM FOR SALE - 99 ACRES 
level l«n<t. beet black soil,1 now build- 
Ing*, city waler, hydro, telephone, 
icbnol bus anil mall »ervlce. Good 
equipment, Two mile* north of Arm­
strong. F, K. Dickey, RR, No. i, 
I.»n*downe Ro*d, Armstrong, B.C,
____________ _  
RENVOULIN AREA. STREAM RUN- 
nlng through Vt acre lot. Two hrdJ 
rooms, wall to wall carpet throughout. 
Two bedroom* and reo room framed 
downatalr* and roughed In plumbing 
lor bathroom, Two fireplace*, rovarM 
•undeok and oarport, Aiklng 823,909. 
Telephone 763-7198,  207
DUPLEXES - MKK NEW - CAR- 
nated, three bedroom*, recreation and 
laundry roome In full baaementa, Pri­
vate sundeck*, rarpnrt*. I'l*»*«nt loc­
ation, landscaped, Moving. 347 Mug-, 
lord Road, Rutland. Telephone 7M- 
8718,  Th. F, S. It
THREE BEDROOM ROME PLUS ONE 
bedroom In basement renting at IIO*, 
per month, Wall to well enag carpeting. 
Fruit tree* and grapes, Near Peoples 
*tor*. \Arrly *t ino Mornnrd Ave. It, 
BY- IWnB?
Hire* bedroom horn*, landscaped, quiet' 
street, double lireplac* also two room* 
In basement. Asking 4U.J00. Tatephone 
763-7311._________ '____J_______M* i
REDUCED <TO iio,ioor-'lDEAi( ONE ' 
bedroom retirement home. New Croat- 
wood kitchen cablneta. eInk and plumb­
ing. naw earpai ihroaghoui. Imnwdlatn 
occupancy, Telephon* 761-433._______ it
BY,OWNEMj 2 BRDROOM BOMB 
wllh revenue wit*. * r*»r« old, 2 ftr*. ‘ 
place*, earpod, covered aundtek. local- , 
Ml |n dtp, TSIephooe 7m-66»3, It
MORE CLASSIFIED 
ON PAGE 14




phono 763-6171 otter 0:00.
763-6160 or 763-3390.






phone 763-7674 207 6 p.m.
28A. GARDENING
A MATURE WOMANWANTED
7625 after 5:00 p.m.










36. HELP WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE 209p.m.






etc. Telephone 763-3945. 209
CLEAROUTtf763-2291. 38. EMPLOY. WANTED22. PROPERTY WANTED
HUSBAND AND WIFE
7027. 214 B.C. Telephone 492-5751. 209
■Road, Chilliwack, B.C. 207
Hurry! Supply Limited.1447 Ellis St. tftime.
FOR SALE: MANURE, NO SHAVINGS.
tfTelephone 765-5642. 4595 anytime.207
Chargex accepted











out. Low price ..... 13095,
1971 VW 411 four door Sedan. A
. $2895,great saving at
u7M-U**.
TM-3047. tf
. $2395.only .26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
<*«*•
Other area* available. Reply 
Advertising Speclalllee Ud. SI.
FOB SALE — TWO YEAR OLD 
Bartlett pear trees. $1 each. Telephone
1970 GRANDE PRIX, 
Excellent condiUon.
*****. *% teteroirt. hr term *4 
rears, Tviepboee «,»»i»x«, tu- , i
LARGE FOTENTTLLA PLANTS FOR 
Issle, blooms from June until frost: 
also mums and double Shasta daisies.
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. 83 
per yard. 5 yards minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone 762-
MUST SELL)!! 1971 FORD . LTD, 4 
door hardtop, vipyl roof, low mileage, 
like new. Telephone 762-4258 after 6:00
garden roto-tilung. large or 
small (ardens. Telephone 762-7209 any-
HAVE YOUR LAWN POWER RAKED 
end power vacuumed. Telephone 763-
LADY TO CLEAN HOUSE AND IRON 
on Fridays. 91.75 per hour. Own trans­
portation preferred. Also wanted, oc­
casional day babysitter • in my home In 
the Mission area. 75c per hour. Tele-
deep frees*. 30 cubic 
copper tables. 8300. 
wriager washer, HO. 
*319,
800 FOCH GRAPE PLANTS FOR 
aal*. 1 year old. Write 10055 Quarry
MATURE, LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER 
to car* for three and five year old, 
while mother works. Telephone 762-
EXPERIENCED ORCHARD MANAGER 
and experienced landscape assistant. 
Telephone 762-3384 or nights 763-4105. 
tf
MAN AND WIFE WOULD LIKE TO 
manage motel with opUon to buy. 
Former hotel owners from Saskatche­
wan, good references. Available im­
mediately. Reply Box 151, Keremeos,
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A 
business with potential please tote***** 
7W-73M. *99
1963 CHEVY H NOVA. 6 CYLINDER 
automatic, 2 door hardtop, bucket 
seats, radio, good condition. Telephone
KFCONIS MORTQAGK FOR RAIJC.
TREES TRIMMED, TOPPED OR RE- 
moved. Experienced. Telephone 765- 
8842. 215
455 cubic,
FURNITURE REPAIR AND REFIN- 
Ishlng. Small repairs can be done in 
your home. Henning Jensen, Peach-




COMPLETE PATIO SKT. USED TWO 
month* eaty, Ilk* n*w. Aho larg* 
living room plrtur**, Fmim plants and 
M* bay’s Mualaag blcycl*. Tshphnn. 
7*3-4117. . 20*
Interviews at No,
MANURE FOR SALE. 31.50 PER BAG.
32.00 delivered. Telephone 762-7298, 209
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
plume 7U4UM.
FOUR YEAR
LADY’S COATS. DRESSES. bUITS. 
alack*, ala* 14-l*i tw* pair mw shoe*, 
8H, Maa’a jackets, all* 41 Telephone
21 FROFERTY FOR SALE '
*5’ OF LAKESHORE. THREE MIN- 
v:-» front Kelowna. Vader 8100 per 
f«X. AU undergroaad aenicea-aandy 
brack.' UaWltevabte. but true. 7M- 
4W3. ' i ‘ , , . ■ M
LOW, LOW DOWN PAYMENT. BY. 
b ildrr. Luxurioua two Md tore* bed- 
num boom*. Glenmore area. Cloa* to 
achoote. Lou Guidi CorutroctlM Ltd- 
Telephone 763-BW *< 7*3-5267 tf
8500 DOWN, BY CONTRACTOR. NEAR 
, completion. Two bedroom*, dtatag room. 
I carpart. Went aid*, five minute* to Kel­
owna. Lou Guldl Cooatruction Ud.. 
7*3-3240 and 768-5237. ____
STUCCO AND SIDING. BOOMY TWO 
bedroom*, basement room*, large aep- 
arate garage. 320500 caah. or *4.0» 
down. 81*5 per month. Telephone 7C- 
5199. _________23
BUILDING LOTS JUST OUT»DE CITY 
limits on Brookside Road Three lota 
site !OT'xl53' also one NBA view lot 
on Camelia Road, Rutland. Braemar 
Construction Ltd., telephone 762rO53). 
evenings 762-005* or 763-2810. tf
PRIVATE SALE — TWO BEDROOM 
borne, fenced lot, garage. Full price 
*13.800. Would consider late model car 
or land as part of down payment of 
approximately *4400. Telephone 7«3- 
«M2. _________ 801
PRIVATE SALE - BY OWNER, COM- 
fortable family bom* with fireplace, foU 
basement, large lot. weB landscaped, 
several fruit trees. Ideal location. Ap­
ply 825 Grenfell Avenue, Kelowna. 212
3 ( ACRES. TWO OR THREE BED- 
room bouse. One not finished, has to be 
moved. FuU price 315,000. 84400 to 
*5,000 down. *130 per month payment 
Telephone 498-240*. Quesnel 203
PRIVATE SALE. THREE BEDROOM 
split level home, Glenmore area. Call 
alter 5:30 p.m., weekdays. 763-4923. 
Saturday and Sunday all day.______ 2M
Special loans 
for homeowners
29. AHTICLB FOK SALE
r FIBREGLASS BOATAND m ILF. 
meter Sllvertfow UM <n£erta« GJt 
floor pobaher TdtfteM 73*3380. 2W 
TWO WAGON WHEEL BUNK BEDS, 
almost mw. *73 «*ch. Teleptamo 7*3- 
71©. ______________ u
If you're buying your house, 
you're eligible for a special 
Homeowner Loan at Associates 
any time you need cash.
That means we may be able to 
give you a better deal. Lower 
rates ... or longer terms . . . 
or even both.
The amount you can borrow is 
limited only by the equity you 
have in your home. $5,000, $10,- 
000, maybe $25,000 or more. So 
if you have high-interest debts 
outstanding, dr if you need cash 
for a second car, a boat, or any 
other good reason, talk to Asso­
ciates about a low-interest 
Homeowner Loan. See how 
much better off you’ll be — 
long-term.
287 Bernard Avenue 763-4218
ASSOCIATES REALTY 
CREDIT LIMITED 
304, 207, 209, 210, 213, 215
ROUND FIVE FOOT DOUBLE FACED 
commercial mow sign. Telephone 7*3- 
3319 or 7*24311. tf
EXERCYCLE. MOTORIZED. TWO 
speed. Marly mw. Half price *350.
Telephon* 763-4X72._______________tf
SELF DEFROST VIKING FRIDGE.
ExceUent condition. *180. Telephon* 768- 
5100. »
MAG WHEELS FOR SALE. FIT
Chevy car. Telephone 7*3-7823.
20*. 2OT. 209-213
MAN’S 10 SPEED BICYCLE. NEW — 
never used. New price. *123. Asking 
*100. Telephone 769-4114.____________208
HOOVER WASHER SPIN AND DRY. 
Two years old. exceUent condiUon. Tele- 
phone 7624410,_______________ 209
COMPLETE SET OF DIVING EQUIP? 
ment. Twin tanks and accessories with 
suit. *300 firm. Telephone 763-3764. 207
21 CUBIC ■ FOOT DEEP FREEZE, 
laundry tubs, and other miscellaneous 
items. Telephone 764-4408. 210
29B. ANTIQUES
STROHM’S ANTIQUES. 297* PANDOSY 
St., next door to Strohm'* Barber and 
Beauty Shops, Three writing desks, 
yin* tables and objects of art. tf
i 32. WANTED TO BUY
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
EXCLUSIVE BUSINESS OPPORTUN- 
tty available to ambitious hard-work­
ing individual with leadership talent. 
Thia ia not an ad for aatesmen or re- 
preseatativea. Tbp corporate positions 
opening as a rtsalt ef new market re­
search expansloa tkrougbout Western 
Canada. Expect rigorous training and 
travel, coupled with high incomes and 
unique inflation proof retirement of 
tbe 20s. For confidential appointment 
telephone Mr. Oijen. Tlutnday only, 
April «, at 762-0733 between U and 5
NATIONAL CONFECTIONERY MANU- 
facturer require* representative tor 
Kootenay and Okanagan area. AU com­
pany benefits and company car. Reply 
in own band writing including telephon* 
number to Box A438. The Kelowna 
Dally Courier. 209
MAJOR INDEPENDENT TIRE DEAL* 
er requires branch manager. The fu­
ture at this company and those capable 
of growing with it is very bright. Send 
resume: c/o A. F. Stroh. 2811 • 30th 
Street. Vernon. B.C. 201-203, 307-209
RELIABLE YOUNG MAN FOR FULL 
time employment. Capable of running 
40 aero orchard and vineyard and hand- 
Ung farm machinery and equipment. 
Wages according to capabUity and ex-
JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700 
Used Car Lot 763-6060
. M, T, W, Th tf
BY OWNER: 1800 SQUARE FOOT 
landscaped modern, five bedroom split 
level in HoUydeU area. For. Informa- 
i' tlon telephone 7*5-6430. ______213
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. FOUR 
years old. Clear title. Principals only. 
Apply 2184 .Woodlawn Street. Kelowna.
212
BY OWNER — ONE YEAR OLD 
duplex. East Side in Westbank. Three 
bedrooms, full basement. landscaped, 
tow down payment. Telephone 769-43M
THREE AND TWO BEDROOM UP 
and down duplex for sale. FuU price 
reduced to 323.600. 33500 down. Teie- 
phone 765-8931. _______________ 210
APPROXIMATELY 1 ACRE OF LAND 
with a two bedroom cedar home, close 
to school. Telephone 765-7447 evenings. 
209
28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
APPLES. POLISHED — GOLDEN DE- 
Udous, from cold storage. Please bring 
your own containers. Okanagan Pac­
ker* Co-Op. 1351 Ellis Street.
T, Th, S. tf
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599 
J. & J NEW, USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES
1322 Ellis St.
DANCE TEACHERS WANTED. WILL 
train suitable applicants. No experience 
necessary. Mr. Vincent’s Academy, 287 
Bernard Avenue. Telephone 763-6466.
,______________________________ 207
WANTED: STRONG CONSCIENTIOUS 
single man with car to learn floor cov­
ering trade. Telephone 766-3206. Winfield,
QUICK SALE-IM* PONTIAC 3 phu 2. 
Tw» door hardtop, -vinyl top. bucket 
seats, P.S., RJB.» radio, mw paint job. 
Completely overhauled 337. Car A-l 
condition. Asking *1550 cash. No. 10 
Boucheri* Beach Resort. Westbank. 210
190 FIREBIRD 350 HO. P5I., P.B.. 
automatic, radio Telephone 763-64*8 after 
5:00 p.m. 1370 Mercury Cyclone. P.S., 
P.B., automatic, radio. 17490 mile*. 
Balance of 50,000 warranty. Telephone 
7654484 after 5:00 p.m. _______ 207
1970 FORD L.T.D. FOUR DOOR HARD- 
top and 1969 Marquis Brougham, both 
car* immaculate and low mileage. Best 
offer takes. Can finance. Telephone 762- 
3040. Mr. Smith or Mr. Johnson. tf 
1964 CHEV HARDTOP, 283? AUTO- 
malic, radio. exceUent coedition. 1957 
Chev. Six standard wagon. UtUity 
trailer. Telephone 766-3182, Winfield.
_______________ 209
1967 CORVETTE STINGRAY CONVERT- 
ible, 327-350 h.p., four speed transmis­
sion, tape deck, metaUc blue. Show 
room condition. 34.600 firm Telephone 
764-4177 days, 762-7483 nights, 209 
1969 MERCEDES, 220 DIESEL, 26.000 
miles, one owner. Radial tires, tinted 
glass. sUding roof and radio. Car in 
exceUent condition. 33500. Telephone 
765-6063. 209
4X AUTOS FOR SALK
1971 VOLKSWAGEN 1600 DELUXE 
sUUoa anxgoo, thro* speed automatic. 
On warranty. exceUent condttton. Tela- 
pboce after * p jx. 7*5-7889. 2OI
1M7 FORD FAIRLANE. AUTOMATIC, 
tvm door hardtop, power steering. 
po».r brakes, full mags, eight track 
tapa deck Triepbon* 7*34938. 208
13*1 MORRIS OXFORD, HAS TO BE 
goM witbin 10 days Sacrificing at 
(super) tow pric* of 8123.00. Telephone
208
1967 BEAUMONT CUSTOM 327 FOUR 
speed, mags, tap* deck, console, im­
maculate ccodiHoa. Telephone 769- 
4298._________ ’________  207
197* PLYMOUTH CUDA. LOW MILE- 
age. Excellent condition, 440. rix 





1939 PLYMOUTH 2 DOOR HARDTOP. 




Topping — Pruning 
Removal 
762-4683
Topping, Pruning and Shaping, 
Free Estimates.
CABIN FOR SALE. NOT THE PROP- 
erty. Okanagan Mission Anhault Road. 
14’x20*, tally finished. 32,000. Telephone 
762-6785. ’ 208
PRIVATE SALE — 76’xl52’ LEVEL 
duplex tot. AU services except »ewer. 
Gaggin Road, Rutland. 83500. Tele- 
phone 762-5588.____ ___ ________
OLDER. NEAT TWO BEDROOM DUP- 
lex at 160A and B Hartman Road. 
Close to schools. Good revenue. 320500. 
Telephone 765-6673. _______ *»>*
GOLF COURSE AREA — DRIVE BY 
943 Nausau Crescent. 339.000 with 
terms. And call for appointment 763- 
2666 ■ ' _________ 208
by OWNER: MODERN, NEW 3 BED- 
room home, located on Benchview 
Road, Rutland. For tall information 
telephone 762-4264, ____________ -W
RUTLAND LOT FOR SALE,. 75’xl20’. 
Raises Road, all utUlties. no rocks. 
Financing could ba arranged. Tele- 
phone 765-5809. ________ 2W
TRIPLEX FOR SALE. FOR FURTHER 
InfonnaUon telephone 762-4118 or 762- 
2716, , _________________
OLDER TYPE TWO BEDROOM HOME 
in Rutland area. Telephone 765-520* 
evenings.__________ tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, FUR- 
nished, 869 Cadder Ave. Garage, fen­
ced and landscaped. ________211
BY OWNER: WELL BUILT TWO- 
year-old, luxurious executive home. 
Telephone 769-4171. 210
LARGE LEVEL LOT ON WEST SIDE^ 
paved road, gas and water. Cash or 
terms. Telephone 762-3419. 208
SAWLEY REALTY & 
DEVELOPMENT LTD. 
Commercial Property Only.
OLD WINCHESTER GUNS WANTED. 
Write to Box A 635, The Kelowna Dally 
Courier. Will reply April 15, 1972. 210
33. SCHOOLS, VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME. CANADA'S 
leading schooL Free brochure. National 
College. 44* Robson St. Vancouver 688- 
4913. ________ ___________ tf
34. HELP WANTED, MALE
35. HELP WANTED, 
FEMALE
1969 OLDS CUSTOM DELTA. LIKE 
new, low mileage. Five new tires, pow­
er steering, power brakes. AM-FM 
radio, stereo tape player. Vinyl roof.
. Priced to seU. Telephone 763-5292, 208
COLLECTOR’S ITEM, 1955 STUDE- 
baker. Champion deluxe sedan. Mint 
condition. Six cylinder over drive. AU 





preferred but not 
essential
CLEMENT NURSERY 
& TURF FARM 
Evergreens, shade trees, flow­
ering shrubs, lawn turf. 
R.R. No. 2, Old Vernon Rd. 
765-6232 or 765-5305 
tf
OK. LANDSCAPING




T, Th, S tf 
WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, 33 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount cn large orders. Telephone
763-6442 
tf
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
STORE OR OFFICE SPACE FOR 
rent in Shoppers' Village. Rutland. 
14’x7*‘ or can divide in half. Suitable 
for muelc store, candy shop, pet shop, 
dry goods; sports shop, etc., or lady’s 
wear—none in the area. Telephone 
763-7221 or 765-3484 evenings and week- 
ends, __________________ tf
EXPAND YOUD BUSINESS TO RUT- 
land. Now leasing commercial space. 
Up to 1,800 square feet, prime location 
on Black Mountain Road (Highway 33) 
and up to 2.600 square feet facing Val­
ley View Road. Phone Mr. Patterson. 
Mldvalley Realty Ltd., 765-7704 or 765- 
*180 evenlnge. _________ 212
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE
available In air-conditioned one storey 
building, centrally located, Ample staff 
and client parking, Custom renovaUon 
may b* arranged. Furnished if desired, 
pleas* telephone Mr, J. M. Roberts, 762- 
2002___________ ;_____________________
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
apace. Choice location. *135 per month 
including heat and use of air condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatta City Realty 
763-2739, __________ ' ' tf
1,430 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER- 
dal apace available immediately. North- 
gate Plaxa. Telephone 763-2733._______ U
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT, 
we have it. The Cannery Group. 763- 
7506. tl
DOWNSTAIRS OFFICE SPACE IDEAL 
for insurance adjuster, etc, Call Regatta 
City Realty. Telephone 762-2739. tt
HIGHWAY 97 STORE FRONT COM- 
mcrclal from 1000-6000 square feet for 
July 1. Telephone 7*3-49». _________tf
SMALL BUSINESS IN 
RUTLAND
FULL PHICE $35,000 
Down Payment $17,000. 
For further Information
Telephone 765-7146 " 
Th, tf
TENT AND TRAILER PARK. A BEAU- 
Uful 1.84 acre treed property situated 
fa Penticton. B.C. with U».»3 of high­
way frontage, > Three bedroom home 
; plus four travel trailer* included at 
*59,300. Far details plods* talephoa* 
me, OUvl* Worsfold 76*5030, evenings 
7*2-33©. MIA Hopv*r Realty Ltd, 
201, 20L Wl, 209, 211, 214. 213.
_ »l, 233.'238 
VP~THk“SIDE DOOR FOR SALE: 
1493 Water Str**t. Kelowna. B.C. Typ* 
of bustoOMt relall a*l*a ef ad«ntal 
Import*. Mexican imports and hand­
crafted food*. (Stock and flxluraa). 
Beat m store. $110 F«r month. Prlc* 
*3.033.00. R*ply Box A-417. Th* Kel­
owna Daily Courier.
FOR LEASE - NEWLV HENOVATED 
Pacific M Scrvlc* Stetion. W«*tb«nk. 
Experienced mechenlo-wrvk* rt*Uo« 
operator only a«d apply. Plan** evb- 
mil part exp«rt»nc*. Reply to Box A*». 
Th* Kelowna Dally Courier,________ U
MIKCT MCTAL~MAN REQUIRED, 
rapabla al operetta* owa bu:|n»»». Will 
eupply apac*.; heavy ah*«4, taatal 







2000 PAIRS OF 
LADIES' SHOES
Good quality in assorted 
styles and colors at Mt price 








1344 St. Paul St.,
762-4090 
T. Th. S tf
capable of caring for a baby and young 
child part time. Must be available 
Monday through Saturday. Vicinity ol
KLO. Telephone 762-0968 evenings.
■ _____________ 200
SALESLADY REQUIRED FOR AN- 
tiques and gift store. Must have good 
sales abiUty. attractive appearance and 
friendly personality. Contact Mr. 



























All mill snd Motor Routs Subscriptions 
psyable in advance, 
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
46. BOATS, ACCESS
1 GRENFELL MERCRAFT CRUISER
. . . inboard 292 V8 flathead engine, bearing vessel 
license No. 8K6588. 23 ft Hy3 ft. wide, 4 ft. high, C-W 
cabin covered deck, C-W trailer, all new tires, 2 ply 




1972 15.6’ Sangstercraft Run­
about. Mechanical steering, de­
luxe upholstery, bow rails, safe­
ty glass windshield, full camper 
top.
1971 50 h.p. Mercury outboard, 
electric start, controls, battery. 
Full factory warranty. Ready 
1964 BEAUMONT CONVERTIBLE. 230,1 f°r water. $2,295.
automatic. 3575. Telephone 768-5777. Canoes — 16’ Frontiersman? Fi- 
----- ---------------------------------—berglass, weight 81 lbs., beam 
1963 MERCURY METEOR, SIX CYLIN- hg'» denfh 14”. $244 
der, standard transmission. Telephone I" ’ ** . . ’
769-4324 or 765-9315._______________ 209 Chestnut Canvas Canoes
1966 VOLKSWAGEN 1300. EXCELLENT Tn Stock
condition In and out. Radio, extra Ures. I
763-<i72- 209 , VERNON SPORT &
1958 BUICK. IMMACULATE CONDI-1
tlon. 3250 firm. Telephone 762-7978 after MARINE CENTRE LTD.
1963 BUICK SPECIAL, EXCELLENT 
condition, very low milease. Telephone
313
1969 DATSUN 1600. GOOD CONDITION. 
One owner. Please telephone 765-9312
211
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, GOOD CONDI- 
tion.' Asking *1.150. Telephone 765-7319.
209
1969 ACADIAN CANSO 283. FOUR 
speed, good condition. ; Asking *1500.
209
209
1968 VOLKSWAGEN 1600. STANDARD 
with low mileage, exceUent condition. 
*1600 or nearest offer. See owner at 
881 Martin Ave, after 5:30 p.m. 209
1962 SUNBEAM ALPINE ROADSTER. 
Immaculate condition. Racing cam. 
Pirelli tires, *900. Telephone 764-4359. 
___________________________________ 207
DUNE BUGGY. 1600 CC V.W. MOTOR, 
Top and side curtains, custom buUt 
seat*. Tangerine color. Telephone 762-
1965 COMET CALIENTE CONVERT- 
ible with 1969 302 motor, four speed, 
four barrel. Telephone 762-7012. 208
1966 ENVOY EPIC, EXCELLENT GAS 
mileage, rebuilt motor. Telephone 763-
3109 - 30th Ave., Vernon 
Phone 542-3154
Mercury Outboard Sales 
& Service
Th, F. S. 215206
1971 CA5IERO Z-28. FULLY EQUIP- --------
ped. Automatic, 33.750. Telephone 764- .
4590, or apply 414 Sarsons Road. 2071
1964 V.W., 38.000 MILES, NEW UP-114U’ 
holstery. Six whitewaU tires. Telephone I
RELIABLE BABYSITTER WANTED, 
your home Monday through Friday. 
Bernard Avenue and Richmond Street 
area. Telephone 763-3159 after 6:00 p.m. ■
__________ U
DANCE TEACHERS WANTED; WILL 
train suitable appUcants. No experience 
necessary. Mr. Vincent's Academy. 287
Bernard Avenue. Telephone 763-6466. 
______________________ 207 
A LITTLE MONEY MAKES A BIG 
difference. Add to your family’s in­
come. Full or part time. You pick the
1957 FORD, NEW RUBBER, HURST 
stick shift, body in very good condi­
tion. Make an offer! Telephone 762-4864. 
_ _________________ _ H 
LEAVING CANADA — 1971 VOLKS- 
wagen window van. under warranty. 
2nd Avenue. Eldorado Court No. 3, 
Westbank._________________________ 209
1967 MGB GT. RADIAL TIRES. PLUS 
two studded winter tires, fog and spot 
lights, wire wheels and radio. Telephone
207
1965 CHEV IMPALLA CONVERTIBLE.
*750. Telephone 7654613.____________ 209
42A. MOTORCYCLES
Large company requires fully experienced meat 
cutters immediately.
Employee Benefits Available.
Reply to Box A-634, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier
211
36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
Number of husband and wife 
teams required to assist in our 
expansion program throughout 
Okanagan and Western Canada. 
Progressive young company 
with unlimited career opportun­
ities. Both husband and wife 
must attend interview Thursday 
Evening. Serious applicants 
only may apply. For appoint­
ment phone 762-0793 Thursday 
only 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. Or Apply 
Box A641, Hie Kelowna Daily
EXPERIENCED HANDYMAN WANTS 
jobs. Spring cleanup, gardening, etc. 
Have own -tools. John Greig, 764-4209.
208
PAINTING — INTERIOR AND EXTER- 
lor. Good workmanship at reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Telephone 763-
Canadian Company needs re­
gional managers and distribu­
tors in Rutland, Kelowna, West­
bank and Peachland areas. 
Your initiative and enthusiasm,
coupled with our training 
help to fulfill your goals, 
appointment, Phone Mr. 





and 5:30 p.m. Thursday only.
207
YOUNG MEN OR LADIES 
14 years and up 
to sell ice cream after school 
and full time in summer.
New Airconditioners
ELECTROHOME 
5,000 BTU - Only $155 
10,000 BTU - Only $270 
Only a few left.
5 year full warranty.
BOYS OR GIRLS REQUIRED TO BE- 
come street salesmen. Earn extra money 
for this coming summer by becoming 
a street salesman now. Suitable for 
ages between 10-13. To apply: Contact 
the Circulation Department, The Kel­
owna Dally Courier. .207
LARGE SUITE ABOVE Sl'CA 8IIEL 
ter on Barnaby Hoad available Im­
mediately to responsible middle aged 
man nr couple In return for light ser­
vices, Telephone 763-3741 or 784-4713.
208
LE33 THAN ONK YKAR OLD, TWO 
door frost-tree refrigerator. *200; 
Br«ni* d.lux* stove. Includoa liners, 
roUxl.r* and warmer. 82001 continent- 
al bed. whit* padded bead board, 823) 
Nack abd white letovWoa. 817. Tele-
SALKS REPRSENTATIVIA, WITH 
car, to service established customers, 
Average weekly earnings 8123 per week, 
Experience not necessary. Apply Box 
A 644, The Kelowna pally Courier. II
EXPERIENCED PEOPLE NEEDET 
for grape tying. Telephone 764-4948. Il 
TAXI DRIVER REQUIRKD. MUsFnf 
licenced, Telephone 763-5000. 201
37. SALESMEN, AGENTS
WK HAVE AN OPENING FOR SALK! 
lady or aalaaman. eg* no barrier, Ke 
ovtna are* to a*ll business gifts. calei 
dan, it*hter».lp*n*. car and truck do 
ah. tic, Thousands at other Item__________ _  ' M
"BELANGER" 




49. LEGALS & TENDERS
SHERIFF’S SALE OF LAND 
IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
In the Matter of the “Execu­
tion Act” Revised Statutes of 
British Columbia, 1960, chapter 
135, and the “Land Registry 
Act” Revised Statutes of British 
Columbia, 1960, Chapter 208 and 
Amending Acts; and in the 
Matter of a Judgment Recov­
ered in the County Court of 
Yale, by Penticton Glass and 
Millwork Ltd. as Plaintiff 
(Judgement Creditor) against 
Design-Craft Homes Ltd., De­
fendant (Judgment Debtor).
BY VIRTUE of an order is­




c/w Mechanical Steering 
Upright Foam Flotation 
Sleeperette seats
60 H.P. JOHNSON Outboard
Electric Start, Battery, Four 
Lifejackets, Controls and Pad-
His Honour Judge Washington, 
Local Judge of the Suprem' 
Court of British Columbia I 
and for the County of Yal< 
dated Monday, the 21st. day of 
June, A.D. 1971, I will sell by 
public auction the below-men­
tioned property at the Sheriff’s 
Office, Court House, Vernon, 
British Columbia, at the hour 
if 2:00 P.M. on Wednesday the 
19th. day of April A.D. 1972, 
all the right, title and interest 
of the said Design-Craft Homes 
Ltd. in the following property: 
Lot five (5), Section Nineteen 
(19), Township Nine (9),
New 1971’s Full Warranty Idles.
One 500cc Mach III, $1,200. READY TO GO
Seven 350cc Enduros $900 each. $1995.00
Four 125cc Enduros $625 each. Also Canoes, Sailboats, Marine
Full line of 1972’s in stock.
VIC’S MOTOR SPORT 
Telephone 769-4344 
209
Paint, Fiberglass Materials, & 
the largest selection of Marine 
Accessories in the Okanagan.
43. AUTO SERVICE AND ACCESSORIES
WM. TREADGOLD
& SON ENTERPRISES
538 Leon Ave., Kelowna, B.C. 
PHONE 763-2602
p ________ 206-208, 212-214
16* SIDEWINDER, INBOARD 396 CHEV 
engine, fully chromed. Berkley 12 J. 
Jet California custom trailer. Wide 
oval tire*. Full leather .upholstery. This 
is one of the. finest boats in the city. 
Best offer. Can Finance. Mr. Smith, 762-
Osoyoos Division Yale District, 
Plan Nineteen .Thousand Two 
Hundred and Nineteen (19,219), 
Vernon Aassessment District, 
lying in or near the City of 
Vernon, British Columbia.
Judgments dated October 
13th., 1970 in favour of Third 
& Puhlman Electric. Ltd.; 
October 26th., 1970 in favour of 
Winman’s Home Furnishings 
Ltd., November 4th., 1970 in 
favour of Penticton Glass and 
Millwork Ltd.; November 4th., 
1970, in favour of Gedig Mill­
work Ltd.; November 26th., 
1970, in favour of Lavington 
Planer Mill Ltd.; November: 
26th., 1970, in favour of O.K. 
Plumbing, Heating and Roofing 
Ltd.; January 12th., 1971, in
15’ BOAT. 50 H.P. ELECTRIC START 
Mercury and trailer. Complete unit 
including life jackets, paddle, cover 
and two spare tires for 3850. Telephone 
762-4859 or view at 1408 Richmond.. 209
90 HORSEPOWER EVINRUDE OUT- 
board motor, electric shift and power 
tilt. Excellent - condition. Telephone 
763-6168 or 765-6379. 212
SELL OR TRADE 18 FT. CABIN 
cruiser with 80 h.p. outboard motor and 
trailer. AH offers and trades con­
sidered. Telephone 762-7416. 210
1968 14* THERMOGLASS BOAT; 50 
h.p. Mercury. H.D. tilt trailer, 31,500 
or best offer. Telephone 763-7882. 068 
| Lawrence Ave. ; 209,
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
sales every Wednesday. 7:00 p.m. We 
pay cash for complete estates and 
household contents. Telephone 785-5647. 
Behind th* Drlv*-In Theatre. Highway 
97 North. tt
favour of Don Alozer, carrying 
on business under the firm 
name and style of Aladdin’s 
Carpet Sales; and January 
25th., 1971, in favour of Home 
Oil Distributors Limited.
Terms of sale: Cash.
Dated at Vernon. British 
Columbia, this 30th. day of 
March, A.D. 1972.
R. G. Downing 
Deputy Sheriff of the 
County of Yale.
REQUEST FOR BIDS 
DEMOLITION CONTRACT 
Approximately 100 ft. x 40 ft.1 
— 3, 2 and 1 story wood ware­
house. Work to be done be­
tween April 24 and May 5, 1972. 
Location: Armstrong, B.C.
Contact Mr. A. Leighton at 
546 - 3107 before April 12 for 
site inspection and contract 
specifications.




CARPENTRY, PAINTING AND ODD 
jobs wanted by reliable man with 
truck for hauling. Telephone 762-0286
20,000 miles, excellent, through­
anytime._______ '__________ 210
MATURE: WOMAN SEEKS DAILY
housework. Mondays to Saturdays. Tele­
phone 765-7115. 209
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
RELIABLE BABYSITTER, MY HOME, 
vicinity Richter, and Bernard. Tele- 
phone 763-6584.___________   208
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
TROPICAL FISH, CANARIES, BUD- 
gles. Regular and , rare birds, exotic 
tropical fish, Siamese kittens. Dog and 
cat vitamins, coat conditioner* and 
ihampoos, collars, harnesses and leads. 
Largest pet stock > in the O.K. Valley. 
The Purple Sea Horse, 1455 Ellis 
Street. Telephone 763-5224. Th. tf
CARELLO QUARTZ HALOGEN HEAD- 
lamp. Two low beam and two high 
beam, *10.00 each. Telephone 765-8318.
209
TWO FOUR BARREL PLUS MANI- 
fold, for a 383 magnum. *150, Tele- 
phone 768-5727.__________ 2»
SALE: TWO CHEVY KEYSTONE 
mags. *30, good condiUon Telephone 
762-3594. 207
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
REPOSSESSION—1870 12’ x 66* THREE 
bedroom, utility room, new furniture 
throughout. 1968 Detroiter, 12’x46', three 
bedrooms, clean unit throughout. 1961 
20th Century, 10’x38’, ideal for the 
young couple.' Okanagan Mobile Homes. 
765-7077. tf
12’x56’ MOBILE HOME. SET UP AT 
Okanagan Mobile Villa. Two bedrooms 
and shag carpet in living room. In ex­
cellent condition. Telephon* 765-8797.
208
1969 12’x64' DETROITER MOBILE 
hom*. Three bedrooms. VA baths. 
Includes all appliances and furnishings. 
Telephone 765,6561. 211
FOR SALE: THREE R E D R O O M 
mobile home, 12'x66’> fully furnished. 
*7,000. Green Bay Mobile Home Park. 
Telephone 768-5272 . 209
WOULD LIKE TO GIVE AWAY GER- 
man Shepherd and Lab cross, approxi­
mately 2 months old Telephone 763- 
5863.________ ■ 208
HORSESHOEING, - INTERNATIONAL 
Farriers College, California. Telephone 
Steve Price. 497-3570 collect. tf
FOR SALE - 1966 INTERNATIONAL 
logging truck, six cylinder diesel. 25 
ton Evergreen trailer with 8 bunks; 
For particulars, 762-4313, days. Blds 
will be accepted on tha above until 
March 30, 1972. tf
1969 FORD HALF TON, 360 CUBIC 
INCH, V-8 motor. Automatic transmis­
sion. Custom cab. Radio, heater and 
many other extras. 40,000 miles, will 
accept trade. Telephone 762-2053 or 
763-4101, 2<»
PURE BRED DASCHSHUND PUP, 
Grand Champion stock, tan. 3 months 
old. Telephone 767-2722, Peachland. 209
SMALL MALE DOG, FOUR MONTHS 
old and three male kittens to give 
away. Telephone 763-3690,___________208
SADDLE HORSES FOR SALE. TELE- 
phone 765-7030. tt
12’x52’ COUNTRY HOME TRAILER, 
Two bedrooms, furniture, extras and 
electric heat. 21 Hiawatha Park. Tele­
phone 763-7867.' 208
1950 CHEV '5 TON. RUNS GOOD. 
8200. Bush blk* (Tote-Gote), excellent 
for fishing, hunting. *250. Telephone 
768-3147. T. F, S, It
1071 VELMONT 12'x66’ THREE BED- 
room mobile home, Excellent condi­
tion, For sale or will accept on 
rental purchase basis only, Telephone 
765-7260. 209
TWO BEDROOM 8' x 48* MOBILE 
home, carpeted throughout, skirted and 
well kept, Asking price *3,opo. Tele­
phone 763-4609 after 3:30 p.m. 207
10’x57’ FULLY FURNISHED, THREE 
bedroom, color television, *5,200. Avail­
able '■ furnished or unfurnished. Iw- 
phone 763-6632. 210
GENTLE ELEVEN YEAR OLD BAY 
mare. *150, Telephone 764-4823, 207
1967 CHEV M TON, WITH CAMPER. 
Excellent condition. Must sell, Tele­
phone 762-7599, 209
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
WANTED) FORD W, TON BETWEEN 
1066-68 with tour-speed transmission. 
Telephone 765-9130. 207
3 H.P, PLANET JUNIOR WALKING 
garden tractor, with cultivator, ditch­
ers, hitlers, etc, A-l shape. 8123. Trie- 
phone 765-5883 alter 6 p.m. 206
li II,Pi ELECTRIC MOTORS, 110-220 
one phase, *20.00 each. Westbank Auto 
Wrecker*. tf
1068 GMC «4 TON. FOUR SPEED. 
Real work horse. Telephone 766-2984, 
209
1M1 LANDROVER. EXCELLENT CON- 
ditlon, *1.100. Telephone 764-4350. 207
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
12’xW THREE BEDROOM MOBILE 
homa with 12'x32’ mobile addition. 
Trailer includes new carpet throughout, 
frost-free refrigerator, electric stova and 
stacking wa*her and dryer, Heated ad­
dition la tally wired and Insulated and 
Include* rumpus room and atari room, 
This complete home Is skirted *nd «l 
up In trailer park on the Ishe. Open 
to offers for quick sate. Telephone 7*8- 
5078. ’ tf
SHASTA TRAILER COURT QN LAKE- 
ahor* Road. Children vfelcome.'No pets 
please. Cable TV Included. Telephone 
763-2878. II




735 Baillie Ave., Kelowna
[• Telephone 763-7832
J? LET’S BUY A GOOD CAR
J; FOR SPRING
!? 1071 MGB GT Coupe.'Overdrive,
GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK. 
Green Bay Road off Bouchcrle, Land­
scaped lota available ia family and re­
tirement erea*. Telephone 761-3343. tl
MUST SELL — 1970 DIPLOMAT. 12’x 
6T, two bedroom mobile home. Asking 
*9,000 or better. Financing can be ar­
ranged. Telephone 792-2917. , 213
21 FOOT SIIAHTA, 1H7. FOUR PIECE 
bath, tandem wheels, radio, like new. 
Telephone 763-5300, tl
10’xS2’ TWO , BEDROOM FURNISHED 
mobile homa fa Green Bay Park, Wa­
ter frontage. *9.800. Call 7*8-5853 after







PORTABLE RECORD STEREO PLAY- 
•r. Very seed condition. Now. 873. ask­
ing *33, TWI**Ikmm 7*93*0* after 8 p.m.
BRAND NEW' CHINA' CAMNETi R'K’ 
la good condition । bedroom 
m>Ho la good condition. Tolcphon* 7*3- 
• MX ♦ «M
Telephone 765-9071 or 765-7975
220
I WIU. CLEAN UP YOUR LAWNS? 
flower beds, pntae pad Iraaaplaat roeee 
etc,,...... win a&o. „ rieea .. bewmtole . »"*l 
garagos. No job too Mg er too amen! 
Reaawiablo rates, special rales Io Old 
Age Peasloaeys.' Call Joe at 7M1UI 
aeritme. ,
1969 FIAT 124 Station Wngon, 
like new,'- reclining neats, 4 
wheel di«c brakes ..... . $1595.
1968 CITROEN 4 door sedan. 
This is • fin© example at
19M CITROEN StationWagon, 
radio, excellent  ........... $1495.
> 208
Ham me rate tail 









Box Otttee: Bank ®f B.C.





Bent — Leas* — rurehas*
Batlnm Fqtdpmtal LW. 
By th* Paramount Theatre
Answer: Your Local 
Courier Carrier on Collec­
tion Day. Are you prepar­




Carrier boy delivery 65c per week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Route
J2 months ...................625.00
6 months ..............  13.00
3 months 1.....   7.00
MAIL RATES
B. C, outside Kelowna City Zona 
12 months ............... .... *22.00
6 months ......... . ......... ....
3 months .............. . .... ...
Canada Outside B, C, 
12 months .............. ..........




SEE IT BETTER 
on youi 
CABLE TV SYSTEM 
Black Knight
Television Co, Ltd.
249 Bernard Ave. Phono 762-4433
TOMORROW AT SUPER-VALU, FRL, APRIL7 
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TO YOUR GOOD HEALTH
Eye Transplants 
Only Part Is Used
By George C. Thoatesoe. M.D.
lot’s 
outfit
H. Sioux or - 
Eboshooe 
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Dear Dr. Thosteson: What is 
the percentage of success in eye 
transplants? How soon after 
death would the eye have to 
be removed? Transplanted how 
soon? Could arrangements be 






























I DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work ft: 
AXYDLBAAXR
fa LONGFELLOW
t One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A it 
imed for the three L’s, X for the two O’s. etc. Single letters, 
♦postrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
Ihlnti. Each day the code letters are different
CRYPTOQUOTES
.ZB ZY PBZORG RT HD YZEU, ZJ
«TW FBSD RED IDZYWND BOP 
OETOSDOZDOED JTN ZE.-NBIAF
ODQDNYTO
(Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: MATURITY IS THE TIME OP LIFE WHEN, IF YOU HAD THE TIME, YOU’D HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE.-SOURCE UNKNOWN
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
THE SACRED TREASURE HUNTS 
OF THE KOTOKOS - Africa
Chiefs ofthekotoko tore 
AS A LAST ACT BEFORE DEATH, 
HAVE ALL PORTABLE POSSESSIONS
SECRETLY BURIED AROUND THEIR
PALACE IN THE BELIEF THAT THE L0N6ER 
IT TAKES THEIR. HEIRS TO FIND THEM, 




THE MARRIAGE STONE II WHO WAS ADMIRAL OF ENGLAND 
IN HIRSCHBICHL, GERMANY I IRELAND AND AGUITANlA, AND ONE 
WHICH BOYS --AND GIRLS- ] OF THE RICHEST MEN IN ALL ENGLAND, 
CARRY 7 TIMES AROUND THE I' AFTER THE BATTLE OF HEXHAM, IN 
ROCK OH WHICH IT RESTS TO 11 ENGLAND, IN HG4, WAS FORCED ID
ASSURE A HAPPY WEDDING, fLEE TO FLANDERS- WHERE HE
WEIGHS 55 ROUNDS BECAME A RAGGED BEGGAR
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eyes, with pains being taken to 
match the color of the eyes 
even though the donor's eyes 
will be closed. There is no . ex­
ternal sign indicating that the 
eyes have been removed.
I omitted the details of your ■ 
letter as you asked me to. I । 
commend your intentions but a ; 
transplant such as you are 
thinking about, of a complete 
eye, Is not possible.
The part of the eye that Is 
used is the cornea, the transpar­
ent outer covering of the eye­
ball. There are cases in which, 
because of accident or other 
hazard, the smooth, clear cor­
nea has been scarred and no 
longer transmits light clearly.
The scarred cornea can be re­
moved and the clear cornea of a 
good eye transplanted. That 
method by now has restored 
good vision, for a great many 
people but it is applicable only 
when thdt type of problem is in­
volved, a defect in the cornea. 
It does not correct problems in­
volving glaucoma, damage to 
the eye nerve, detached retina 
and other defects (although 
some of them can be helped by 
other means).
An eye, to be used for a trans­
plant of the cornea, should be 
removed as soon after the do­
nor’s death as possible. It is 
kept refrigerated but the trans­
plant Also is performed with the 
least possible delay. Thus an 
eye, when available, is carried 
by plane or other rapid means 
of transportation to the hospital 
where it will be used.
Anyone willing to leave his 
eyes for such use should there­
fore make known in advance 
that he is willing to do so, and 
make arrangements through his 
doctor (eye doctor or other phy­
sician) who in turn can notify 
those who must be ready to ac­
cept the eyes.
Incidentally, the r e m o v e d 
eyes are replaced with artificial
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I have 
had glaucoma for eight years 
and understand there is no cure 
for it. My ophthalmologist says 
it can only be checked.
The other day a woman tok 
my husband she had been oper­
ated on and her glaucoma had 
been completely cured. Is there 
such an operation at the present 
time?—Mrs. M.H.
There is surgery for glau­
coma but I would be very cau­
tious indeed about describing it 
as a "complete cure.” That is 
to say, surgery can be used in 
advanced cases to reduce the 
pressure inside the . eyeball, 
which is the basic problem , in 
glaucoma. Many times the oper­
ation may help; other times it 
does not. You may be certain 
that your ophthalmologist 
knows about such surgery and 
would recommend it if you 
needed it or if it promised to 
help you more than whatever 
your present treat rient is. No 
doubt you are receiving medica­
tion..
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Two 
years ago my daughter was 
born with critically low blood 
sugar, and had to be force-fed 
glucose in water before breast 
feeding.
Will she always be hypogly­
cemic? Should I have her blood 
sugar checked often?—M.E.L.
Not necessarily. Quite a few 
infants can have a sharp drop 
in blood sugar shortly, after 
birth. This usually corrects -it­
self as feeding progresses. Un­
less she shows signs of low 
blood sugar, I would leave it to 
the pediatrician whether to have 
blood sugar tests.
CONTRACT BRIDGE























“Mr. Lockwood says take that down and put up a 
‘Think’ sign—and then start thinking about gelling 
fired." ■ "
Return Of Bill 88 Certain 
If Socreds Regain Power
VANCOUVER (CR) - The] 
Vancouver Labor Council has 
established a $5,000 war chest 
night for a campaign designed 
to remove all anti-labor legisla- 
Itlon in British Columbia giul the 
।politic!ansi responsible for It,
Council secretory Paddv Neale 
aahl he hoped the fund would 
he the fn si move in an uprising 
by labor tn defeat the Social 
Credit \govcrhmcnt iii the next 
[provincial election.
I Mr. Neale said:
I ‘’Hie Only reason the govern- 
Ement dropped Bdl Bit ilcg station
driving all labor groups 
(her.
CDH& ON, FRIEND, WS 
HAVE TO SURFACE 
NOW WH1LB THAT 
SUB IS IN TROUBLE!
year cdodI We'Re 




THE FietD! TOUf* ON _ _ 
CAN TURN IT yA SECONDS! 
BACK ONI
AH, MEI ALBERT AMD ALBERTA’S 
' PAY OFF.- X'LL HAVE TO SET 
MY OWN BREAKFAST.
BUBBA// LOOK AT 
THAT POOR MAROONEP 
CHICKEN-SHECAN'T
FLY 0R.8WIM//.
5F YOU FIGURE WE 
GOT ENOUGH ROOM IN
WHY. FRANNY, WHAT A 
DELIGHTFUL SURPRISE/ . 
HOW THOUGHTFUL OF YOU!
Ml
USED TO WRK ON A RANCH ONE SUMMER.. 
GOTT' PC FAIRLY GOOP AT ROPIN'...












In assessing his prospects in 
a suit contract, declarer gener­
ally starts by counting his 
losers. In most hands this will 
give him a clearer idea of where 
he stands than if he merely 
counts his winners.
But this is a rule of conveni­
ence only, and declarer should 
feel free to readjust his sights 
when the occasion calls for it. 
Il the losing and winning trick­
count do not add up to 13, there 
is obviously something wrong 
with one of them and the situa­
tion should be re-examined. ,
Take this case where West 
leads a diamond, dummy follow­
ing low, and East wins with the 
king. East returns the king of 
spades, won by South with the 
ace.
Apparently the only remain­
ing losers are two spades, but 
when declarer leads the ace of 
learts and West shows out, 
South learns there is a trump 
loser also.
The 4-0 division apparently 
presages defeat,, but it South 
goes about his business care­
fully he can still make ten 
tricks.
He cashes the ace of clubs, 
crosses to dummy with a dia­
mond, and ruffs a club. He then 
leads another diamond and 
trumps another club.
Next he cashes the K-Q of 
hearts, ending 'in dummy, at 
which point he has already won 
nine tricks—a spade, two dia­
monds, a club and two- dub 
ruffs, and the A-K-Q of hearts.
When he now leads the ten 
of clubs East is helpless. East’s 
three remaining cards are the 
Q-J of spades and jack of 
hearts, all theoretically winners. 
South’s three cards are the 6-2 
of spades and eight of hearts, 
all theoretically losers.
If East discards, South ruffs 
to score his tenth trick; if East 
trumps the club, South discards 
a spade and later scores the 
eight of hearts as his tenth 





. Friday, April 7
Arles (March 21-ApriI 19): 
Routine meets no Opposition, 
but try something new and all 
sorts of fun develops. Suit your 
own taste.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
The greater part of the day 
seems devoted to a low build-up 
for an evening rush, perhaps 
some personal celebration,
Gemini (May 21-June 20):> 
Gentle and persistent tact 
through the day brings results 
in the evening. Long-sought 
triumphs arc at hand. Older 
people are helpful,
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Pleasure and its pursuit tend to 
crowd out much of today’s 
planned activity, with no partic­
ular or irrecoverable loss In­
volved.
Lao (July 23-Aug,22): Yester­
day’s minor errors show up now 
and no ready correction Is in 
sight. Do the best you can, 
knowing that all eventually 
comes out straight.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Con- 
tlnu:J efforts thrive, new starts 
falter. Stay with group efforts, 
avoiding rash adventures. Tall 
talcs for the future arc born 
today.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oci. 22): Your 
Initiative releases tension so you 
can pick up again, perhaps fur-
ther ahead than where you left 
off.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): An 
effort to see the other fellow’s 
viewpoint leads him to see 
yours more clearly. Get to­
gether with old friends for a 
lively evening.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): 
It’s an adventurous day within 
the broad borders of your 
present habits; circumstances 
may change for the better.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Yesterday's direction can be 
changed if you care to make a 
serious effort. A pleasant dis­
traction becomes a main inter* 
est in later hours.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb, 18): 
Energy builds as the day grows. 
Bring together obvious ex­
tremes, see them merge and 
come to balance.
Pisces (Fob. 19-March 20): 
Clear away your backlog of 
work wherever you can. Domes­
tic questions find answers, Take 
time to pray now.
WANTS TO EARN IT
MEXICO CITY (AP) — Presl- 
dent Luis Echeverria has asked 
the University of Yucatan to re­
serve an honorary, degree be­
stowed on him until the end of 
his term in five years "to see If 
1 really deserve it."
toge-
"But If this government Is 
rb-eleclHl, you can expect that 
legislation back again. It Is time 
we all get together with , the 
teachers to show our dislike for 
tins government "
Several delegates feared that 
some of the 35,000 could go Io 
> re-elect Labor Minister Janie* 
Chabot, a ineihber of the Rail­
way Telegraphers Union for 23 
year* who still holds a union 
card.
Council pfcfildent Syd Thomp­
son said; 1ilcaigncd (o curb .‘.eK-iifotcctlve
power.i of buiki.iu: uadv nn • n| "Thu money uill only be 
I* beramc the Social ('ledit spent on candidates who
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GANGS RAIDED
London Gang Busters' Active
into sudi activities and they 
concluded that the attacks were 
part of a plan to terrorize 
smaller groups into joining a 
single syndicate intent on over­
all control of rackets in the 
East London area.
Raids Thursday by a total of 
160 officers netted shotguns, pis­
tols, knives, iron bars and a 
rifle.
Following this initial opera­
tion, which resulted in the ques­
tioning of about 20 men, the po­
lice staged more raids Wednes­
day.
Protection rackets in London 
range from pressure on the 
: owners of night clubs to the 
. strong-arming of businesses as 
tiny as ice-cream traders oper­
ating on the streets of the capl- 
i tai.
Rio Death Toll 
Mounts To 28
RIO DE JANEIRO (Reuter) 
— The death toll from a series 
of explosions followed by tire in 
liquified gas storage tanks last 
week has risen to 28 with the 
deaths from burns of three 
more men, the state-owned pe­
troleum enterprise Petrobras 
said.




If You're Only Taking One Suit
Be Sure It's One Of These Knit
s< ;i r->
LONDON (CP» — Police; uum left by the breakup of the 
••gang busters", Trying to! Kray and Richardson gangs in 
head off the re-establishment of । the late 1960s.
crime syndicates in London’s! Charles Richardson was sen- 
East End continued their raids
aid were sentenced to life im-jnal activities 
prison men t for the murder of *'~‘“ 
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Heinz Tomato or 
Vegetable.
10 oz. tins ..........
Blue Ribbon, Reg. 
& Fine. 1 lb. pkg.
Sunlight Liquid.
24 oz. plastic ..
Simpflon<i-Sear»: Penonal Shopping: Men.a Dreaa Wear (45) 
, Kelowna.
Blade Bone Removed. wUp 
Canada Choice, 
Canada Good,........lb. W B
on suspected homes in the area 
Wednesday as part of one of the 
biggest police operations of this 
kind in recent years.
The raids follow a period of 
violent rivalry among groups of 
criminals trying to fill the vac-
tenced to 25 years in prison in 
1967 after witnesses testified 
about the torture of victims 
with electric shocks and ciga­
rette burns. His brother, Eddie, 
was imprisoned for 10 years.
In the other ma n gang inves­
tigation of the 1960s, Reginald 
Kray and his twin brother Ron-
Kray, elder brother of the 
twins, was sentenced to 10 years 
for being an accessory after the 
murder.
After the successes in these 
various cases, Scotland Yard 
gave permanent status to the 
special gang-busting squads ac­
tive in combating such crimi­
Lately, in the struggle among 
younger criminals to fill the 
vacuum left by the Kray and 
Richardson rings, there were 
reports of victims being shot In 
the arms or legs and gasoline 
bombs being thrown into the 
homes and offices of business­
men.
For the past year, detectives 
have been pressing inquiries
CRIME RATE UP
BRISBANE (Reuter) - Po­
lice will be put back on foot to 
pound a beat in a bid to cut this 
Australian city’s rising crime 
rate, the Queensland police de­
partment has announced.
I Frying. Wing Ji
Drumettes. 
Approx. 5 lb. bag .. lb. Wr W
Important client meeting at the end of a long flight? 
Walk off the plane is one of these wrinkle-shedding 
knits ... a very successful look.
Holiday bound?
Pack your knit suit, just in case; It'll come out of the 
suitcase with a just-pressed look!
Tile perfect suit for Today’s Man. Because it's impec­
cably tailored of 100% polyester knit. More comfortable 
than you ever imagined a suit could be. It gives and 
stretches with your every move for hours on end and 
never looks worse for wear. No sag or bag — no wrinkle 
or rumples. Remarkable.
Come, be fitted in one of our handsome new styles from 
conservative to fashionably detailed with pleats, half 
belts nnd flap patch pockets, Checks, neat geometries, 
and Rood solid colors for spring and summer. Sizes 
116-50 reg., 40-50 tall, 36-44 short. Cftft





Open 9 to 9 Thurs. & Fri., 
Sat. 9 to 6
Wee’feU 
Amu***
fteric Frau While You Shop Simpeona-Seurs, Orchard Park, Kelowna.
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To Form Canadian Policy
VANCOUVER (CP) — Envl-i tankers to be constructed with a 
ronmentalists presented 20'
briefs Wednesday to h commit­
tee fashioning the Canadian pos­
ition for a forthcoming United 
Nations conference on the 
human environment.
The briefs ranged from com­
plaints about smokers polluting 
the world to claims by a group 
of . engineers that oil tankc: s 
pose a great threat to the Pa­
cific coast.
The one-day hearing was the 
first of 11 to be held across Can­
ada to solicit public contribu­
tions on world-wide environmen­
tal issues.
The Canadian view will be 
presented to the UN conference 
In Stockholm June 5-16. More 
than 130 nations are expected to 
be represented.
The engineers called for all
double hull.
The Canadian coalition to stop 
the Amchitka nuclear blast said 
official delegations to Sweden 
should include at least two ob­
servers from outside the gov­
ernment Canada’s representa­
tives will be led by Environ­
ment Minister Jack Davis.
CALL FOR COURT
The coalition called for a per­
manent court for international 
environmental concern, with 
power not only to make judg­
ments, but to enforce them.
It said this court should be es­
tablished outside the UN.
The hearing was attended by 
a man in a caveman costume, 
who Identified himself as Al 
Izim of the Earthling Survival 
movement. He made no attempt 
to take the microphone, but said
British Labor Problems Enter 
Into Rail And Sea Transport
LONDON (CP) - Britain’s 
chronic labor problem?, which 
recently led to a severe national 
power shortage, now threaten 
-Mother highly-sensitive sector 
|M1 and sea transport. 
HHMots with the state-owned 
MpBsh European Airways have 
already begun a work slowdown 
over a dispute involving pay 
and- work conditions. In addi­
tion, union leaders representing 
200,000 railwaymen says they, 
too, are prepared for industrial 
action unless their latest wage 
demands are met.
The rail unions are demand­
ing a 16-per-cent annual in­
crease from the publicly-owned 
railways board. The board has 
; offered 11 per cent, which would 
’ mean a guaranteed income for 
! the lowest-paid workers of about 
i $52 a week, compared with 
i about $47 at present.
! Both the offer and the de- 
• mand would exceed the conserv­
ative government’s unofficial 
| policy of holding wage increases 
fin the public'sector to seven or 
I eight per cent.
| A slowdown by the rail unions | 
(would mean chaos for hundreds1 
[of thousands of Britons.
(DEMAND INCREASE 
| The pilots, who earn between 
( about $7,800 and $23,000, are de- 
Imanding a 24-per-cent annual 
(increase at the highest income 
(level. BEA has offered a maxi- 
rmum increase of 12.6 per cent 
land a 4.5-per-cent increase at 
(the lowest salary level.
I The p 11 o t s’ action, which
began last Saturday at the 
height of the Easter tourist 
rush, has so far caused little 
disruption in regular services. 
But union leaders say they are 
prepared to intensify the slow­
down if their demands are not 
met.
The unions contend that pilots 
have to pay extremely high in­
surance premiums out of their 
salaries and are forced to seek 
new jobs v. hen they retire at 55. 
They say that while a pilot’s 
flying hours are limited to 100 
every 28 days, he still puts in 
much additional time on the 
ground as part of his job.
The rail union chiefs have 
raised some hope they may 
scale down their demands 
slightly to avoid another costly 
industrial disruption.
in an interview that man would : 
move back to square one unless 
he made a serious attempt to 
halt environmental decay.
The Burrard branch of the 
Scientific Pollution and Envi­
ronmental control Society said 
man's environment may col­
lapse under carbon monoxide 
emissions, and there would be a 
d i s r u p t i o n of the economy 
through indiscriminate, unchal­
lenged exploration for oil as a 
source of gasoline.
Jim Bohlen, representing the 
Greenpeace Association and a 
member of the crew of tha ship 
Greenpeace which protested the 
Amchitka nuclear blast, said he 
had no confidence in the Stock­
holm conference.
He said he wanted action in­
stead of rhetorie, which would 
be the result of the upcoming 
meeting because the UN has no 




ter Robert Shaw, heading the 
committee conducting the hear­
ings, criticized an attack by 
Gerard Culhane of the Environ­
mental Systems Community As­
sociation on pulp mills and the 
failure of the government to 
shut them down immediately.
“Life isn’t that simple,” he 
said.
"I don’t believe you can cure 
the ills of the world by stopping 
the world and getting off it."
However, Mr, Shaw agreed 
that pulp mills must be cleaned 
up and predicted that of the 50 
to 60 mills in Canada, 30 will be 
shut down within 10 years.
The
WTio
Burgers 3 for $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70c 
Opposite Mountain Shadow* 765-5414
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Allen’s
FRUIT DRINKS
4S oi. tin.. 4» 1.00
LARGE FLEET
L The Norwegian merchant 
{Fleet on Jan. 1, 1972, numbered 
12,895 ships totalling 22,076,000 
tons.
SUPER-VALU
“B.C.’s VERY OWN FOOD MARKETS”
Hanoi Stored
Lots Of Ammo
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
United States officials say North 
Vietnam has stored up enough 
war material on each of three 
fronts to carry the current of- 
tensive in South Vietnam 
through the month.
Recent infiltration rates of
be the heaviest since the period 
immediately preceding the 1968 
Tet offensive.
South Vietnamese diplomatic 
sources, calling it a three-front 
war. point out that action al­
ready has flared south of. the 
demilitarized zone, and along a 





The third front is
border of central
__________ ____ Unes, there 
| are at least three North Viet- 
men and supplies were said to namese divisions, or, 30,000 to
of these
40,000 men on each front
In a* matter of two to three 
weeks the Communist drive will 
be contained, the Vietnamese 
say.
U.S. spokesmen say the North 
Vietnamese have not yet com­
mitted all their ground forces to 
the action.
U.S. sources speculate that 
Hanoi has moved on South Viet­
nam to demonstrate to the 
world that it can strike when­
ever it desires, regardless of the
U.S. presence, and that it is 
willing to pay a price.
There is also the desire to em­
barrass the Nixon administra­
tion during the U.S. presidential 
election campaign, the diplo­
mats say.
The North Vietnamese attack 
now, it is believed, would also 
have an Impact in Moscow and 
Peking, the sources of North Vi-
etnamese supplies. In such a 
situation, neither Moscow nor 
Peking could reduce the flow of 
supplies to Hanoi without endan- 
gerlng the whole North Viet­
namese effort ,
INCREASED IMMIGRATION
’About 35,000 persons are’ex­
pected to arrive tn Israel from 
the Soviet Union this year, com­




with a low-cost 
j Personal Loan
How would you like to grow? A new home, a car, 
furniture, a vacation? Discuss your plans with a TD Bank 
Manager first. Let him arrange a personal loan to suit 
your needs. He might be able to make it easier on the 
budget than you expected.
EXAMPLES OF OUR REPAYMENT PLAN 
OTHERS AVAILABLE TO FIT YOUR NEEDS












$1000. 24 mos. $ 47.00 $127.52
1500. 27 mos. 63.60 215.25
2000. 30 mos. 77.40 319.23
2500. 33 mos. 89.10 439.69
3000. 36 mos. 99.40 576.84
3500. 36 mos. 116.00 672.98
4000. 36 mos. 132.50 769.12
5000. 36 mos. 165.60 961.40
Call in and ask about a low cost personal loan to 
make your dreams come true—the TD way!
Toronto Dominion





Available in White 
and Walnut
Single Toggle
Low Price, Ea. 87$
Duplex Receptacle
Low Price, Ea. 870
^Double Toggle
■Low Price, en. 1.47
•J'
Grecian
White with Gold 
border
Single Toggle
Low Price, Ea. 970
Duplex Receptacle
Low Price, Ea. 970
Double Toggle
Low Price, ea. 1.47
Clinging Ivy
White with Ivy Leaf
Single Toggle
Simplicity
Available in White 
only.
Low Price, Ea. 97 £ Single Toggle
Low Price, Ea. 970
Duplex Receptacle
Low Price, Ea. 970
Duplex Receptacle
Double Toggle
Low Price, Ea. 1.47
.4
T> »
Spanish LaceCircus Clown Provincial
24 HOUR TELESHOP 
Kelowna 763-5811
Kose Bouquet
White with Rose 
border
Single Toggle
Low Price, Ea, 970
Duplex Receptacle
Low Price, Ea. 970 Low Price, Ea. 970
Double Toggle '
Low Price, ea. 1.47
Double Toggle
Low Price, ea. 1.47
An assorted selec­
tion of delightful 
decorative switches 
featuring circus 
(down. Single toggle 
only.
In Antique Brass, 
White and Gold 
and Bright Brass.
Single Toggle 
Low Price, Ea, 970
In Antique Brass,
Ixnv Price, Ea. 970
Duplex Receptacle
Low Price, Ea. 970
Double Toggle
Low Price, ea', 1.97
Triple Toggle 




Low Price, ea. 1,17
Duplex Receptacle
Low Price, ea. 1.17
Double Toggle
Low Price, ea. 1,57
Triple Toggle
Low Price, ea. 2.97 
Four Toggle 




designed for your 
baby's nursery.
Choose from a pop­
ular selection for 
girls and boys.
Single Toggle only





Low Price, ea. 2.47
Duplex Receptacle
Low Price, ea. 2.47
Double Toggle
Ixtw Price, ea. 3.47
TABtW7<r:~7'£'
' ' f '’i
Bali Hai Sunflower
kit j /-i.’




Available In White 
Single Toggle 
and Gold
Low Price, ea. 1,17 
Duplex Receptacle 
Low Price, ca. 1.17 
Double Toggle * 
Low Price, ca. 1.67 
Triple Toggle
Low Price, ca. 2.97 
Four Toggle




tique Silver and An­
tique Copper.
Single Toggle 










Ixhv t’rlfc, ea. 1.67
Duplex Receptacle
Single Toggle
Ix>w Price, ca. 1.97
Duplex Receptacle , _ , „ . „
Low Price, ea. 1.57 *'ow ^ r*cx’’ ca' 1*67
Double Toggle Dotible Toggle
Duplex Receptacle
Ixhv Price, ea. 1.97
Doitble Toggle
Low Price, ca. 2.47 Low Price, co. 2.47 Low Price, ep, 2.97 




Low Price, ea, 1.17
Duplex Receptacle
Ixhv Price, ea. 1.17
Double Toggle
Low Price, ea. 2.47
Triple Toggle





Ix»W Price, ea. 1.17
Duplex Receptacle 
lx>w Price, ea. 1.17
Double Toggle




Ix>w Price, ca, 1.47 
Duplex Receptacle 
Ixhv Price, ca, 1.47 
Double Toggle 
Low Price, ca. 1,97 
Triple Toggle
Low Price, ca. 2.97
Available in Flem­
ish and White and 
Gold.
Single Toggle
Ix>w Price, ea. 1.97
Duplex Receptacle 
Low Price, ea. 1.97
Double Toggle
Low Price, ea. 2.47
Kiddies’
As s o r t e
Plates
d switch
plate , designs es­
pecially for kiddles! 
Choose your favor­
ites from a variety 







Ix>w Price, en. 1.47
Duplex Receptacle
Low Price, ea. 1.47
Double Toggle
Low Price, co. 2.77 Low Price, ca. 2.47
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OUR PRICES ARE TOO HOT TO 
PUBLISH. COME IN TO THE WIDE 
AISLES OF SUPER-VALU 








No Mystery About th is Secret Sample
i -.--








YOU WON’T BEL HE pr<o$
Mystery Sale Prices on these products 
effective allday Friday, April 7, til 9 p.m
Both Stores - 
Downtown and Orchard Park. 
PARK ON OUR HUGE PARKING AREAS AND BR1N<
THE WHOLE FAMILY WE’VE GOT THE ROOM.
SUPER-VALU (
BUY BETTER — EAVE MORE!
48 tin
